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, PRBR 5  
ptructures in Tertiary '.eks  
The Pliocene(?) Lower Coastal Surface has a seaward 
dip of the order of sixty feet per mile. The origin of 
this dip is uncertain. 
The Surface could be older than the basalt, controll-
ing the basalt slope (Davies, 1959, p.194) or the Surface 
could be younger than the basalt, with the slope of the 
Surface controlled by the thalweg of the basalt (Hills and 
Carey, 1949, p.37). In each case the slope is a primary 
feature of the Surface and is not tectonically imposed. 
The slope of the Surface may, however, be a result of 
tilting (Davies, 1959, p.202). If so, there is an imposed 
tectonic warping of sixty feet per mile, towards Bass 
Strait. Figure 2 shows that there is no evidence of 
differential tilting across major faults so any tilting 
that occurred was uniform throughout the area. 
9.11:Mitanai.0-22=1111...ftaa 
Regional: Post-Permian epeirogenic movements are 
recorded in the Permian rocks of the Mbrsey Graben. 
The graben is strongly faulted, the western margin 
being a complex bundle of faults, which are in a large 
measure pre-Pernian faults re-activated in the early 
Tertiary. The graben is about twelve ndles wide, with a 
180 
structurally negative relief of about 1400 feet. Within 
the graben are smaller horsts and graben trending north. 
west, The fault strips are disrupted by rotational 
crossfaults trending west-north-vest. The two systems 
are probably of early Tertiary ago. There is a little-
known system of faults trending north-east. Ono of these 
at Dulverton (Jennings et al, 1959) contains a dolerite 
dyke, so Is of Jurassic ago. All the north-east faults 
may be Jurassic. The result of the faulting episodes has 
been to impose numerous small faults on the Porplan rocks 
and a regional dipnorthwards averaging 330 feet per 
mile. The largest fault has a throw of 600 feet. 
The Lover Palaeozoic structures are of such an 
amplitude that few faults can be napped with slips of less 
than 250 feet. Post-Permian faults are therefore not 
readily identified in the pre-Pernian rocks. 
The pre-Permian racks have acquired a regional dip 
north of 350 feet per mile during the Jurassic and early 
Tertiary faulting. They do not contain any major faults 
of this ago, as far as is known, but may contain minor 
structures of Tertiary ago. An examination was made of 
Tertiary minor structures In the Permian rocks at the 
Illamatha Colliery in order to determine their type and 
orientation. 
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and joints hare the cane attitudes. ;he phenor:enon of 
differing hafts for the two sets of faults le real 
despite a low sampling frequency, as the ncute bisectrix 
of individual joint rhombs has an apprecialae deviation 
of plunge towards the north-east from vertical. 
Figure 15c shows the fault intersections. The 
cnximum Is overlarge, emphasising a close parallelisr of 
sew)ral faults which can only be accidental at this oampl. 
lag frequency, and in properly evaluated in terms of the 
lower contours. However, it illustrates a condition 
observed in the field the sr lineation never pitches 
horizontally in the fault surface, but has an appreciable 
angle of pitch. Ae axes of folds are similarly oriented. . 
lat lineation or slip, does not pitch at ninety 
degrees but has been observed with pitches as low as 
ecventy degrees to the south. 
The normal faults are not, therefore, oriented 
symetrically with respect to the geographic ordinates. 
Their intersections plunge, usually north, and the acute 
bisectrix of the dihedral angle between the fault systems 
Widen• to the north-east. 
miner horst of figure 14 to of variable profile. 
The most likely reason is that individual faults haVe 
variable strike alone their length. This 10 also inOicat. 
ed by figures 15a and 15b where fnults of the same kind 
(a) NORMAL FAULTS DOWNTHROWING 
3OUTHWEST. 
(b) NORMAL FAULTS DOWNTHROWING 
NORTHEAST 
(c) INTERSECTIONS OF NORMAL FAULTS OF 
	
(d) ROTATIONAL FAULTS 
OPPOSITE THROW 
CONTOURS 0-5-10-15 % 
	
TICKS ON DOWNTHROWN SIDE 
MAXIMUM 19.2 % 121 INTERSECTIONS 
TERTIARY FAULTS- ILLAMATHA COLLIERY 
Figure 15 
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tend to intersect near the direction of slip, 
Closely associated with the normal faults are folds 
Of two kinds, 
"Slip folds" (plate 12) are named in the sense of Becker (1882, pp.156 et seq.) and are formed by displacement on close.spaced minor faults. These are confined to the competent sandstones. 
"Luctile shear" folds (plate 13) formed by extrusion flow (cf. ;after, 1962, pp.147.8) are confined to the less competent coal and clod. These occur Where the hanging will has moved amy from the footman, sometimes as much as eighteen inches, and where the clod has bean forced into the gap. Some faults still contain open cavities up to six:inches wide, so the flowage does not always completely close the gap. 
In the "ductile shear" folds, the laminae describe 
smooth curves, but the accommodation was almost entirely 
along conjugate ductile shears lading at about fifty degrees 
on the fold limbs. The shears curve over the fold crests. 
The pattern resembles that of concentric shear joints 
(cf. de Sitter, 1956, figure 124) but it not equivalent, 
the coal being laterally extruded toward the low pressure 
area at the faults, 
The rotational faults have a mean azimuth near 290. 
The fault planes carry an '411,/ lineation pitching 65 degrees 
north, and a Ir lineation with observed pitches ranging 
from five to eleven degrees north. The fault surfaces are 
steep and often are curved, One fault splays, the main 
fault Wing near twenty.five degrees north-west, and three 
sPlars hiding 0, 18 and 25 degrees north.west, Another 
Plate 12  
"Slip fold" in sandstone, Illamatha 
Hammer handle one foot long, 
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fault changes had() from ten degrees south-west to eleven 
degrees north.east, in the height of a drive. The faults 
have rotational movement; In one the stratigraphic thjótj 
changes from one inch down to three inches up in a distance 
of twelve foot. Portions of many of the faults have 
reverse movement. 
The normal faults have a mean azimuth of 3200 the 
rotational faults, of 290. The two sets correspond to the 
333 and 287 maxima of Banks (1958, 14445). 
The faults are usually oblique slip. However, the 
pitch of the slip in the fault plane varies between 
individual faults and probably along a single fault, so the 
regional rotation of the stress field as proposed by 
Uilliams (1958) or Bott (1959, p.110) is inapplicable. The 
faults probably undulate to-axial with the slip which means 
that in general the angle in the fault plane between the 
directions of slip and bade is greater than hero. 
The occurrence of ductile-shear folds in the coal 
indicates a net tension normal to, with pulling apart of, 
the fault planes. Using this fact and the methods of 
Anderson (1951, pp.11, 155), the stress field can be 
calculated (Appendix 1). 
This work alms that well developed minor structures 
were generated during the Tertiary, uhich need to be con. 
sidered in work on lower Palaeozoic structures. 
nate 1 11  
"Ductile-shear" fold in coal and clod, Illamatha 
Width of field eight feet. 
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Ale base of the i:rade0 stIndstone of plate 11 as a 
bottoin structure superficially•resembling the Interference 
rip7le narks or arack (1943, fig.??) or the periclinal 
ripple marks of Ten ilaaf (1959 9 ,fig.10B). the rounded 
crests nvc.:rage,0.5 Indies diameter, with flat-bottomed or 
anzAlar troughs. nowelmr1 each crest corresponds ultra a 
large frngment of claystone'in the base of the bed, the 
underlying mudstone having been forced upward into the 
sandstone as incipient flame structures in between the 
clrlystone frignents. In the terminology of 4urnen (1957), 
the structure is a type of load-casting. 
In the mud stone beds of unit 3, there are some OWITSC 
larinme.from 0.1 to 0.2 inches Wet, which are penetrated 
at the .base by 'flame structures from the underlying bed. 
-,he flames overturn in either of two opposite directions, 
and are injected at the not of sedimentary boudins. 
. he top of one mudstone bed is faded over sedi-
nentary boudinage in its interior, to dive structure 
•superficially resecblind ripple mar%s, but with a uavr-
lcngth of 1.2 inches and amplitude of 0.05 inches, having 
the inprobatao rirp10 index of 24. 	ridecs are 
ymmetricnI, foram dircontinuous, overlapping ridges 
in plan, whicE are 'between two tind three inches lond. 
•evcr„ the 'mime silty.; no tileterim across the ercats. 
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The very thick sandstones of unit 3 contain inter-
stratal contortion's, confined to the interiors of the 
beds, and not extending to the upper or lower surfaces. 
In the upper part of No*3 lens, nalletts Quarry, 
where the sandstones are only a feu inohes thick, they 
show 	folds of six inches wavelength and two inches 
amplitude which are asymmetrical with broken eastern limbs. 
Several tight folds occur in mudstones between 
stone boulders at the base of No.3 lens, Halletts Quarry. 
One anticline, shown in plate 14, is isoclinal, with an 
amplitude of three inches and wavelength of 1.5 inches, 
the cylindrically bent axial surface curving to follow 
the outlines of the boulders. Tho word "bent" is used,. 
rather than "folded", as folded implies a superimposed 
bending, and it is likely the fold was generated on a 
curving axial surface. The bedding within the fold is 
thickened at the crest to double that at the limbs, but 
the most delicate sedimentary structures, including lamina-
tions and a small scour-and-fill structure, are preserved. 
There is no trace of cleavae or other tectonic structures 
within the Told. The fold is considered due to compaction, 
the mudstone having been squeezed upward between the 
limestone blocks while still soft. 
A number of open anticlines and synclines occur, 
draped over or under limestone blocks, such as in plate 15* 
Lla6±-a 
Isoclinal fold in mudstono, Eugenana Beds, Halletts 
Quarry's 
Natural size, 

ri3O404F 
Although the laminations form arcs in these folds, ductile 
Shear planes are strongly developed in each limb, curving 
over the crest. The shear pinnes are highly polished and 
one contains a thin, slickensided sheet of calcite. These 
shear planes occur in the terra rossa of unit 2 and nud-
stone of unit 3, and, in places, form two intersecting 
sets which follow the outlines of the boulders. These 
structures may be tectonic and indeed have some =ambiances 
to the ductile shear folds of the Illamatha Colliery which 
formed as a result of the Tertiary epierogeny. They could 
also be due to loading in the Permian, the muestone being 
squeezed differentially with respect to the limestone 
boulders. They were probably formed in indurated beds 
during the Tertiary' ePierogenY• 
/10.3 lens, Uallotts Quarry, is gently folded (figure 
13b). In the higher portion of the lens, several joints 
cross the beds forming a conjugate set with near.vcrtical 
line of intersection. Affecting several beds at a time, 
the joints are tectonic. 
In general, the post-depositional structures 
described, fall into two classes. There is boudinage, and 
folding over boudins; periclinal folding over large 
mudstone pellets and tight isoclinal folding of beds 
squeezed in between boulders. These structures were formed 
in deformation or unconsolideted rock. 
PAPe 15  
Vuetile.shearn compaction fold at base of cave fill, 
Halletts Quarry. 
Hammer head six inches long. 

.L.V0 
Duntile shear folding anT1 jointing of the beds 
oecurred t/hen the rook Yeas indurnted v cencelvahly during 
Permian loading or the Tertiary eploregery° 
• All the post.depositional structures cen be satis. 
fhetorily assigned to knoun events ). the deposition of the 
Permian and the post-Permian eplerogenies, vithout 
pontulating additional tectonic movements° The scale of 
the structures and their limited occurrence makes It 
highly unlikely that an7 post-Devonion major orogeny did 
occur. 
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VAP?Eft 6  
ptituctures In Ordovician Rocks 
Thi enana ,  
TAtroductions The Melrose Basin (figure 16) is a 
brachysyncline, elongated north.south. Gordon Limestone 
in the centre is surrounded by a rim of Moine. Sandstone. 
The rocks underlying the Mina Sandstone are Precambrian 
at the north end of the Basin and Cambrian In the south, 
so the Basin, overlies the margin of the Bundas Trough. 
The Basin rim is not continuous but is interrupted by 
Devonian and Tertiary faults. 
At the Eugenana quarries (see figure 12) at the 
northern end of the Melrose Basin, three generations of 
folding are recognised and are dated as pre-Upper Devonian. 
First Generation Fol4ng: The Gordon Limestone carries 
a well narked S.surface, foliation, The affine deformation 
of primary structures shows the foliation is penetrative. 
At the present time it has a discrete appearance, out. 
cropping as parallel planes of about one-eighth of an inch 
separation, due to non.affine reworking in the second 
:period of movement. The foliation is coated, in places, 
with films of slickensided calcite and graphite. The 
orientation is fairly uniform throughout the basin, at 
65E007 (figure 170. 
• Bedding has been obliterated in the limestone, so that 
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the only folds observed are in thin lenses of chert in the 
Quarry (figure 12). The folds are open, of one. 
half to two inches amplitude and have axes pitching close 
to fifteen degrees south in the foliation. One lens is 
folded into a minor anticlinorium (in the sense of an 
Else, 1896). The foliation in the limestone is continuous 
with the axial surfaces of the folds in the short, the two 
structures together describing smooth continuous curves 
(figure 18). The folds and fellation are therefore the 
same age, and the foliation is a structure generated 
parallel to the axial surfaces of the folds. 
Within the limestone are lenses and diffuse patches 
of dolomite. Seams of dolomite and calcite are found 
lying parallel to the fellation and drawn into boudins. 
The axes of the boudins plunge twenty degrees south in the 
foliation plane and were formed by deformation with the 
foliation as the plane of gliding, in the sense of 
Anderson (1948, 14106 ). 
The index fOliall 2121241,19 occurs in the limestone. 
Some thirty fossils were found in the Bata. Quarry, and 
in eight of these the complete basal surface is exposed. 
The basal surface is recognised by the presence of the 
nueleoconch, and four whorls, the outermost whoa expanding 
rapidly. The shape of the fossil Is such that, for these 
basal structures to be visible, the outcrop surface must 
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lie within a few decreer, of the basal plane of the fossil 
(Banks, H.L., ,pero. coml. also Banks and Johnson, 3.957). 
•'-ihe axes of the elliptical basal section have been 
measured (2/2 and ja of figure 19) 1 and the axial ratio 
calculated as BA. T.he observed ratios fall into two groups, 
one with ratios from 1.5 to 2,0 and the other with ratios 
near 5.0. The usual ratio for the undeformed fossil is 
calculated from the observations of Banks and Johnson (1957) 
to be 1.5 to 1.7, so that ratios near 5.0 imply deformation 
of the fossils. 
The number of observations has been severely United 
by several restrictions. First, a single element of the 
fossil, the basal plane, is being observed, and it is a 
matter of chance that this will be exposed on the outcrop 
surface. Slightly less weathering, and the nucleoconch 
will be buried, slightly more and it will have been removed, 
fiecond, the direction of extension pitches steeply in the 
foliation so that the only fossils showing tectonic 
elongation are those with their basal planes nearly 
perpendicular to the foliation, and with their original 
long axes somewhere near the direction of tectonic 
elongation. If the long axis is originally somewhere near 
horizontal, the deformation will reduce the elongation. 
(2hus the two highly deformed fossils are rare phenomena, 
and their discovery is highly significant. It may be 
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noted that 14 E. Banks (pers. comm.) in collecting data 
for the.paper.with Johnson, discarded all measurements 
from Eugenana because of their flanormalityn. 
Figure 17b shows the orientation of the long axes of 
the fossils. The intersection of the normal planes, the 
usual teat for linear fabric (Clark and McIntyre, 19510, 
is at for the highly deformed fossils, and near ;0 for 
the less deformed, in figure 17c. 
is probably lying in bedding, an orientation to be 
expected since the fossils usually have their basal planes 
parallel to bedding. In this orientation the direction of 
tectonic elongation is normal to the basal planes so no 
change in shape of the basal planes will occur. A line in 
the foliation at ninety degrees to A Should be tel in 
Anderson't terminology and is plotted in figure 17d as the 
'normal to the long axis'. 
In figure 17d the axes of folded chert lenses, nodes 
of boudins, and nermals to the long axes of highly deform. 
ed Laavrites, plot in a small area of the Lambert net. 
This area is intersected by the trace of the mean foliation. 
The orientations of these several structures and their 
styles as described above are consistent with their having 
been formed in one single episode of deformation. 
The bulk strain of the rocks involved in the first 
generation of folding at Eugenana may be computed from the 
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folded chert lens, dolomite boudins and elongated 
maciurkteg. 	  
	  A folded chest lens was photographed, and the traces 
of foliation and:axial surfaces of the folds, determined 
in the field, 	in figUre 18. Using modified Huskian 
methods (modified to• allow for diVergence of the traces, 
as in Carey, 19511,, P•95), the *flow net" Of the - same 
figure was constructed. The foliation 'planes in the lime 
stone form smooth curves, Confirmed in the field ., tirhiCh 
are continuous with the axial slirfaces•Of the chert' 
• In the'reconstructed flow net, the "flow lines" (Carey) 
or "pq planes" (Anderson,1948, p.106) diverge at the base 
of the abort, the separation of the flow lines Increasing 
by 120 percent. It is shown in Appendix 24 that assuming • 
Newtonian viscosity as the only important Strain para-
meter, the ratio of viscosities for chertalimestone is 
114:100. Holmquist (1929) has named folding of this type 
"incongruent", and considers that the "ejeetif" wedges of 
limestone at the base of the chert are due to different 
wavelengths of flexural folding. However, the flow net 
shows the flexural, component of movement is insignificant. 
The breaks in the base of the chert are openings, resembl-
ing sedimentary flame structures, Which are due to tension. 
The tension in the present case results from the divergent 
flow at the base of the lens. Complementary to the 
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divergent flow at the base there 'is convergent flow at 
the top.of.the lens. The strain pattern of the fold is 
thus the reverse of. the flexural situation. .The'chert is 
folded into a broad 'arc,- defined by the "enveloping 
tarries" 'and the ratid of ehordsarc length is about 31427. 
This may indicate a lateral shortening to the order of , 
90 percent.(By a shortening to 90 percent, it is meant 
that a line of original length of 100 units, is reduced . 
In length to 90 units); if deformation occurrekin °pure" 
or "irrotational" sheer, this implies a vertical extension 
of 110 percent, tilting methods of Chamberlin (1910) 10. Which 
were disdussed by Etudher,(1933,.pp.151-6) and de Sitter 
(1956, 14189). 
The thickness of the nodes of the'boudtns in dolomite 
is neat half thethickness at the anti-nodes. .Assuming 
that there has been no alteration in thickness at the 
anti-nodes, the . extension,can be calculated. The calculation 
assumes that the area of dolomite between the anti-nodes is 
conserved in profiles normal to foliation and the boudin 
axes. From the boudin of figure 19b, An extension to 120 
percent is estimated. Assuming that boudins are formed in 
itrotational strain as Is likely from Bamberg (1955), East 
(1956) and Co. (1959), there 'ise lateral shortening to 83, 
percent. The shortening is concentrated at the nodes, 
reaching a localised extreme, value of 60 percent. 
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, 	The highly elongated Yfacluriteg fossils have an axial 
ratio•of 52:10. The original axial ratio was near 16:10 
from Banks and Johnson (1957). Irrotational deformation 
implies a vertical extension to 180 percent, and a lateral 
shortening to 60 percent. 
Assuming Irrotational strain, there was a vertical 
elongation to 180 percent In limestone, 120 percent in 
dolorite and 110 percent in chert. There was a lateral 
shorterorg to 56 percent in limestone, 85 percent in dolo-
mite and 90 percent in chert. These figures are reasonable 
for these lithologies. 
aqqpnd Generation FollOinat The limestone contains a 
set of rounded open folds ranging from several inches to 
five feet in wavelength and from a fraction of an inch to 
two feet amplitude. The folded 8-surface is the foliation 
formed in the first deformation. There was DOW difficulty 
in excavating this cleanly to obtain direct measurements 
of fold axes, so in some cases the axis was determined by 
computation of the intersection of the foliation with the 
trace of the axial surface. This method is only applicable 
to small folds, which are virtually "perturbations" of a 
uniformly oriented foliation. The fold axes have a mean 
azimuth of 170, with plunges up to 20 degrees towards both 
north and south (figure 20e). 
The azimuth of the axes is close to that of the first 
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• generation folds but the .style is very different. The 
axial• planes crosscut the foliation instead of lying 
parallel to it, and the folds . are a refolding of the 
foliation. The disperSioit of foliation poles of figure 
17a is due to thiS refoldizig. 
Pine striations on the foliation occur in one fold 
at Bundles QuarrY tit& the lines which lie in the foliation 
perpendicular to the striatiOns, havo the same orientation 
as the azot of the second folds. 
Critical evidence that this is a later phase of 
defOrmation than' the first generation, is afforded by 
examples• of refolding of boudinago (first generation) in 
'eeveral folds, and the offsetting of boudinaged calcite 
seams on "oblique 'shears° of the second generation 'folds. 
The first deformation 'was by affirm blip on 
'infinitesimally spaced foliation surfaces, as shown by the 
continuity of deformed fossils. However, the foliation 
not/ outcrops as a regular fissility on one-eighth to one 
quarter. Of an inch spacing. This spacing is due to re. 
ilorking, by non-affine slip, of the foliation, as shown by 
the stepped calcite seam of plate 16. The seam has been 
offset on discrete microlithons. 
The folds are Usually Small-scale undulations. There 
are Younded undulations, carinitte undulatiens and Zig.zag 
undulations. 
nate 10  
Calcite mylonite on an oblique shear refolded by slip 
on discrete foliation surfaces, B,H P• Quarry, 
Eugenana, looking south.. 
Scales 4•4 centimetros long. 
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.The axiel.surfaces of the rounded 1441Ulations usually 
dip steeply. west (figure 24). but there are several 
examples With-axial planes dipping gently West,.forming 
Part of folds of conjugate profile (figure 21&. 
..Thecarinete undulations have an axial-surface fault 
which dies..out into, rounded undulations.at: lts.endsto . form 
the "complete fault" of ne.71.4 (19421 figure 70), as in 
figure.214: 4.044 ..4* 
In the sig-zagundulatiens* the foliation is Sharply 
"kinked" across. a pair Of Parallel.Shear.PlanOS-(figure 
21e). 
In places the.exle/ surfaces of the varinate folds 
continue upwards into large, ,rounded folds facing east. 
(figure 21, g-). The fold profile and kinematics of these 
largerfolds . apProximate the °oblique...Shear" folds of de 
Sitter (1956, figure 128)4 and Hills (1953, figure . 490)4 
Oblique•shear folds. arc abundant in a. 	fl part of the 
south face of the Ala401)..QuarrY. 
Occasional west-facing folds occur, which with 
jUxtaposed: eaSt4acing folds form composite folds of 
conjugate profile (Tohnsmn, 1956). 4 complete conjugate 
fold consists of two intersecting Sets of monoclinal folds 
(in the sense of Kelley, 1950), of opposed facings,. but at 
Eugenana the east-facing set is predominant. 
The fold style can be regarded as generally of 
a 
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oblique-shear type, with occasional conjugate folds 
formed where the conjugate shears are well developed. 
In the south face of the %M.P. Quarry are several 
strong shear surfaces, which have a layer up to one inch 
thick of strongly lineated calcite. The shears form two 
distinct sets . "vertical shears", subparallea to 
foliation, and "oblique shears" which dip steeply west. 
A third type, "horizontal shears", dips gently west, and 
occurs only in the interior of well-developed conjugate 
folds. The three types are illustrated in figure 21, 
and in figure 22a, b. 
The oblique shears dip about fOrty.five degrees west 
and are frequently uknick surfaces" to zig-zag or carinate 
undulations which have movement in the normal sense (that 
Is, hanging-wall downthrown). They pass upwards into 
oblique shear folds and in addition, crosscut the axial 
surfaces of other oblique shear folds (figure 21k). This 
means that the oblique shears were formed during folding, 
but later than some of the folds. It may be noted that 
the oblique shears and axial planes of folds are spread 
over much the same field (figures 22a and 20t) and that 
the shears curve about axes parallel to the folds (figure 
at). 
The vertical Shears are possibly younger than the 
oblique shears as in one place a strong oblique shear is 
PIatq  
:•ocond.goneration conjugate fold of foliation. 
131.11.P. (marry, Lugenana t looking south. 
Width of foreground: two feet. 

offset n- n vertienlshear (f14 , ure 11r)• 7e7mver„ it is 
prnbtle thlt the tuo sets nf Shears aro essentially 
conte7sorarrous as t!InTr carry very similar Ilnation 
natterns. 
The lineations on the oblilue shears rry be classed 
Into three setn by orientation, the means of the sets 
pitching 207„ 6071 and 10S„ In thn rhenr 71sne. Not nn 
tlefincrl an hnce, aro three nets or, the vcrtinal 
shens, 7itehing 201J, 60IT and 200. 
This division of the lineations into group can be 
sustained for Ilneations on a single dhear surface. 
Figure 22c is n plot of multiply lincated surfaces and 
it &ova that three nnts occur on a single surface. It 
is Mely that all the shear surfaces are rultiply 
lineated. 
The lineation vas measured as pitches in the ehenr 
surface and only lineations in recrystallised calcite 
were neasvred. On so= Ilber planes the calcite nylonite 
lc thin, an the trace of the foliation is a prominent 
lineation. This, lineation is readily identified and was 
avoided. 
Yany of the meacurcrxnts made on the shears were 
repetitive, thus in a typical example, the measurements 
were ITT, 15U, 751T, 1, 1411, 707, 1511, 16N, 72ff, 
initcatinI tvo sets, of mean pitches 251 amd 9211. It was 
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possible to trace single sets of lineations through 
curves on the shear surface. For example, in a shear 
surface dipping 70S335, one set varies from a pitch of 
150, through 50 to 385; and another sot from 28S through 
30S to 45S; as continuous, uninterrupted curves on the 
planar shear surface. The curved sets can be differentia-
ted from others by this. continuity through the range of 
variation, and by the considerably greater range (figure 
22d). Nowever, there could be more curved sets present 
than wore identified. 
It is probable that the curved sets are originally 
straight lineations which have been folded during rework-
ing of the shears. Burns (1957b) has described a younger 
set of lineations crossing an older set, with curving and 
offsetting of the older set, in Ordovician quartzite. 
Ramsay (1960, p.80) has described curved lineations due 
to folding. 
On some shear surfaces it is possible to deduce an 
order of formation of the lineations. In sone cases, the 
curved sets are crossed by uncurved sots, so that if the 
curvature is superimposed, the uncurved sot is the younger. 
Sometimes the pattern has the form of drag of the curved 
set in zones, between which the uncurved sot is well 
developed. In other cases one set of liwetions which 
outcrop as distinct corrugations is crossed by another set, 
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uhiCh exops little notches in the top of the corrugations, 
the notches linik; up in the direction of the younger set. 
On the basis th-it the curved sets are folded and are 
older than the uncurved sets, it is possible to deduce an 
order of formation. Figure 22d shows that the striations 
pitching about 20N and 308 are folded while the 6oa set 
is unfolded. Thus the 6011 set is younger. 
For the oblique shears the order of formation of 
lineaUons was 20N, 303, 60N. On the vertical shears, the 
20N set was the earliest and from analogy with the oblique 
shears, the probable order was 20N, 305, 6017. be sot of 
lineations at 60N agrees in orientation with the striation 
on the foliation which pitches at right angles to the fold 
axes. 
On three of the oblique shears, the PON class con-
sists of large, corrugated, cylindrical "humps" of calcite. 
On some shears the PON class matches the trace of the 
foliation on the shear surface. The lineation is consider-
ed to be a mullion-like structure formed at the inter-
section of surfaces and athwart the direction of movement 
in the shear surface. 
rullion structure is forced when there is simultaneous 
movement on two intersecting surfaces. Plate 16 shows a 
calcite seam, probably mylonite on an early oblique shear 
surface, wItich has been offset by movement on the foliation, 
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with a now oblique shear developed immediately telou, 
he movements occurred on, first, the old shear; second, 
the foliation; third, on another Shear; that is, movement 
on the shears and the foliation was essentially 
contemporaneous. One of the mullions is crossed at a. high 
angle by a younger lineation of the 70N class, the latter 
Itknickingn the corrugations of the former. It is likely 
that the 303 Class Is also a mullion structure. 
In summary, it appears that on the oblique Shears 
there is a mullion-type lineation pitching between 20N and 
303 parallel to the fold axes, which was fleveloped athwart 
the translation direction on the shears, parallel to the 
kinematic lb' axis. The millions are refolded, hence the 
range of pitch, by a second lineation (a grooving) parallel 
to the at direction of movement on the shear. 
;bird Generation Folding: Folds of conjugate profile 
occur In Lundles Quarry. They refold the fellation, so 
are younger than the first generation folds. The axes and 
axial planes are oriented (figure 23) at large angles to 
those of the second generation folds. 
he folds are open, and rounded, with conjugate 
profile but without axial shears. This is in contrast to 
the second generation folding in which shears are well 
developed and the conjugate profile Is rare. 
The style and orientation mark these folds as of a 
THIRD GENERATION FOLDING 
LUG ENANA 
• FOLD AXIS 
o POLE TO AXIAL PLANE 
Figure 23 
new generation. They post-date the folds of the first 
generation and have axes oriented differently to the axes' 
of the first and second generation folds. it is likely 
that they were formed in a third movement period so they 
will be termed "third generation folds", 
Conclusions: The second generation folding developed 
by non-affine reworking of the foliation formed in the 
first generation. 
The folds are oblique-shear type, with rare 
conjugate styles. The axial surfaces pass downward and up-
ward (usually only downward) into "knick planes" which 
curve co-axially with the folds. 
Since the axial surfaces of some folds are cross-cut 
by oblique shears, some folding precedes the oblique shear-
ing (figure 21%). Since some calcite veins parallel to 
oblique shears, awl probably representing early oblique 
shears, are "stepped" by movement on the foliation (plate 
16), some folding post-dates the oblique shearing. Thus 
the phases of folding and shearing overlap and are 
essentially contemporaneous. 
The vertical Shears have a similar lineation pattern 
to oblique shears, and probably were formed at the same time. 
Contemporaneous translation on the oblique shear 
planes and slip along the foliation caused the formation of 
calcite mullions in the mylonite of the oblique shear 
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Loongana (a nap of the Loongana Syncline is given by 
Hughes, 1957, 14139 and is reproduced here in figure 33). 
The trend of the Loonganan folds is *0 at lugenana. 
gi2•17P1iur COALS 
Introiluctiew On the headland at sulphur Cree%, the 
basement is Precambrian sandstone and nudstoms of the 
liocky Cape Group. The overlying rocks are conglomerctes 
and srAndstones of the Ordovician Dial rmbgroup (figures. 
24 and 48).. 
The folds, representative of the folds usually 
encountered in the JUnee Group, are open, with gently-
dipping lirabs, numerous thrusts and very few well-defined 
minor folds. 
Vast of the headland, portions of three small basins 
are exposed, The periclinal structure of the basins is 
due to two periods of folding, about axes trending near 
south, and near south-vest. An attempt is made to define 
those directions precisely, using three structural 
elements - bedding, faulting and Jointing. 
For convenience, the basins will be designated 
"ens 	"middle', and 'west", as in figure 24. 
Fau4g; The thrust faults in the conglomerate are 
dentified as break thrusts, that is, as thrusts formed 
synchronously with folding, for three reasons. 
First, the faults curve within beds and at their 
terminations run along bedding, showing their r2evement is 
compatible with the bedding plane slip which occurs in 
flexural folding. Second, a few small disharmonic folds 
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°ride" on the thrusts showing that folding accompanied 
faulting. Thirdly, in orientation and style they match 
no known post-Tabberabberan structures, but resemble 
strongly the synchronous break-thrusts in the June's 
Group in other areas. In particular, the occurrence cg 
two sets of common strike and opposing hades, is 
diagnostic (Jennings, 1958). 
The observed faults are plotted in figure 25d. The 
mean strike is 340, with the 'b' axis of slip near 005. 
The faults intersect on the projection in a direction of 
azimuth 245, probably as a result of refolding. 
The faults were forced with the 'b , axis at 340, 
that is, in the Eugenanan period of deformation, and may 
hAve been refolded in the Loonganan by an axis trending 
245. 
Ionia: The conglomerate is graded, with fine grained 
(mudstone) tops which preserve excellent joints. The 
joints are regular in the uudstone, but weaken downwards 
to all but vanish in the conglomerate. 
The joints were sampled in nine places around the 
rim of the east basin. In each locality the mean dip of 
bedding was determined, the mean dip of each joint set, 
and the nean direction of the acute bisectrix: of the joint 
traces on bedding. Neasurements in three localities are 
shown in figure 26a, b, c, and the mean A, 1, C, axes for 
all nine localities are shown in figure 26d, the latter 
being computed after the method of Phillips (19541 PP. 
24.27). 
Geveral joint systems are present. However, 
attention was confined to a 'single system of conjugate 
Shear joints which is readily identified. The style of 
the joint pattern varies, in some areas the two sets are 
equally developed, while in other areas one set is 
dominant and the other occurs as a set of weak, dis-
continuous fractures. One set has a uniform direction, 
striking 030 and dipping steeply northwest. The other 
set curved between 320 and 360, dipping steeply northeast 
in most cases, but sometimes dipping northwest. In any 
small area the curvature of strike is not noticeable. 
To facilitate discussion, planes of joint set strik-
ing 030 and dipping steeply NW will be denoted 31. 
Planes of the set striking between 320 and 360 and dipping 
generally northeast will be denoted 32. Let S denote 
bedding, and As Bs C the principal axes of strain (after 
Phillios, 12g. slI0) 
The traces of the joints on bedding are then the 
lines J14, and J2x3. The direction bisecting the angle . 
between these lines is plotted in figure 26 as the "acute 
bisectrix". 
In each locality the plane bisecting the dihedral 
WEST BASIN 	 MIDDLE BASIN 
P.20 N.190 
C1NT0URS 0-47-6- 20-45-50 % MAX. 55% 
SAS P.17 N156 
CONTOURS 0-3'5- 6-10-15 X MAX. 17% 
EAST BASIN FAULTS 
	
'S.& CONTOURS 0 -5-e-10-20X MAX. 20 Z 	 t NORMAL TO SLIP IN FAULT ZONE 
S ■ CONTOURS 0-5-10-20-40% MAX.'60 X • SLIP 
Bedding and faults in Ordovician rock, Sulphur Creek. 
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angle between 31 and 32 was computed as the plane 'AB' 
of figure 26. The trace of this plane on bedding is very 
close to the measured acute bisectrices discussed above. , 
This concordance is not necessary on j2agsalgrounds, 
and may be due largely to the very low dips of the bedding. 
From the measured 31 and J2 planes, the directions 
A, B, C, were obtained. The moan A, for the nine local-
ities, is near 30480. The direction 'A' does not lie in 
bedding, but departs from it by twenty-five degrees. In 
one ease W plunges south when the bedding dips north. 
The dihedral angle between IA , and the bedding has been 
determined. The angle is found to be ten degrees in the 
interior of the basin, where dips are gentle, increasing 
to twenty-one degrees at the northern rim, where dips are 
steep. Fraamentary contours of "equal dihedral angle" 
can be drawn on a map, and are found to outline a syncline 
elongated north-south. 
The joints were therefor sumerimnosed on already. 
folded beds, that is, the joints post-date the folding. 
The joints post-date the folding on the Eugenaman trend, 
but the relationship to the Loonganan folding is obscure. 
It is probable that the jointing predates the Loonganan 
folding. 
In one locality, on the south-east limb of the east 
basin, slickensided joints displace a thrust fault. The 
joints are thus post-faulting. 
TYPICAL JOINT PATTERN- N. E. LIMB TYPICAL JOINT PATTERN - NORTH LIMB 
ACUT1 
TYPICAL JOINT PATTERN - N.W. LIMB A,B,C, AXES OF SHEAR JOINTS 
9 LOCALITIES 
Shear joints in Ordovician rocks, east basin, Sulphur 
Creek. 
Figure 26 
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Imainv Beta diagrams for the three basins east of 
the headland are shown in figure 25. In the east basin 
the dip was averaged for a number of subareas of the fold 
and the average dips were used. In the other basins the 
diagrams are constructed from all the measurements that 
were made. 
All measurements were taken in mudstone or fine 
grained sandstone. In the latter, the strike was determin-
ed with a three foot clinometer and the dip measured with 
an abney level on a wooden staff laid in contact with the 
bed. The dips in sandstone are averages of areas three 
feet in diameter. In mudstone the measurements were made 
with a short clinometer and brunton compass. Precise 
measurements are possible of small elements of the bedding 
in mudstone but with the low dips the brunton alone is 
inadequate to properly determine the strike. 
The west basin is an open fold with the axial plane 
dipping steeply north. A strong beta maximum is obtained. 
The addle and east basins are very shallow folds with 
vertical planes of symmetry. The beta diagrams yield 
girdles with a number of maxima. 
The east basin was divided into a number of small 
subareas. Beta diagrams for four of these subareas are 
shown in figure 27. Insufficient measurements could be 
obtained in the other subareas to warrant reproduction. 
SUBAREA 2. 
P. II , N. 55 
CONTOURS 0 - 7 - 10 -18 % MAX. 165% 
SUBAREA 4. 
P II , N.55 
CONTOURS 0- 5-0-15 -20 % MAX 20% 
SUBAREA 5. 	 SUBAREA 7 
P. 9 , N-36 P.II , N.55 
CONTOURS 0- 8 - II - 18 % MAX. 165% 
	
CONTOURS 0 - 5-10-20-30% MAX. 37% 
Bedding in Ordovician rocks of the east basin, Sulphur Creek. 
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he diagrams again yield girdles with a number of maxima. 
,h() results indicate that the folding is non, 
cylindrical. Lyon the small subareas of the east basin 
have .two finite radii of curvature. This is a phenomenon 
visible in the field. Each outcrop of the bedding, where 
it is well defined as in mudstone, curves to follow the out-
crop of the basin rin s .and curves toward the basin centre. 
cue curvature is noticeable with instruments longer than 
about twelve inches e .which contact the bed in only two , 
points and are not in contact with the bed for their full 
length. 
As shown in Appendix 3 9 beta-maxima in non.cylindrical 
folds vary in size depending upon the position of the fold 
which is sampled. The largest maxima are obtained from 
traverses through the basin centre in directions parallel 
to the axes of basin symmetry. 
In figure 28, beta maxima obtained from all dingrams 
prepared at Sulphur Creek are evaluated, by plotting the 
size against azimuth. The size is evaluated in two ways. 
Let P be the number of bedding planes plotted on a beta 
diegram. Then if 0 denotes bedding, the number of Sx0 
intersections is N, where 
2N = P(P.4) 
In practice, the Sx0 intersections were computed from a 
ullf net, and transferred to a Laubert net for contouring. 
al? 
A maiimum in the contouree beta-diagrams reprosents the 
number n of 026 intersections lying within a one-percent 
area of the net centred on the ma:plow:. Then the value of 
the maximum is 
100n/11 percent. 
Ilese values arc plotted against azimuth in the upper 
fi3ure. 
In order to carper° rosults from a number of diagrams, 
the maxima must be evaluated in a different manner. This 
is done in terms of the "r-value'. Gince the number P of 
planes have (P2-0/2 intersections, then it can be shown 
that 'n' intersections represent 'p' planes, where 
1 48n +1  P 2 
The quantity 	or i'..value, in not necessarily an integer. 
his quantity properly evaluates the maxima. For exarple, 
a maximum representing six parallel planes crossed by a 
seventh has a p-value of 4, and a maximum formed by the 
simultaneous intersections of 6 planes has a p-value of 6, 
In each case regardless of the number of intersections In 
the remainder of the diagrar. 
In figure 28, maxima of low value have a random aziruth. 
Four maxima stand out from the rest, defining directions at 
254 and 148. The first direction is the axis of symmetry 
ofhe west basin, the second is the axis of symretry of 
the riddle basin. 
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In view of the contention of Appendix 3 that the wires 
of basin symmetry aro not necessarily parallel to the 
causative fold trends, these two directions of high beta, , 
maxima are consieered as of no significance in defining 
the fold trends. 'ills evaluation runs counter to Lindstrom 
(1961). If the diagram for the whole of the east basin is 
considered (figure P5e) the poles of form intersecting 
gireles with corresponding S x 0 maxima, milt& reflect only 
the,., basin shape. The maxima represent traverses along the 
north-west and east limb. The maxim= with aziruth 180 
bisects these limbs and from the hypothetical map of 
Appendix 3, is likely to represent a fold trend. The thrust 
faults indicate the same direction. 
(inc fol trend is at 180, the other, from the east 
basin diagraLs must lie west of south-south-west. It is 
probably close to the direction of the maximur , of the west 
basin but not necessarily parallel to it, an subareas and 
Z of Appendix 3 show that high maxima can be obtained up 
to thirty degrees away from the fold trend. From the 
evidence of other areas the second fold trend is probably 
near 250. 
The trend at 180 is identified as the Sugenanann o 
that near 254 an the "Loonganan". The thrust faults are 
Eugenanan while the shear joints are post-Lugenanan, and 
possibly pre-LoongauNn. 
.11a.aajlanuc 
1,a9s=atsw 11e Oreovician rocks of the nal Lange 
have broa(7, open folds with upright or steeply dipping 
a2la3. ;:planes limb dips not usually ezceeding forty-Civo 
degrees; and large wavelengths of up to several miles. 
Analysis of bedding orientation is of little 
r, ssistance.in defining the structure, therefore 9 in one 
ranee or another, attempts have been ,tee to utilise shenr 
joint, fault striae, the rare minor folds, and form 
surf3ces. Applied by itself, each of these elements has 
rave limitation, but used in concert, a fairly coherent 
picture euerges. 
Pengu4n: At the north end of .5he LiaI Lange is a 
shallou, faulted basin Which runs under Penguin to I .Jass . 
Etrait. he dips vary from five to twenty-five degrees 
on the oast litt, eetormined from direct measurerent or 
from calculation of the trace of marker horizons on topo-
graphy. Eleven such rnasurements from the eastern lirb 
yield a beta plunzing 10.247. . 
In the same are, a thrust fault passes through 
massive Luncan Gonglortrate, the fault plane dipping 
131;187. On entering the overlying bedded concloYerate, 
the fault is refrncted to 25NE137, uith striae plunging 
16.098. r:.'he tb' azis, at right angles to the flip in the 
fault plane, is 20.362. 
A little further somn, .L;o inte2socting thru ts dip 
30162 and 35L;J22, ulth cubovlinate crossfaults. The 
thrusts intersect in a line oriented 30-257 0 :IhiCh in the 
n-ain thrust is 7erpemlieU1ar to be direction 10-364. 
Me splayed an refracted thrusts have a symetly 
about an asiunth near 360, which Is 0 by inforencb, one of 
the principal ages of strain. 
Eat Flak: The VOina Saulstonc ca7Dpinn M s Dial Is 
folded into a very shallou syncline, uit% the trolk7h line 
nluajno north at 400, feet per olio. Luches (1953) thou3ht 
the anis had an aziruth of 020. c4ais assertiununs tested 
Ly construction of couposite profiles of the type :40enTzroc, 
zur topographischon Mlenen of Weg r, (1929, pp.111-113). 
It uns found that successive sections transverse to an 
azicuth of 320 could not bc . directly surmrimposed to Give 
a consistent profile, and In fact they need to be off cot 
Ly cueil anotnts as to indicate that the directioi of uniforD 
profile is close to 560 CJitrlin ten degrees of 360). Thus ' 
from analysis of the form surfaces, one au.is of foxy. 
sya:otry of the fold has an azimuth of 360. 
Profiles norall to an aituth of 560 am shom in 
figure 29. Therc, Is a Change in profile at the western 
side of the Lange due to the stratigraphic thinning of the 
Duncan ConcaoEerate. If alIouance is naec for the very 
hich original dips in the Duncan farrao=rate it is found 
that rather.tDan being a uyncline Et. Dial lc foldcd into 
a gentle autleline.• :ale fold an the ovc2.r1yinc, snWlstone 
is. =rely a reflectton of changes in thickness of the 
conglororate. 
It Is likely that the unconforEitg at the base of the 
Duncan Conglorerate is occupied by a large flat-lying 
fault, but there in no direct evidence of thin in the 
0r41ovielan rocks. 
asi.Snonon: he south face of the Gnomon is the uove-
ment surface of the Ual Fault. Eappins ehow s the fault 
strikes at 300, is vertical, and the principal component 
of novement is a dextral strike-oil:7. 
A number of minor faults are exposed in the cliff 
face. A dextral transcurrent . fault dipping 8714309 is 
parallel to the major fault, and a sinistral transcurrent 
fault dipping 01E357 is probahly a second order shear 
(tellinstry, 1953). 'Sate 40 axis of stress (andermn, 
1951) plunges ..230, but this indicates only the local 
stress field on the north wall of the fault and is of no 
regional significance. 	. 
Ihere is . a second oroup of Einor faults, diprini; be-
ttieen fifty-six and seventy-two degrees to the northeast. 
The faults are 	the striae piteling 70W in 
the fault dipping. 5617E332tand pitching 7E in n.fault dipp-
ing 72N2137. Zetween the entrenes there is a range of dips 

ext 
and pitches that appear to be in continuous progression. 
A third group of faults is represented by a thrust dipping 
26NW045, the striae pitching down-dip. 
This collection of faults cannot be explained as 
subsidiary faults (MainstrY, 1953; V4ody and Bill, 1956) 
developed in a single stress system; nor as faults develop-
ed in a rotating stress system (Williams, 1958). Rather, 
there must be at least two episodes of faulting. 
The major fault plane outcrops as a smooth, polished 
face about 100 feet high, bounded by crush breccia. The 
transcurrent faults produced the crush breccia, and the 
minor faults occur in the crush breccia. The succession 
indicated is north-west striking major transcurrent fault-
ing followed by north-east dipping minor thrusts. 
pulmato The southern part of the Dial Bangot from 
Mt. Duncan south to the north end of Gunns Plains, is 
strongly crossfoided. The composite profiles of figure 
29 show a marked contrast between this area and the Mt. 
Dial area further north. The change in profile is located 
at the Dial Fdult. 
The dominating feature of the southern area is the 
Duncan Fault. At Mt. Duncan, and for two miles to the 
south, this is a thrust dipping twenty-five degrees west, 
with a stratigraphic throw varying along the fault from 
zero to 1200 feet, measured on the top of the Duncan 
Conglomerate. The slip is, however, uniform and reaches 
a maximum of 1000 feet. 
The fault strike averages 180, a thick tongue of 
fanglome rate running from Mt. Duncan to the south end of 
Mt. Dial strikes 220. The oblique intersection of the tongue 
and the fault is responsible for the variable stratigraphic 
throw. 
The fault is a strike fault, dipping steeper than bedd-
ing and hence repeating the succession at the south and of 
the Dial Range. The fault plane is occupied by a small neck 
of quartz dolerite, probably of Devonian age. 
North of Mt. Duncan the fault follows the unconformity 
at the base of the Ordovician, and may terminate on the Dial 
Fault. However, mapping of the Cambrian indicates that the 
Dial Faults do not continue through the Cambrian, being 
confined to the Ordovician rocks above. It is therefore 
possible that the Duncan Fault continues north of the Dial 
Fault as a flat thrust at the base of the Duncan Conglomerate. 
South of Mt. Duncan, the Duncan Fault swings sharply 
southeast around the nose of Mt. Lorymer, to link up with 
the Walloa Creek Fault (figure 30). The Walloa Creek Fault 
has a vertical fault plane. 
There are three alternative explanations for this 
arrangement of faults. The dip of the Duncan Fault surface 
could vary along the strike with the apparent reversal of 
G.J.7 
throw a primary feature. Alternatively, the steep part 
of the fault may have been reworked. The third alter-
native is that the fault was of near constant dip and is 
offset by the Walloa Creek Fault. 
At a later stage, evidence will be presented of the 
existence of low angle faults in the Cambrian and 
Ordovician rocks of the Leven Gorge. These are identified 
with the Duncan Fault, supporting the third alternative. 
The character of the Duncan Fault varies along its 
strike. North of Mt. Duncan it follows the base of the 
Ordovician; two miles south of Ht. Duncan it has climbed 
up 2000 feet into the succession; at t. Logymer it has 
dropped to less than 100 feet above the base of the . . Ordivician, and in the Sugarloaf Gorge the principal move-
ment is' on surfaces within the Cambrian. At the south-
east end of the Gunns Plains Basin (figure 33) it has 
climbed back up about 200 feet into the Ordovician. 
These observations refer to the modern fault trace. 
However, the variations indicate rather more than simply 
the depth of erosion. For instance, the trace of the fault 
on topography is nearly horizontal for three miles south 
of Ht. Dunean, yet the height of the fault trace in the 
succession varies through 1200 feet. This variation implies 
one of two alternatives. The fault may have been formed 
with constant position in a fold profile(of the type 
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"senkrecht zur Axialrichtung" of Ilegmann, 1929 pp.107- 
8) and the profile has been, strongly refolded. Alternative-
ly, the . fault.mey have been formed with undulations co-
axial to the slip, orllas been developed as a planar 
structure on folded terrain, ;in which case there has• been 
s no refolding. 
The reason for adopting the first alternative of fold-
ing.post-dating the Duncan Fault is that this alternative 
provides the simplest solution consistent with the data 
available concerning not only the Duncan Fault but .also 
faults in the vicinity which are related to it. This is 
not by any means a conclusive method of Analysis. 
The Kaines Creek Fault is well exposed in Fine Creek, 
north of the Leven River. The fault plane dips 80W187, 
with very well developed striae which are all exactly hori-
zontal. The transcurrent movement explains the existence 
of the fault sliver a little further north. The fault' has 
dextral strike-slip. 
The Walloa Creek Fault, immediately west of its junction 
with the Applebee Fault, has a surface dipping 80S342 with 
strike pitching 20W throughout the wide crush zone: The 
major component of movement is thus dextral strike slip. 
The movement may be accommodated to the north by strike- , 
slip movement on the Duncan Fault, but it appears that much 
of it is dissipated in a tight fold south-west of Mt. 
Loryner, indicated in figure 30 by the closed 1200 foot 
contour. If so, this lnplies that the Vialloa Creek 
Fault was contemporaneous with folding. 
In figures 30, 33, the wauoa Creek Fault Is shown 
crossing the Gunns Plains Pasin with little variation in 
attitude. The net stratigraphic throw , on the fault is 
west side down. This throw can be reconciled with the 
slip in only one way, by inferring that the fault move-
nent was contemporaneous with folding on a SW-trending 
axis. That is, there was differential folding in the 
• sense of Rod (1959). 
Adopting the simplest overall solution, the evolution 
of this structure is as shown in figure 31. The initial 
stage was folding about northerly axes, with development 
of the Duncan Fault at a constant position in the axial 
profile, as in figure 29. This was followed by rotation 
on south-west axes, establishing at any given, horizon the 
oblique profile shown in figure 31, phase 1. This folding 
continued with development of the Lorymer Anticline and 
other cross-structures of phase 2. The end stage of the 
crossfolding produced the strike-slip faults trending 
west of north, with the folding being "differential . 
folding" controlled by these faults* 
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CDI 
CROSS FOLDING IN THE GOG RANGE 
Bradley (1956, p.77) has found a similar superposition 
pattern on Tasmania's West Coast. 
The Loyotea Dome is shown in figure 33. The 
Loogana Syncline contains cylindrical minor folds on two 
trends, the east-west trend being well developed, as 
described by Hughes (1957, fig. 20). (However, folds with 
north-vest axes have been observed at the western end of 
the syncline and on Black Bluff). At the western end of 
the dome there is a very strong cleavage developed in the 
Cambrian rocks, with minor folds plunging north-west, as 
indicated by folded Cambrian conglomerate. The dome is 
thus doubly folded. The internal structure Is indicated 
by strike-lines from rapping by E.G. Robinson (Jennings 
et al, 1959). 
There is an offsetting or discontinuity in the 
crestal traces of the dome. The Loonganan folds change 
profile in a zone trending north.-west through the Three 
Brothers. This change in profile is probably due to 
differential folding, in the sense of Rod (1959). Houever, 
here the term "differential crossfolding" is applicable. 
Instead of the change in profile being across a narrowly 
defined fracture surface, the change is a gradual one, 
across a zone. This suggests the controlling inhomogeneity 
is at depth (cf. Carey, 1953, p.1126). 
Superposed folds similar to these examples are wide. 
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sppead:on .the NOrth coadt:of Tasmania and'are.consistent 
with aAugenanan phas4deVeloping fOlds'and.faults 
trending between westand nerth, followed by a Loonganan 
Phasei with folds trending between west and iouthweSt.. 
Profiles of the second phase are discontinuous beca .uSe 
much" of the .Crossfolding .16 Of S.'"differential" type,' 
controlled by inhomogeneities developed in the first phase. 
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CRAFT2R 7, 
Structures in Cambrian Rocks 
Falcon ,* 
Eight miles southwest of Eugenana, in the vicinity of the 
junction of the Forth and Wilmot Rivers, there is a regular 
series of open folds which plunge southeast. (Jennings et al, 
1959; and figure 16). 
A small fold at Falcone Bridge has a beta maximum at 
35-125 and a wavelength of 600 feet. Adjoining thin on the 
south is a faulted anticline of about one half-mile wave 
length. South of this Is the Alma Syncline, a broad open 
struoturs in Barrington Chart which plunges 25-135 and has 
a wavelength of nearly two miles. Further south again, 
about four miles southwest of Paloona Bridge, there is a 
large, broad anticline, the Wilmot Anticline, of two miles 
wavelength. 
The folds are simple, without minor folds and with 
uniform profiles. Outliers of Moine. Sandstone are folded in 
accordance with the Cambrian, so the folding is Tabberabberan. 
Several break-thrusts occupy constant positions in the 
axial profile, in one place thrusting Cambrian over 
Ordovician. The largest of these, on the south limb of the 
Alma Syncline, has a stratigraphic throw of the order of 3000 
feet. One vertical fault with dextral strike-slip strikes 
close to 180. To the southeast the thrusts pass into, or are 
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offset by, strike—elip faults of this type. 
The regular increase in fold wavelength to the south 
reflects a basement deepening south. Reconstructions by 
c, Burns (19571 showed the folds could be concentric down to a 
level dipping twenty—two degrees south from Paloona Bridge, 
below this the folds fun no longer be concentric. 
At Paloona Bridge the folds are concentric without slaty 
cleavage down to the level of the top of the Precambrian 
which le here a graphite schist. It is likely that the 
change of fold style Is abrupt and coincides with the top of 
the basement and that a decollement structure exists in this 
vicinity. 
It has been calculated from measurement of the length of 
the folded arcs between Paloona Bridge and the Wilmot 
Anticline (Bathed of Chamberlin, 1910), that the overall 
shortening is fifteen percent. 
Wilsonia  
The Wilsonia Area is between four and five miles south 
of Ulverstone (figure 34). The folds are tight, almost 
oarinate t with a strong and widespread slaty cleavage. 
Figure 35 shows a small, representative portion of this 
area. Contours of 362 bedding intersections from this area 
yield a sixteen percent maximum plunging 12-357. 
Cleavage-bedding intersections from a number of localities 
in the Gawler River, one mile south of the Isandula Road 
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section, fall close to this beta MaXiIIILIM.. ,The plunge is 
maintained through :a wide area in this vicinity, with the 
trace of oleavage;pitching:about:ten degree0 almY from the 
strike.:Wis:probable.that the plunge is superimposed on a 
regional dip, 
.:(5No'large,faults cross thin area the.Isandala and 
Vilsonia , Paults...Ths faults:are!high,angle reverse faults, 
dipping ,15B340,..mith tytotal stratigraphlo . throw(.of.Ocut 
1200:feeti.mest side'down. , !sThe faults.exe'parallel to the 
slaty-oleavage, , and4resumably the same age,. It'ls'llkely„ 
that the faults are continuous with the large thrusts of 
Alma:Bynoline. 
In this.arewlhe . folds are tight, appressediwith slaty • 
cleavage widespread.— AxiaL;planee:are near vertical and 
faults are:high..angIe'reverse.:HThe:bapement dips steeply, 
anUopproach*ng:the-basementi dips in the mantle became 75 
degrees or steeper. The basement may have acted as a 
nbuttressn'with , the mantle squeezed up against it 'during, 
folding. 
Ulverstone  
Introduction: At West'Ulverstone f near Base 'Strait, the 
outcrop of'Dundas 'Group rooks le interrupted by two' basement 
wedges.. Bach wedge rides on a high angle, vise/lay reverse, 
fault which has the western side Upthrown. 
' The easternmost fault'has been named the Ulverstone 
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The blocks have lenticular or , elongate shapes, with 
blunt or tapering ends, with bedding lying parallel to 
the flat surface S of,,the:blocks. At Westbank, small 
'blocks (below three feet diameter) are elongate or 
ellipsoidal in shape, with the bedding contorted within 
• the block impacts way that it is subparallel to the 
boundaries of the block at the'outer margins. This is a 
structure typical of "rolled-up" tectonic inclusions. 
Some small blocks, and all the large ones, have bedding 
that is gently folded and truncated by the block 
boundary. 
	
3) 	Each block, in both the Amargosa and Weetbank Chaos 
Structuree, is bounded by surfaces , of movement. At . 
Westbank, the movement surfaces are steep, curving faults 
or zones of strong shearing. 
Each block of the Amargosa Chaos is minutely fractured 
throughout. In the Westbank Chaos, the fracturing takes 
the form of numerous faults and shear zones. Sketch maps 
of this internal structure of two large blocks are 
reproduced In figure 37a,b. 
5) 	The arrangement of blOcka Is confused in detail, but 
ordered overall, .Kupfer (1960 found in the Riggs Chaos 
that the ordering consisted of preservation of the normal 
stratigraphic order: that is, blocks of younger 
formations overlay blocks from older formations. He found, 
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also,. that the stratigraphio succession was "skeletonlzed"„ 
a stratigraphic section several thousands of feet thick 
being represented by blocks totalling only a few hundred 
feet thick. At Westbahk, there is no evidence of the 
extent of "skeletonization" but a atratigraphic order is 
maintained, blocks of similar lithologies lying in zones 
trending north-east.- The weetern zone is conglomerate, 
east of this is a zone of interbedded mudstone, sandstone 
and limestone ' and there is an eastern zone of massive, 
calcareous dolomite. 
Chaos structures are similar in appearance to megabreccias. 
The Westbank Chaos is identified as a "chaos" for two reasons. 
First, boulders In a megebreccia are rarely internally 
faulted. Where internal deformation occurs, it is of a soft 
sedimentary type, usually "auto-brecciation" with pull-apart 
and breccia structures in an annealed groundmass. The 
boulders in the Weather* Chaos, on the other hand, are, if 
small, tightly folded, and if large, broken up by internal 
faulting (fiaw. 37041))* 
Second, ilia megebreCcia the blocks and slabs are 
differentially rotated, but not on distinct movement surfaces. 
The blooke in the Westbank Chaos are bounded by movement 
surfaces. 
There are, however, reasons for considering the Westbank 
Chaos to be a sheared megabreccia. First, there is a 
231 
lithologicalAsontrastioetween the boulders and the elastically 
. .deposited matrix,:as in a megabreocia.- In.tvehaos, the matrix 
is entirely tectonically generated broods or fault gouge •end 
thelthaos.mny be regarded as a large-scale. fault  
(Carey,.:1962, p.99).-:Thematrix , lerthen composed of  
similar to the blocks.y.Thiiris:notthe, case with the Qestbank 
Chaos. 
- Second, thes , matrix'of:a.npuren , chnos4:thAtie, 040. • 
generated entirely tectonica1ly,10.necessarily sheared.through-i. 
out. ...The Matrix of the:Westbank Chaos le-unsheared in slew 
'place's, particularly. underlying.the. conglomerate belt. 
'Third, the'llthological aseemblage• in the.Vestbank Chaos 
to the same as'that in the Teatree Point WegabreOcia near 
' Penguin. 
• It may be noted that sediments of the Dundas Group outcrop 
in four localities on Bass Strait. 'The westernmost is the 
neeoraft Wegabreodid•at Penguin, Which is'eheared in only one 
narrow zone. A.little further east is the Teatree Point 
flegabreboiati . which is sheared in a nuMber.or narrow zones. 
''Theliestbank Chaos is eatentitVely sheared. The Cambrian rooks 
on the foetwall of the Ulverstone fault are strongly sheared 
and boulders of dolomite are. tectonic Inclusione derived from 
a•bed.near the base.. , 
.The Vestbank Chaos is's, sheared Magatreocia„ but It 
underlies the 170st-bank ratAlt. Thie:mtgres it essentially 
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different from the sheared megabreccias of the western United 
States. Whereas the United States examples were formed from 
debris at the nose of a flat thrust being pushed along or 
over-ridden by the thrust, the Westbank Chaos was formed by a 
high angle reverse, fault croos-o4tting a pre-formed 
megabreccia. This implies that the megabreccia is substan-
tially older than the principal movement on the fault. This 
le also implied in the identification of the Chaos as a 
sheared megabrecoia - the megabreccia was formed, then sheared 
at a -later date. This difference implies, also, that the 
United States and Westbank brecolaa have different modes of 
formation. This is the case, as the former are continental 
deposits, the latter marine, with a very different genesis- 
Polding in the Westbank Chaos consists of gentle, open 
folds in the boulders which plunge at low angles to 360 and 
220, together with closed, almost isoclinal folds in small 
boulders which plunge on steep axes (figure 370. Axes of 
the steeply plunging folds tend to form a girdle dipping 
70E355 0 parallel to the axial surfaces. The folds in the 
email boulders reflect the deformation of the matrix, and are 
of a very different style and orientation to the folds in the 
large boulders. 
The girdle of fold axes is not due to refolding as no 
folds were observed in the cleavage. It would be expected 
that any crossfolds would be, of a steep axial plunge secondary 
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type (nalmay, 1957) 0 Uhich could not rotate earlier fold 
axes into such a girdle, and whiCh would refold the cleavage. 
A second possibility is that the girdle results from 
synchronous crossfOlding of the type described by Lanbert 
(2.959), ullich is characterised by a girdle of fold rk3es in 
the cleavage plane (Lambert ' p.492). Lambert considers 
that HelfOrd Liver folds formed as cross folded ninor 
flexures, with the cleavage developed later. 
The third possibility is that the girdle is due to 
superposition of shear folding on bedding Which is highly 
variable in orientation. ihe fold axes In the girdle or 
figure 37c are then parallel to the intersection of bedding 
With the superimposed foliation. The beds hid, therefore, 
an. original dip up to ninety degrees, and could have had 
almost any strike. his possibility agrees with the deduction 
that tills rock was originally a . megabroccia, with . disoriented 
boulders having bedding with a wide range of attitudes. 
The foliation is not confined entirely to the matrix, 
but occurs Within some of the largo slabs, as indicated in 
figure 37b. 
The bedded mudstones in the slabs have laninne averaging 
0.02nER thick marked by alternations of . a grey mosaic of quarts, 
chlorite and clay with black, carbonaceous nudstone. 
these are gently folded on axes plunging to 360, there is a 
weak cleavage narked by the aligncent of second2ry chlorite 
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transverse - to bedding. . 
.In 'several' places' 'Within the Slab Of' figure 37a% such 
weakly cleaved, "gently folded mUddtone oVerlies: 'en. area 'in 
which the foliation  is: 'strongly developed. ' The contact 
betWein the :regions where the 'cleavage is :weak, ;E:ui.d.' where' .it 
is dominant, Is 	=cleating .boundary . subi-parallel to - bedding 
which' resembles 'tut ;unconfermity. 'Fcir'.thie reason' it 'is called 
a' npneadoiquicenforalty",' as' 'shown in figure 38. The foliation 
below . the' "pseudo*Aimoonforffilty". connista of lentiouler to 
sub-quadrate fra eras of bedding (grey 'colOaxed • aggregates of 
finegrained chlorite and clay, with micanional stall - . quartz 
grains) with. *their long itten èligned vertically. The Matrix 
10'.0arbonaoeouts mudstone, derived from the More mobile 'layers. 
It.' 	remarkable ' , that this !structure, 'requiring disruption and 
probably rotation , of fragments' :of "rigid" layers, shottld 
terminate' , upwards at: sadh a sharp' bOdn' tint.' This 'aittgatittii 
the' 'foliation 'nu' formed 'during floes'' 	' ins weakly cleaved 
beds were Carried al , raft in 'the . floWing tone'; , If thin is 
the case, it' 'sagg'esilig that the folding Ocicarriediring' 
*meeting of material entrapped in the IVestbank Fault zone. 
The Observed faultd are platted in figure 37d« The 
keisniemente indioate little' More than that the failtii tend 
to 'be oriented , 	tO' the :Weetbank 'Fault. 'The' fault • 
style Is 'amnion Patin . of faults are 'frequently linked by 
sigmoidal shearn, and sometimes the 'sigpoidat areas 'defined 
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.by the .shears contain, within them anothei set of sigmeidel 
• shears (figure 37a): Some of the .fatilts are breceiated but 
the majority are zones of concentrated shear. 
The sigmoidal shears intersect '.With .a mall triangle of 
cheered rook 'et their junetion, and 'With no 'discernible 
•offsetting. It 'is possible that the lack of Offsetting means 
that the fault tettements . viere 'parallel to their lines of 
intereection, but it is :more' likely that the phenomenon is of 
genetic Significancie.. .It has on absented in some 'exposures 
Of • the'matrix that the sigmoidal shears form intersecting, 
oppobed: Sets'with :the dihedral angle between them biseoted by 
fellation'. The style ixaplto that the signoidal Shears 
'were' formed essentially simaltandously, and at much the Same 
time as the foliation.. The phenomenaHcan be explained by 
' .•:supposiling 	. flow along the foliation 'in 'lees competent 
for:dation at the :digiebidal 'shears in: either:kore 
Ocimpetent 'lithologiee Or" at 'higher' Strain rates. The 
sigmcidal shears form,'  •ia any place, ''atrain-oontrolled 
' obnjuzate . sets (Of 'the' Sehmidt neved&"' of Pairbairti, 1949, 
:14.209-207; iind the •elt linerf of plastio flovi of Jaeger, 
1962, py.,14341449):. 'Preatimably the 'shear's are gerieratad in 
plastic eictrusion 'flow of rock° ktiteezed in the fault i40i2.13 • 
" 	An east-west 'axis of cOMpresSion is 'indicated :by a Pair 
of ehear joints found in one slab which are vertical and 
strike at 230 and 3001 with dextral and sinistral strike-slip 
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respectively, implyina an axis of maiimum principal stress 
directed to 265. 
The Orientations of the folds and axial-surface foliation 
agree riith Tabberabberan structures of the area. 
Cateena Point Slump one On the south bank of the Leven 
EIVer at Oateena Point mudstonee of the Oateena Subgroup are 
well exposed in the Inter-tidal zone. A group of folds low in 
the succession are gravitational slump folds formed 
contemporaneously with deposition. A number of folds higher 
in the motion are tectonic. This outcrop forma the lower 
plate of the Ulverstone Fault. 
Pigure 39 is a general map of the slump zone at Oateena 
Point. The folds are confined to a layer about 100 feet 
thick. The beds in the slump zone have nearly vertical dips, 
the beds vest of the slump zone have the general regional dip 
averaging 50U040. As has been discussed, the slump zone is 
confined to a "macro-graded° succession of greywacke sandstone 
and conglomerate. 
The "Undisturbed" beds overlying the slump zone are 
nudstones containing fine grained sandstones and siltstonea 
without coarse greywacke. sands of tough eiltstone are 
boudinaged and some siltstones have minor sedimentary dykes. 
The slump zone has three prinoipal structural types, slide 
areas, contorted zones, and brecciated zones. 
In the elide areas the bedding is uniformly oriented. All 
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the bedia 'face the: same way,. from the  evidence of graded 
bedding, so the .oVerturned dips are due 'to *gentle :folds on 
inclined 	In general', the bedding Is 'gently: 'curved In 
"the , elide: area and trunCateCabruptly; by the slide. 'The 
trundatiort 'it tuitiany at the top ('weet side) of 'the slide 
::"aittio. the .elide 'tit 'the' lewer:'eurfade being conforMable , with 
bedding. The ttlidei are: iediffielitary , etrUctUres as a: number 
of them show major, large-scale loadcasting .Of the elide' • 
• eurface, With flame strUctares up to 'twelve. indhes 'high. 
In the 'Contorted tones the bedding it frequently 'flat- 
With eons 	 Although 'some 'of the 
folds tire 'closed, no axial jointing or 'Cleat/Age is developed. 
In the strongly' Congested hinges adeOmmodation Was by 
''breceititioart.' Some bed(' in these zones oho* . a reversed 
grading. This is not thought to be dUe to multiple' Or 
cOrtipoolte 'grading as Most of the beds in the micrograded 
succeseion.are eimP1Y graded.- One of the beds with reversed 
grading was excavated and found to 'be prolapeed, that is, 
folded' batik 	"One well termed fold (plate 18): has 
the form of a folded.'sac, with the sandstones of the rlie 
'prolapsed. The-tiaO: is the nose of a reotnebent . fold. 
The bieeotated zones contain a ohaotic jumble Of 'large 
ptioeis Of niudetene.. A Very !Cosine breOcia (mueh coarser than 
any of the bedded conglomerates) is injected as' a dyke 
'ttansverse- to'bedding - (plite 18a) . . The dyke 'terminates 
downward on a sedimentary slide (with large flame structures) 
Plate V  
Cateena Point slide zone. 
a: Sedinentary slide, with a largo flame structure in 
the foreground, offsetting a elastic dyke of 
nautobreccia". 
Stereoscopic pair. Scale: six inches long, 
tm Nose of an isoclinal fold. 
Hammer handle is one foot long. 
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so that the "autobrecoiation" that produced the dyke material 
either preceded or was contemporaneous with, sedimentary 
sliding. 
Rich (1950) distinguishes between intrastratal. 
contortions. and "larger crumplings", or interstrata 
contortions. The interstratal folds occur in narrow belts 
which have sharp margins. The folds in the belt usually 
plunge at an angle to the margins. Bedding is confused and 
obliterated in parts. Folding occurs without fracturing, 
indicating sediments only weakly consolidated. 
Fairbridge (1947) has described similar folds and notes 
that the fold zones are bounded against undisturbed sediment. 
below by a slide surface, and have their tope bevelled by . 
erosion. He notes complex folding without cleavage, and that 
the fold axes "ignore" the local tectonics. Kiersdh (1950) 
has noted folds with a basal slide, overlain unconformably by 
undisturbed bedding. 
Brindley and Gill (1958) divide the slump zones into 
sheets or channels, and note that the tops are planed off by 
erosion. The sediments in the slump zones has been broken 
into rafts, or "balled up" with sandstone balls flOating in a 
matrix of iudstone. Sand volcanoes on the slumps (Gill and 
Kuenen, 1958) indicate internal breakdown of the sandstones. 
The Gawler slump zone is representative of a widely 
distributed phenomenon. It has the essential characters of 
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interstratal "folds,. which • are an unconformitiat 'the top,. 
cognate sedimentary elides,. folds: without .icleavage, , ;and 
evidence of some : mobilisation of the • sediment LI: the 
autobreccia and Seditentery 
In 'the. contorted :- .ZOnes: the 	, are of two 'kinds, 
isoclinal , and open: *The axes of the 	fold' plot 
near Q: of .figure • 404. . 1 : The open. folds 	at Pi, with some 
axes • near Q. : The two styles are contemporaneous, es:their • 
axes have the Some "general orientation, and as 'the 'open folds 
refold one limb of 'the . Closed' fold of plate' 18b, but not both 
limbs. • That . is, . they do nOt , refold the 'axial Miriam of the 
closeUfold.. 
InAmth:COntorted'and slide.zonee are a =Mbar Of 
asymmetrical, open fold*, facing south. Their: axes plot near 
fr of 'figure 401): The 'axial 'eurfactes strike generally .south 
West which, le: an *Orientation, 'Similar . ..to the tectonic' folds' , 
higher: in. the ,Eitteceesion. The difference in plunge could be 
due siMply, to their 'being auperisiposed on 'beds with, a 'steeper 
dip .than the :regional' dip.. , One Of theie folds has' an 4%1.81. 
surface , thrizet.: 
( The beds at 'Cattiena Pettit !are. tectonicallY: doubly folded,' 
abOut axes .B2, and . la ,of: figure '40o.' 	thie • figure', 'the 
told , axeS in 'the. Slide none have been Unwound about B2 and :131. 
This .Unwinding leaves a remnant, regional , 'dip' of ;6313080, which 
.Plattaibie* , ' 'The mean dip of the elide none le 'still, large. 
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As this dip was acquired during sedimentation, the axis of 
sedimentary rotation was BO of figure 406, at the intersection 
of the slide zone and regional dips. Unwinding about BO gives 
figure 406. 
To facilitate the unwinding, the axes of folds in the 
slide zones have been represented by the three points P,Q, and 
B o which lie on a small circle. If the small circle has any 
significance, it is merely that folds axes form a conical 
pencil with axis in the bedding, a distribution to be expected 
in sac-form folds resting on a elide. 
The folds type P and Q, the assuredly sedimentary folds, 
have restored axes striking 320, transverse to 230. As shown 
by the unconformity at the top of the slide zone and confirmed 
by details of style, the folds were formed at the time of 
sedimentation, that is, during the Middle Cambrian. Similar 
folds are known from the top of the succession at Cateena 
Point in another maerograded unit, and from the Teatree Point 
Megabreccia. 
Cateena Point Tectonic Polds: In the "undisturbed" beds 
overlying the Cateena Point slide zone are a number of 
tectonic folds. These are characterised by a very regular 
axial direction, uniformly oriented and sometimes contraposed 
axial surfaces, and bedding plane thrusts. The accommodation 
to folding was entirely by bending, thrusting, or by means of 
axial "kaiak planes". The regularity of the folds is shown 
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by figure' 41b, ,where 'bedding Toles from . a 'nUmiler of .foldo are 
plotted on, the one diagram. 
'As shown by the profile of figure 41o.i ;the folds have a... 
Conjugate profile (Johnson, 1956) with only one fold pair 
developedc "Sometimes the lower ,pair is. developed,. as in the 
illustration, sometimes :only the upper, The most 'frequently . 
observed folds were :soutbofacing folds Of the upper pair.. The 
fOlde thue:die:•outv above and below, onto bedding plane thrusts. 
The , ,thruat3 are :therefore compound structures,., as the slik.is 
hot. the ' same at all points on the thrust Surface. 
There id: :no direct: :evidence of the - age, of 'this, folding. 
It is probablr Tabberabberan,' an the folds: are steep axial 
plunge secondary. folds of :similar profile and ,orientation, to: ::! 
the third: generation Of' Tillbbereabbertuv:folding at Bugenana. 
Sugarloaf ,Gorge' 
Three congloterates :outcrop in the Sugarloat:Gorge of the 
Leven River at Gunns Plains — the western, central and eastern 
conglomerates of figure 42. The western conglomerate consists 
mainly of flaggy . sandstones and is correlated . on lithological 
grounds with •the' Moina Sandstone. 
Cambrian fossils have been found' in the mudstones between 
• the eastern and central donglomerates, 
The central and eastern conglomerates. may be either: • 
' Cambrian conglomerates, Interbedded with the •Cambrian 
• Mudatones and• tuffs, or 
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2) basal ,conglomerates of the Ubina formation repeated by 
faulting. in animbricate thx ,ust zone. 
The first 4ternative was adopted by Hanka (2956, 14184)! 
At that time it appeared that the western boundary of the 
eastern conglomerate was gradational with Cambrian Sandstone 
and mudstone and the conglomerate oontained a band of 
mmdstone dining thirty-four, degrees ,east. However as a 
result of roadworke OinCO , 1956, it can be shown that the 
western, boundary of7the eastern conglomerate tea _vertical 
fault making, a'very low angle with the road , cutting, eo that 
the'faulttracele very irregular on the cutting. Conglomer-
atic patches in the sandstone are, in effect, "windows" 
through the fault surface. The band of mudstone In the 
conglomerate is a fault sliver containing lenticular 
•inclusions of conglomerate and is not a bed. 
At the top of Gonna Sugarloaf ,the central conglomerate is 
•truncated by the baee of the western. This may be either an 
unconformIty or a fault at the base of the western 
conglomerate. 
The eastern boundaries of the central and western 
conglomerates appear to be unconformitiee, but there is strong 
differential movement at these contacts (figure 43) and the 
existence of unconformities cannot be proven. 
The general structure could be either an imbrioate fault 
zone or a Cambrian succession containing interbedded 
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conglomerates which is overlain unconformably by the Moine 
formation; 
A number of minor folds within: the mudstone are open, 
•concentric, with axial surfaces vertical except where rotated 
by later faults, The moan plunge is 10-164. ( 'figure 44d). 
One minor fold in the MOUR Sandstone has this plunge. This 
orientation le close to that of folds in , the Gordon Limestone 
half a mile to the northwest :The folds are therefore of 
Tabberabberan age. 
The road section contains numerous faults. Three fault 
types are recognised, 
.The first' fault type consists of breakthrusts, sub-parallel 
to bedding, which curve over the crests of minor folds in two 
opposed sense's. The direction In the fault plane which is 
normal to the slip (the nb-axisn of slip) is parallel to the 
fold axes (figure 44d). The fault planes form 'a sheaf 
co.-axial with the fold axes. The faults were thus developed 
pene-oontemporaneously with folding. 
A second type consists of high angle faults. These are 
best developed In the Moine Sandstone, which is not parallel-
bedded, but is a stack of lenses emplaCed , by faults'sUb-
perallel to bedding. Included with this,type are shear zones, 
which have wide . fault mone0 containing lenticular tectonic 
inclusions of wall rock (figure 43). The obliqueslip faUlts 
Lambert projections of folds and faults 
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plotted in figure 44b are assigned to this class. The 
distribution of striational plunges for the secondary type of 
faulting (figure 44b) suggests the wrench•normal . association 
'of Williams (1958) . -This possibility was. tested.using-
Williams' criteria, for the faults as mapped, and for the. 
faults rotated to:be co-axial about the lines 0-170 and 0-240, 
but in no case do his criteria fit all the faults. A plot of 
"normal planes" . was.made, that lei of planes containing the 
pole of the fault.and , the striation, direction (compare Clerk 
and McIntyre' 1901, but the intersection° of the normal 
planes were random.. 
It is likely that the major,Malloa Creek fault belongs 
to this fault class. The movement on thelfalloa Creek.rault 
is.dextral,with a normal component of dip-slip.. The 
striational:pltinges on faults ofHthieicIass:matohi. 
approximately, Williams figure 2, for the wrencb-normals . 
association. It is probable, therefore, that these are 
wrench-normal faulte. , • 
The.dtvergence.a . the fault planes from the, orientations 
predicted by :Williams means that the faults are not surfaces 
developed in an homogeneous body,' but that the faults have 
inherited earlier movement surfaces.- This being so, the 
analysis of Bott (1959) is applicable. Pollowingiett, the 
southwest , dipping faults are dextral wrench or gravity, while 
the southeast dipping faults are anistral wrench or gravity. 
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Considering the whole fault class, if B in parallel to the 
fold axes, and C is vertical, then the regime (after Harland 
and Ilayly, 1958) lies in the secondary fields wrench, axial, 
or gravity. 
Forming a third fault class are tho two major thrust 
faults. Thie olaso is the youngest, the faults off-setting 
all earlier structures. 
The succession in the Sugarloaf Gorge la theraers: 
I) Folding, with penecontemporancous broakthrustiag, 
2) Oblique slip faulting, 
• 3) Thxusting, with flat4ying erossfaulta. 
ntaorymer 
At.Lorymer is Composed of a thick le= of Barrington 
Cher, at least 2800 feet thick. The general form is a doubly 
plunging anticline elongated in a northeast-senthwest 
direction. The direbtion of elongation is the direction of 
a number of small, open flexural folds exposed on the crest 
of the range. The form surfaces show the mountain is cross-
folded with other set of folds trending north-.west. Figure 
•• 45 shows the general structure. 
In appendix 3 a nomogram La reproduced, designed for 
unwinding superposed flexural folding. The amount of rotation 
of bedding In each fold phase can be deduced from this 
nomogram. The application:to Ilt.Lorymer is shown in figure 
46. From this figure, the position of the superpoeed axial 
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Iine0 Oon,be deduood.. 
• • It is , Elinetune,d from tbe evidence 'Pf. fuli400)1t, regioa0, that 
folds on.northweSt:tre4de are:older , than folde..Ort couthrest 
trends.-: Then the northwest profile was established in 
horiontal,, or Aloar-hortOontal beds., and has been refolded. 
The:southwest proftle.ra0•established on a.fOlded terrainsand 
should therefore,Andulate across the earlier folds. 
Using , the,Valueeof'primarY'and mecondary . rotation in the 
same manner. :t0, dipS, compocite vertioal-profilee, in the 
sense .of.Vegmann (1929) wore gonstruoted.for each fold 
direction, yielding "analytical profiles" of figure 46. The 
"secondary" profile shows only minor peturbations an a 
regional dip co :that, in:correctinglhe profile or the north-
west folds:It.was necossarronly to:allow for, this regional 
04- 
. Using the "analytical profile" as a controlling guide, a 
"composite vertical" profile. of the north-west trending folds 
ves'construoted..as in figure. 47. 'There 10 an:unavoidable-
Vertical exaggeration'in this profile. It does -not represent 
44 actual profile: in any one place, but is rather the sum of 
a seriea. of.eurface profile0.:13ach.surface profile would 
probably Change in depths,(notelliscussion.of this problem by. 
Wilson, p.,18, and Mantyre v p.20, of McIntyre, .1951). In the 
presentinstance, there will be a dramatic change of profile 
On:crossing- the boundaries of the, wry thick chart 2ent4 
Figure 46 
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Despite the indirect way in which the profile of figure 
47 can constructed, it agrees with the observed geology. 
This profile shows differing styles of folding of the chart 
and the underlying mudstone. The mudstone is folded into 
.tight, almost carinate folds, with a slaty cleavage developed 
in the core of the anticline. The ehert is folded into 
rounded, open folds associated with bedding plane thrusts. 
As closely as it is possible to determine, the folds In each 
lithology correspond in position and orientation. The fold 
style, therefore, is competent-Incompetent, as for example, 
In Fairbairn (1949, fig.12-2a, p.160). At Mt.Lorymer there 
does not appear to have been translation along the Hardstaff 
linconformity at the base of the chart. 
Lobster Creek  
In the centre of the Dial Range Trough near the Leven 
River, there is strong arose-folding defined by the form 
surfaces. 
Outcrops are poor and there is only fragmentary evidence 
of the constituent axial trends. In the Library Syncline the 
chart contains minor folds plunging southwest and northwest, 
but there is no positive evidence of the relative ages of 
these folds. The north-west trending folds contain a 
rotational joint boudinage plunging parallel to the axes of 
minor folds south of Rays Creek. The folds often have a 
coarse strain-slip cleavage, or "be" jointing, which at 
COMPOSITE VERTICAL PROFILE OF MT LORYMER 
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Myrtle: .Creek plunge nearly north,:and 	refOlded on axes 
Plunging horthwest. • 
• 'At the. northern alid Of ,Mt.tOryiter.: the synclinal 'troughs 
Of :nOrth...4est trending folds, defined. by. 'Outdrope Of ilotton 
SPitite, 'are refolded 'areuid • the Uokie Of the 'periaritioltnal 
Striieture In' 'a itruetititit Pattern':reeemblitig the :refelded 
Ouenabros Syncliae , 'of de' 'Oitifir • (1960; ' P.192) 	not 
be refOldingto the extent implied 'by de :Sitter 	MO be a 
Migisition, Of .the trough. uno Of , 'the' syneline due to superposed 
pltuiging' folds. • 
South .' and ',Seat of :*Itt:titoutgomory the Lobster Creek 
Anticline: has' a ereirtal trate :swinging thrOUgh nearly 'ninety; 
degrees. The' Owing Is due 'ti) . orcies-lolding. Allowing for the 
strongly treitsgressive base of the Barrington Chart in this 
vicinity,. :the Profile' Of the 'anticline is' uittfOrm . for much of 
tie 'length.' The tiibrary' SYUctina ie refolded' in is 'sympathetic 
mahritiC • • 
The"  for pattern ;of. the Lobster . 'Creek anticline indicates 
that either; the anticlinO 'had: 'au atit/ . surfade, dippixig" 
gently' 'wea.Which :Wag •efifcildid 	crossfOld trending 'West, 
Cr that 'the' axial 'thilifeite 	.upright and refolded (in: SO axis 
Plutiging Very steeply . west; The Mapping shoes the' 'anticline 
Lean' upright • Open fold se the 'oressfold: ekes 'limit ;plunge • 
steeply Sett: . 
Sciattered minor *folds and Slaty 'cleavage agree with the 
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plunge ascribed to the;secon4 , foldings 
Peneuirk 
• :Thelleacraft Megabroccia =conformably overiktekVertmite 
of: the Rocky Caps,Oroup immediatelreast . of Penguin. The 
beds4n:thesegmbreccie:41p:moSt c loWards the =conformity, 
and are istfect truncated by the surface Of the =conformity. 
The beds were deposited' against a:vertiOal.face :fl' the' 
quarteits.:• 
The.cUrfeee.of the =conformity has been polished by 
slippage* ,Grooves and -stria. On tha-surface plunge:between 
22-086 and 26418, rtth a meaw.near . 26-1.00. The 'slippage is 
ducto - sedimentery Sliding, differential compaction' or 
differential deformation' bounded: by 	curfew,* As a. large 
fold of several hundred feet wavelength plunges towards the 
surface.angt Is abruptly terminated at itt'atost . ofIthe 
slippage:probably reflects*movement.during.deformation. 
Beta for: the:,fold •ia'near 25-210, :the fold having an 
orientation. and' 	closely analogous with. the 'tectonic 
folde At Oateenaftint. 
The Beeoraft Megabreccia, the Toetree'Roint:Vregabreccia, 
and the MOtton Opilite contain largellat.thruote*:. The • 
thrust surfaces axe exposed at intervals alonuthe,inter-
tidel,plittform,.marked*by thick. sheets of Ohloritio mylonites 
There 1040ssiblyOnly one single.thrust4 Undulating along 
the platform at an altitude close to sea level. • 
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In each exposure, there Jo a major thrust plane,with 
strike-elip movement,dipping at low angles. Observed 
orientations are 1) 45E202, with striae pitching BOO, 
2) 30E192, with atria° ;Itching 5511, 3) 231177, with striae 
pitching 30N. In each place the major fault has second order 
shears, oriented 1) 303112, with striae pitching 5W. 
2) 350117, with striae pitching 35V. • 
Moven observed faults and stibsidiaries have an 
intersection close to 20-160. The faults appear to be a 
system related to the Eugenanan folding, 
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CHAPTER 8  
Structures in the Rocky Cape Grow 
Introduction  
The Rooky Cape Group constitutes the basement on the 
western side of the Dial Range. On the eastern side of the 
Dial Range Trough, Rocky Cape Group outcrops in a narrow 
belt bounded by Dundee Group on the west and by Ulverstone 
Metamorphics on the east. (Figure 3). 
The structure has been examined at Sulphur Creek, where 
four phases of folding are recognised. The first and second 
phases are pre-Ordovician; the second and third phases are 
correlated with the Tabberabberan. 
Structures of the two pre-Ordovician phases occur at 
Blythe Heads and pre-date the Cooee Dolerite which is dated 
at 700 million years B.P. 
The Rooky Cape Group at Goat Island has a structural 
history similar to that at Sulphur Creek except that the 
Tabberabberan structures are of large amplitude and are not 
merely perturbations as at Sulphur Creek. 
The second phase of Precambrian folding resulted in a 
schuppen structure which rests on a large basal thrust, the 
Singleton Thrust, which outcrops at Goat Island. 
At the Iron Cliffs and at Penguin, there was disharmony 
between the Dundee Group and the Rocky Cape Group, that is, 
the unconformity between the two groups was a decollement. 
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Iron Cliffs  
The geology of the Iron Cliffs, Mine, five miles south-
southwest of Penguin, has been described by Burns (1961b). 
The Rocky Cape Group at the mine consists of sandstone and 
mudstonei*folded into's. small 'anticline of variable plunge 
with axial trend close to north. he limonite emplacement 
was post-folding, and from the evidence of nearby 'areas, 
pre-Ordovician, so the Rooky. Cape Group was here folded in 
pre-Ordovician time. 
At the time of investigation it appeared likely that the 
steeply inclined dip of Cambrian rooks in contact with the 
Rooky Cape Group Could not have been achieved at any time 
other than during the folding of the Rocky Cape Group. 
However the presence of strongly •disharmonic folds in the 
Cambrian On'the Penguin foreshore, described in Chapter .' as 
abutting against Rooky Cape Group,' show that 'folding of the 
Cambrian rooks occurred without noticeable deformation of 
the Precambrian, the contact between the groups acting as a 
movement surface; In this caee, no conclusions can be 
validly drawn as to the time relations of the folding jthe 
Rooky Cape Group and the Cambrian. 
The folding of the Rocky Cape Group at the Iron Cliffs 
is therefore pre-Ordovician, but either pre- or poet. 
Cambrian. The fold refolds a bedding plane fissility whioh 
is analogous to the "bedding cleavage" at Sulphur Creek, so 
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the fold in probably of the type described as "Second 
generationr at Sulphur'Creek, that is was formed in 
Precambrian time. 
Sulphur Creek  
Introduction:. The Rocky Cape Groupexposed on the head. 
land at Sulphur Creek.consiets of flaggy bedded sandstone 
with interbedded phyllite, overlain unconformSbly by 
• Ordovician -conglomerate anctsandstone. The itaconformity is, 
• in detail, very irregular, with the conglomerate filling 
• hollows in bedrock. Except for minor: bedding plane thrusts 
within the conglomerate, there islhe'evidenet of the "fused" 
• and irregular contact-to.show that translation along the 
unconformity has not occurred. 'Therefore structures of the 
Rocky Cape Group which :do not .affeet:the conglomerate are of 
Tre.,Ordoviclan'age.. 
• Four groups of structures are recognised , — primary, first 
generationt second generation ' and lateetage•strwiturea. 
Primary Structures;  .The dominant S-urface is bedding, 
'denoted Sos The diagnostic, feature is the preeence Of sole 
markings Of Aseveral . types, including,flute-Oasts, frotdement 
flow caste and syndromoas load cabte l mtich'were discussed 
'in chapter 1, together with internal evidence, (graded 
bedding) that the layers are lithogenetic 
• Although thereare systematic differences in orientation 
between the various types of sedimentary lineations, they 
Olt ID. N. 
 SAG N GINN N. MAO. N 
SUBAREAS 1- 4. 
L(Sr,So) 23 OBSERVATIONS 
SUBAREAS 2 , 3. 
• OBSERVED AXIAL PLANES 
• B (38,51) 
SUBAREAS 2,3. 
• L (So, SO 38 OBSERVATIONS 
• IT 3R 25 OBSERVATIONS 
SUBAREAS 1 — 4. 
• AXES OF PSEUDO — BOUDINS, 22 OBSERVATIONS 
• TRUE BOUDINS 
First-generation structures,Sulphur Creek 
Figure 49 
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are grouped together as Ito . 
The lithological layering is invariably bedding, vhich is 
a diagnostic feature of the Rocky Cape Group. 
• lirst Generation Structures: The bedding is folded into 
tight, almost isoclinal, folds with a strong foliation S i in 
the phyllite parallel to the axial surface. The foliation 
obliterates the bedding in the phyllitei except for shadow 
zones in fold cores. .13(SoSi) fold hinges are scarce at 
Sulphur Creek, with only three being exposed in eubarea 3 
(index map, figure ,24). The existence of Such folds can be 
deduced from' reversals in bedding facing with parallelism of 
limbs, hence the inferred B(0,1) fold at the boundary of 
subareas I and 2. 
The foliation, SI, is confined to the phyllite. In the 
sandstone there is ,a group of related planar and curviplanar 
structures which are the 'same age as Si, but have . different 
erientationAand characters. 
The prino1pS1 	structures wet 
Bedding cleavage, Sb 
Fracture Cleavage, Sf. 
Concentric shear joints, So 
ROtational shear joints, Sr 
Fracture cleavage does not occur at Sulphur Creek, but is 
common at Blythe Heads, one mile to 'the west. 
Bedding cleaVage is a close-spaced planar fissility, 
subparallel to bedding. The divergence of Sb from So is 
natel, 
Soudinage in interlayered quartzite and phyllite of 
the Rocky Cape Group, Sulphur Creek. 
Hammer handle ens foot long. 
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never more than a few degrees, and is best revealed by beta 
diagrams constructed on the surfaces.- The structure is 
tectonic, as in one place there can be shown to be numerous 
cleavage surfaces within a single bed, the bed being a 
single lithogenetic unit from the evidence of graded bedding. 
The cleavage was formed in the first generation of folding. 
In one 0(0,1) fold the cleavage wraps around the nose, and 
is displaced by a crude axial strainm.slip cleavage. There 
are IMMO "true" boud ins which "neck down" the bedding 
cleavage (plate 19). 
The concentric shear joints (of de Sitter, 1956, figure 
87, p.130) are closely related to the bedding cleavage, but 
splay and diverge to enclose lenticular areas of sandstone 
in a pattern reminiscent of boudinage, here termed pseudo-
boudinage. The pseudo-boudins outcrop on weathered surfaces 
as broad swells in So . The axes of the swells pitch in two 
directions at right angles in So , as ahown in figure 494 
and 52b, in a "ohocolate-tablet" structure. The relationship 
of So to Sb and Sr shown in plate 21 indicates that the 
joints are the same age as the bedding cleavage. 
Offsetting Sb and So are oblique joints, or "rotational 
shear joints", Sr (of de Sitter, 1956, p.75). In plate 21, 
Sb in the sandstone and Si in the phyllite are strictly 
parallel on the left side, this being the limb of 01404) 
fold. Concentric shear joints outcrop on the right of the 
Elate 2q  
"Pseuda-boudinsil in quartzite of the Rocky Cape Croup, 
Sulphur Creek. 
Seale is two feet long. 
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photograph. The central portion has oblique joints, Si, 
which are confined to one side of the phyllite band and were 
thus formed contemporaneously with movement in the phyllite. 
The plate shows that So is younger than or the same age as, 
while sr is younger than $b . 
Practure'cleavage Is rare at Sulphur Creek, but is the. 
dominant structure In the sandstones at Blythe Reads., It is 
a close-spaced, curviplanar jointing or fiesility,mhioh 
forms sigmoidal curves in the bedding, meeting the bedding at 
an acute angle. Where Sf is prominent, it forms a well 
marked and regular linear structure at its intersection with 
bedding. In such areas St) is weak or absent. 
The several structures described above do not occur 
simultaneously. Mere fracture cleavage is prominent, 
bedding cleavage and concentric shear joints aro absent, and 
vice versa. Rotational joints are confined to small areas 
in which pseudoboudinage and "true" boadinage also occur. 
The orientations of structures formed during the first 
period of folding are shown in figare'49: 
Linear structures plotted are the intersection of bedding 
with fracture cleavage, L(8 f1 S0); the Intersection of 
bedding and rotational joints, L(8 0 ,Si);,axes of B(8081) 
folds; and axes of "pseudo-boudine. There is no significant 
variation In linear structures between different subareas as 
the second generation folds are essentially co-axial with 
Illete A 
"Rotational joints" in quartzite of the Rooky Cape 
Group, Sulphur Creek, 
Width of field: two feet, 
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.the folds of the first generation. Planar structures (the 
axial planes of B(SO481) folds and the planes. of the. 
'• rotational joints) 0i:curl:I subareas 2 and 3' and show no 
• systeMatic variation between the subareas. The planar 
• structure St; (bedding cleavage) is folded in the same way as 
• bedding In figures 50, 51, and 52; while St (fracture 
cleavage) is folded at Blythe Heads as in figure 53b. 
The folds of the first 'generation at Sulphur Creek have 
a mean axial plane of 66W016 and an axis pitching 50 degrees 
•south in this plane. R.D. Gee is at present tapping an area 
extending west from Sulphur Creek and has found (pers.comm.) 
that the axial. distribution is skew. The modal pitch is 
near 50 degrees as at Sulphur Creek, but the angles of pitch 
range up to 90 degrees so that many folds are reelined. 
. Second Generation Structures: Bedding plots for subareas 
1-5 yield beta makima which are essentially parallel (figure 
50a,b0,51d) and coincident wlth beta maxima measured from 
single folds in subarea 5. (figure 51a,b).' 
• The folds are open, asymmetrical facing east, with a 
markedly disharmonic style. The folds in subarea 5 rest on 
large bedding plane thrusts which bound the folds on the 
eastern side. The eastern limbs of.antiforms are much 
'shorter than the western. Facing of the beds reverses around 
these antiforms, which have limbs of significantly divergent 
etrike. • The beds "young" towards the cores of the folds. 
SUBAREAS 1 - 5 
• 421(30 
SUBAREAS 3,4. 
SOUS 
CONTOUR 0 -10 - 20 -28-92% 
SUBAREAS 1,2 ,5. 
• POLES TO AXIAL PLANES 
• 339 (So 3s) 
SUBAREA I. 	 SUBAREA 2. 
351T5 
	
60 ITS 
CONTOURS 0-IC- 20- 25-29 % 
	
CONTOURS 0-10-20- 25 - 27% 
Second-generation folds, Sulphur Creek. a, b, c: Bedding in areas 1-4. d: B(0,2) folds. 
Figure 50 
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The apparent neynform" of Subarea 2 (figures 24,48) is 
not a fold in the sense that the beds are wrapped around the 
axis. It is not a synform but two differently-dipping 
blocks faulted together. The flute caste show the beds 
maintain a constant facing across thestructuie. 
The fold cores display a crude, widely spaced, strain-
slip cleavage; S2 , which crosscuts and crenulates SOn the 
sandstone., and Si in the phyllite. In same folds it fans 
in the core, in others It produces a crude Mullion structure. 
Folds of this style dominate the structure at Sulphur 
Creek and are numerous in areas further west. The strongly 
disharmonic'style and constant sense of asymmetry is 
maintained over wide areas* Many of the folds are not folds 
so much as drags riding on big strike thrusts. They may be 
regarded as splay Structures in an imbricate movement zone - 
a type of imbricate or conoertina folding. 
,Several of the MajOr faults and fold closures are over 
 undisturbed Ordovician rocks u showing the movements 
predate the Ordovician. 
late Structuresa The foliation in the phyllite is 
flexurally'refolded on a minor scale. The folds are rounded 
and open, - trending - east of south, and correlated with the 
first generation Tabberabberan; or rounded to conjugate, 
plunging west, and Correlated with the' second generation 
Tabberabberan. (Figure 52). The folds are disharmanic in 
p DIAGRAM FOR AN SS, FD 
•le T S 	120 Sox S. 
CONTOURS 0- 5- 2O-SO-0 MAX 63%. 
p DIAGRAM FOR AN SoS, FOLD 
.121T50 	Se S. x50 
CONTOURS o-0-12-24/. MAY 276% 
A 
COMPOSITE DIAGRAM 
•281TS0 00NTAINING 1401) 
• 2e OA) 
COMPOSITE DIAGRAM 
CONTOURS I IOTTS. 1 613 (3034 
CONTOURS 0-4.5-0-15% MAX 20% 
0 
Second-generation folds, area 5, Sulphur Creek. 
a l b: Beta diagrams for single folds. c: Linear data from several folds. d: Bedding from whole subarea and beta from six folds. Figure 51 
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style, restricted to a single uide phyllite band in subarea 
2, uhere they die out against quartzite both up and down La 
the profile. 
The folds are very small, of only a few inches wavelength, 
and amount to little more than "perturbations" OA the 
Precambrian structure. The strikes of the axial surfaces of 
these structures accords with the trends in the Ordovician 
rocks above.' 
Blythe Heads  
The Sulphur Creek area does not contain any linear 
structures of the first oneration refolded by the second. 
A search was made westwards, along the marine platform, for 
an area in which fracture cleavage is well developed, with 
a widespread lineation SfxSo . This is the case at Blythe 
Heads, where the fracture cleavage describes sigmolde in 
single beds, the eigmolds being coaxial with the first 
goner tion folding and a uniformly oriented trace of Sf OA 
bedding. 
A single, open disharmonic anticline facing east was 
examined. This structure is identified as second generation 
as the fold has a style and orientation characteristic of 
this generation, and contrasting with adjacent first 
generation folds which have been found In recent work by 
R.D. Gee to pitch near 90 degrees in S.  Further, the sense 
of shear 14dicated by the fracture cleavage is constant 
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SEDIMENTARY LINEATIONS 
	
PITCH OF STRUCTURES IN So 
• STEMS OF FRONDESCENT CASTS INTERVAL 2° 
• FLUTE CASTS. 
LATE FOLDS 
,7 MEAN AXIAL PLANE SUBAREAS I-3 
• AXIAL PLANES 
• AXES 
SUMMARY OF FOLDING 
MEAN AXIAL PLANES OF LATE CROSSFOLDS. 
(POST -ORDOVICIAN) 
X MEAN AXIAL PLANES OF EARLY FOLDS 
(PRE -ORDOVICIAN) 
Sedimentary Structures and late folds, Sulphur Creek. 
Figure 52 
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around the fold, not reversing at the fold hinge as it 
should if generated in the second folding period. And again, 
in several places the fracture cleavage is itself crenulated 
by folds with axes parallel to the second generation 
structure. (Plate 22). 
The geometry to summarised in the stereograms of figure 
53. The lineation is not refolded through a large enough 
angle to determine the refolding mechanism (Ramsay, 1960). 
However if each segment of lineated bedding is unwound about 
the B(0,2) axis, the lineation spread is markedly reduced 
(figure 53d), showing that the lineation is refolded. 
This fold is offset by an oblique fault containing a 
dolerite dyke petrologically identical with the Cooee 
Dolerite. The latter has been dated radioactively (A.H. 
Spry, pers.comm.) at 700m. years. This indicates that the 
second generation folding is older than 700 m. years, that 
is, Precambrian. 
Goat Island  
The Tabberabberan structures are weakly developed at 
Sulphur Creek and Blythe Heads, but are known to be powerful 
structures both east and west of this area. One such area 
adjoins Goat Island on the western side (Figure 80). 
At Goat Island there are only scattered B(0,1) hinges, 
but the surfaces Si and Sb are well developed. The B(0,2) 
and (D,2) folds are virtually coaxial in any one place, with 
Zlate 22  
Folded fracture cleavage in quartzite of the Reek)? 
Cape Group at Blythe Heads. 
Scale is three centimetres diameter, 
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• a"coarse strain-slip cleavage in the fold hinges Which in a 
'tew folds grades into a crenulation cleavages There can be 
no doubt 'about the time relations of the B(0.1) and B(1,2) 
folds is in some places, as at "C" in figure 54, the axial 
structures intersect at high angles. • 
There is difficulty in , distinguishingB(3), the first 
Tabberabberan folds, from B(112) as they have similar styles, 
with a similar strain-slip cleavage developed. In some 
places folds of the two phases can be found intersecting, with 
the nwenulation cleavage, 52, offset on a AOW cleavage, 
breaking the rock into Vertically oriented pencils Or cubes. 
For the maps of figure 54 and figure 60 the folds have been 
Identified OA orientation and on the evidence of date provided 
by crosscutting cleavages. 
The second generation Tabberabberan folds (B4) are 
polyclinal, with two principal axial trends. The area is 
broken up by north-south strike faulto, on which many of these 
folds 'rest disharmonicallY, frequently as Symmetrically 
opposed (conjugate) pairs. The detailed nap of figure' 54 
shows how folds of this generation strongly reflect the 
earlier structures, being developed ° only in areas of suitably 
oriented So or Si. The folds are weak or absent in limbs 
dipping east, and best developed in west-dipping beds. The 
amplitude is a function of lithology. In rocks of strongly 
alternating lithology, with thin or flaggy bedding, the folds 
o. BEDDING 
110 POLES TO 11100010 (10 
fONTOURS 0-1-10-0^-111 PERCENT 
1.10/1.114 IS PERCENT 
A151 or MINOR FOLDS 0 (0.1) 
c. LmuamN •u 
• TRACE OP CLEAVAal ON 
meow (se zo) 
111 OBSERVATIONS 
b. FRACTURE CLEAVAGE 
roLas TO a.r.maar (a) 
• roLos tr cLumor 	i) 
d. UNWINDING 
POLES OP LI AFTER REDOING UNMOUND ABOUT ft 0.0 
TO • VERTICAL 
• HORIZONTAL 
Structures in a second-generation fold at Blythe Heads. 
Figure 53 
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• • are large, open i and rounded. 'In very finely layerid'rock, 
such aó in areas Whore Si is eitrengly developed, the fade 
appear afi'a set of very close.4paced., almost penetrative, 
crenulatiOns. • The axial plunge' is timeihingless quantity in 
these folds, Whioh-ire'suPerpOsed with planar axial 'surfaces, 
and which therefore -have a plunge entirely controlled by pre,- 
existing dips. 
' The Contact between the 'Rocky Cape Group and Ulverstone 
Metamorphic is exposed at Goat 'Mend (figure'80),. The 
surface is folded, the folds in the 'surface coinciding,with 
the pOlyclinal 13(4) folds. The surfed° is a thrust, as along 
the base of the Rocky Cape Grout) there is a confused 'admixture 
Of MetiaMorphic - sChiat'and conglomeratt:Withaudstone And 
sendstons. —Thislione dose not appear to be so much a breccia 
or crush zone as a *hatpin structure, with the two rock' 
aseociations:infolded, OrInterpenetratingolong'iMbricate 
thrusts. As the 'foliation Si Of thellocky'040 . 0rOUp is 
found in disOriented . boulders in this zone, the thrusting 
poet-dates 'the firet-geheration folding. 
It' was indicated earlier that .the . secend generation 
folding in the Rocky Cape GrOOP hale- generally "Imbricate 
style, possibly related to 'a major thrust at * depth.' • It in 
dOnsidered likely that the thruot'at Goat 'Island is, in feet, 
the Outcrop of such a thrust. It Can be followed for seVeral 
miles southwards and is folded and disrupted by'faulte, the 
usg CONSLOMER 
s5. 
exut.5. 
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• folds and faults being identified as Tabberabbiran. The 
thrusting; was therefore pre-Tabberabberan. This post-first 
generation, pre-Tabberabberan age, strongly suggeits the 
thrust belongs to the only major intervening tectonic ePisede, 
Which is the senond generation folding of the RoOky Cape 	, 
Group. 
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CHAPTER 9  
2tru9tures..inhe Ulverstone Yetamorphics  
Xntroduction 
The Ulverstone Metamorphics are quartz-muscovite-
chlorite rocks which abut against the Forth Metamorphics 
on the eastern side and underlie Rocky Cape Group on the 
western side. They extend in a strip from the coast at 
Ulverstone inland to Spalford (figure 3) but are very 
poorly exposed away from the coast-line. 
At Ulverstone the Netamorphics occur in two, possibly 
three, basement wedges. The wedges consist of Ulverstone 
Metamorphics and Rocky Cape Group in association, and have 
east-facing asymmetry. Rocks of the Dundas Group dip off 
the western sides _while the eastern edges are steep reverse 
faults which thrust Precambrian over Dundas Group. 
Attention is confined largely to the westerm.uost wedge lat 
Goat Island. 
A young foliation, 52, is the dominant structure in 
the Ulverstone Metamorphics. It is a mica foliation in 
sehists and micaceous quartzites which is usually steeply 
dipping. The continuity of this foliation is established 
from mapping, and it forms large sweeping curves in plan 
which are probably due to Tabberabberan folding. The 
foliation is a transposition surface and controls the major 
lithological layering. While recrystallisation of mica and 
chlorite along $2, or transposition to parallelism with 
$2, has destroyed earlier 5-surfaces in any areas, there 
are inter-folial folds in pelites at Abbotdham and 
quartzites at Gavler which are forced by a compositional 
lamination. The 5-surfaces earlier than 52 are denoted, 
collectively, Si, and are preserved only in binge areas 
of B(S1„ $2) folds. 
There is evidence of tuo phases of folding of the 
Metamorphics. Structures of only one phase, identified 
as the second, occur mesoscopiadlly at Goat Island. For 
this second phase the symmetry of defornation was 
orthorhombic with axial tendencies and the principal 
component of strain was an extension in a direction, near 
horizontal and of azimuth near north. 
Poalford  
The boundary between the Forth and Ulverstone 
Metamorphics is concealed at Spalford but regional mapping 
dhows the boundary is parallel to the transposition 
foliation $2 which Is the dominant structure in the two 
assemblages. 
The Spalford Conglomerate lies about one half-mile 
vest of the eastern edge of the Ulverstone Eetamorphics. 
The conglomerate cnn be traced as a train of boulders in 
the soil for a short distanco in the vicinity of Spalford. 
A road cutting in deeply weathered rock shows the 
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conglomerate is a belt about fifty feet wide with margins 
parallel to 82. There is only one outcrop of indurated 
(unweathered) rock, on the roadside in Spalford township. 
This outcrop is about ten feet in diameter. 
Pebbles in the Spalford Conglomerate consist of 
several types of quartzite. Some are white, others red, 
and some have a black-and-white banding. The pebbles are 
rounded to subrounded with shapes ranging from spherical 
to sub-spherical. A few pebbles are platy (oblate 
ellipsoids) with the flat sides parallel to $2. The 
matrix is quartz-chlorite schist with a mica foliation 
curving around the pebbles but generally parallel to the 
regional 52. Several of the platy pebbles are baudinaged, 
the manner of boudinage corresponding to vertical 
extension in 32. Boudin axes are near-horizontal and 
parallel to the axes of minor B(1, 2) folds of adjacent 
schists. 
Gawler Are% 
It is probable that the townships of Ulverstone and 
Gawler are sited on a "basement wedge" with boundary 
fault running southwest through Clavier. 
The wedge consists of a central belt of strongly 
lineated quartzite, flanked on either side by schist. The 
lineations are fold mullions and intersections of 
penetrative S-surfaces. The lineations sweep in an arc 
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convex to the south-east uhich ends uith a sharp tuist 
(in plan) at the base of the Rocky Cape Group. The trend 
of the foliation in the schist follows the sac() path. At 
the boundary, bedding in the Rocky Cape Group is parallel 
to the foliation in the schist. The tuist, which is 
confined to a zone about 400 yards 'wide below the contact, 
is interpreted as due to west-side-south translation at 
the base of the Rocky Cape Group. 
A.H. Spry (pers. comm.) has esamined a quartzite from 
the northeastern end of this belt. The mica forms a weak 
girdle normal to the lineation with a strong navirml defin-
ing the regional foliation, 82. The quartzite has a girdle 
normal to the lineation, containing a pair of maxima, with 
an overall gymmetgy approaching orthorhombic. The mullions 
are formed by folding of an inherited, passive, mica 
foliation Si, with the lineations being of 81 x 82 type. 
Si is sometimes visible as a colour banding in the quartzite, 
defining isoclinal similar folds with axial planes parallel 
to 82. 
ELS11162.224111Linta 
The quartzites and conglomerates at Picnic Point are 
being investigated by A.H. Spry. The quartzites are 
mallioned as at ()miller, with similar microscopic fabric. 
Some of the mulliona are strongly boudinaged, with 
boudins on an enormaus scale - up to fifty feet long. 
Being boudinaged millions, the bodies close in plan and 
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diameter in a patchwork arrangement, in others the two 
Groups may be infolded. The breccia may be tectonic or 
sedimentary, but the smooth polished boundary between the 
two rock groups shows that whether the boundary is an 
unconformity, or purely tectonic, there has nevertheless 
been considerable movement along it. 
Four periods of deformation are recognised in the 
Ulverstone Petamorphics at Goat Island. The 131 phase is 
inferred, the only macroscopic evidence being the existence 
of a quartz-mica foliation and litbological layering, Si, 
which is probably tectonic. B2 folding is the dominant 
structure. Superposed as perturbations are the post-
metamorphic B3 and B4 folds which are probably 
Tabberabberan. 
B2 structures have been studied intensively in one 
small areal and two ofthe principal structural elements 
of this phase have been mapped throughout the outcrop to 
outline the later folding. 
allattEMIDLalegitSULAWS 
Principal elements of the B2 phase are a 
foliation, 32, folds of Si, quartz rodding, and the morph°. 
logical elements of ellipsoidal bodies of quartzite. 
The quartzite bodied have the characteristics of a 
deformed-pebble conglomerate, but will be here termed , 
ntectons". The term tecton is introduced as a general 
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term for a tectonic inclusion, or tectonically formed 
valuta, .of : rock which hasa ,volume or shape as a : 
characteristic Jeature, 	contrast to structural elements 
, which are merely lines or . 	, Deformed pebbles, : 
mullions tectonic fish and tectonic inclusions ape 
classed, as ,tectons0 While z!iuch, of,.the Goat Island 
Conglomerate is probably deformed ,conglomerate, there is 
evidence groin 1  Picnic. Point that some of the bodies are, 
intact, boudinaged mullions, while the occurrence of 
"nested" teetotal shows that the deformation is in many 
respects a ctataelasis or disruption rather than an 
homogeneous deformation of closed bodies with boundaries 
which maintain their identity throughout deformation. 
The tectons at Goat Island have a shape Which is an 
important element in the rock fabric. In view of this, 
an, their possibilities in estimating amount of strain, a 
number. of tectons were measured in order, to determine a 
•statistical shape and orientation. 
Two hundred tectons were.measured from as sma3.1 an 
•area, as possible. The area.,sampled is a strip 190 feet 
•long and ,,thirty feet wide on the north-east part of Goat 
Island, I north of the strip,.of: quartzose schist in subarea 
2 (figure 	and has a tetal depth in profile, of less • 
than forty feet* 
• Vie macroscopic fabric: of this area is summarised in 
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figUre, 62. The B(1, 2) axes plunge ,about forty degrees 
to the south, parallel to the L-axes of tect,ons (defined 
below). There is no significant post-metamorphic 
(Tabberabberan) perturbation of the fabric except for a 
vide-spaced nan jointing. A late Precambrian(?) 
=ovulation cleavage occurs in the quartz schist adjacent to 
the fault zone which crosses Goat Island but its intensity 
decreases rapidly away from the fault and the structure is 
weak, non-penetrative and of insignificant intensity in the 
area sampled. 
There were practical considerations which severely 
ted 'the number of tsctons measured. 
The first requirement was 'that tectons could be 
removed cleanly from the outcrop, requiring them to be 
largely, or at least partly, exposed by weathering. An 
attempt was made at excavation for buried' tectons, in order 
to restrict the sampling volume, but excavation was found 
to be impracticable. 
S■t:Ine, of the tectons haVe **frayed ,' or "shredded', ends, 
as shown in figure 57. In such cases the boindaries are 
hard to define, and the . tecton . is difficult to remove 
• entire, so a 0000134 Vestal:U.0A was introduced, 'namely, 
that the 't,ectons hairs 'rounded :ends. Complex Mapes, such 
as the boudinaged forma of figure 57e, ti t or 'jointed 
tectons, figure 57, were 'not measured. 
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The tecton was removed from the outcrop, the various 
symmetry planes and axes were determined by inspection and 
marked on the surface with soft pencil, then each tecton 
was replaced in its original position in the outcrop and 
the orientation of some of the elements was determined. 
A third restriction was introduced here, namely that the 
tectons could be reinserted and reoriented accurately. 
This required that no more than two-thirds of the tecton 
be exposed by weathering. 
These practical considerations imposed severe 
limitations on the number of tectons visible in the 
outcrop which could be utilised for measurement. Less than 
one percent of the visible tectons were measured, a total 
number of 200, with many hundreds being removed from the 
outcrop but rejected as unsuitable for one reason or another. 
A fourth limitation is of a different kind to those 
discussed above. No satisfactory system could be devised 
for dealing with tectons with concave surfaces, so measure-
ments were confined to biconvex or planoconvex specimens. 
This restriction is of considerable importance as thereby 
is introduced a strong sampling bias. It is estimated that 
biconvex or planoconvex tectons represent between thirty 
and seventy percent of the total number of tectons. The 
measured tectons are representative of a subordinate class 
of shapes, the convex class. 
27If 
One hundred tectons were ceasured in the first 
instance - the lengths of the three axes, and. their 
orientation. This information was found to be inadequate, 
so another 100 were measured, with the additional 
quantities of weight, and the three circumferences. 
The nomenclature adopted is illustrated in figure 56. 
OL is the long axis, parallel to the rodding, and of 
length 2, 014 and ON are the axes normal to OL, of lengths 
la and A t where ga is greater than n. 
A codified procedure was followed in identifying the 
axes. 
Axial Directions: The positions of the axes were 
determined on symmetry considerations. For oblate 
ellipsoids, the MN plane was identified by the presence of 
a keel or sharp rim (figure 570, with OM and ON the long 
and short axes, respectively, in this plane. The N axis 
was invariably the shortest, regardless of the attitude of 
the MN plane, and was readily identified as many of the 
tectons were platy discs with the flat sides parallel to 
kg. The OL axis was then located normal to the EN plane. 
For prolate ellipsoids, where gi was nearly equal to , 
m the L axis was readilY identified, as in figure 57a, . 
and the EN plane was then located as being normal to OL. 
The M and N axes were then found by inspection of the EN 
plane, as before. 
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Depending upon the general shape, one of these two 
methods was followed. In all cases the axial directions 
could be determined unambiguously, with no contuslen.for • 
intermediate(between oblate and prolate)shapes. The 
axis corresponds to the apical line of Lenk.Chevitch 
(1959), and the method is generally comparable with that 
he applied to stream and beach pebbles. 
Once the axial directions were determined the traces 
of the planes LM, MN, and NL were marked on the surface of 
the tectcol in soft pencil. In the oblate types, the Litt 
plane was marked first, then the trace of the MN plane 
around the "bulkiest" part of the tecton. 
In the prolate types, a series of traces was drawn of 
diametrical planes linking the points of emergence of the 
L axes, and then by viewing the tectm from directions 
normal to OL, the trace of MN. was drawn to meet the tint 
traces at an apparent right angle. 
Azbiljaaraup The shape of the tectons in the planes 
LM, MN, and NL was variable. There were symmetrical types 
(figure 571, 570), asymmetrical types (figures 57a, b, c,. 
g, h, a), and subquadrate types (figures 57d, n) in each 
axial plane. 
In asymmetrical types, the axial lengths were measured 
as the "greatest lengths In the axial direction", as an 
invariable rule. The method adopted for sUbquadrate types 
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is explained by figures 57d„ 57n.. 
Usually the axial lengths are such that they decrease 
in magnitude from j ihroughz to n. However, this is not 
invariably so, as the axes are defined with regard to 
symmetry rather than relative length. 
' Circumferences: The eircumferencesmere measured' by 
pulling a linen tape with metallic thread tightly around 
the tecton, following the marked traces of LX, EN, and NL. 
The measurements were reproducible, and consistently to 
within One.eighth of an inch. The necessity for this 
measurement was one reason for avoiding tectons with 
concave surfaces, although methods are now available which 
would permit their measurement. 
• ;Weight: The weight Was measured on a Persinware 141b 
spring balance (a high quality household instrument with 
zero adjustment) to the nearest half-ounce. large teetons 
were broken up and weighed in pieces in order to operate 
the scale in the range of greatest accuracy. This measure. 
ment was the last one made on each tecton. 
Orientation: Orientations were the most difficult 
measurements to make, as none of the axes are directly 
accessible. 
As has been described, the traces of the axial planes 
NN, and NL were marked on the surface of the tecton 
in one colour. The traces of a series of planes through 
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OL were marked onthe surfaee, in another colour. The 
tecten was 'then reoriented in the outcrop. 
By examination of the tepton from all appects,:even 
though the lower end WAS on concealed, it was possible 
• to visualise the orientation of the L axis and the MN plane 
in space.- 
The azimuth of the L axis was measured from above the 
tecton, utilising the appropriate marked trace. The tecton 
was then viewed from a direction at right angles, and the 
plunge estimated with the assistance .of other marked traces. 
Then, by viewing the tecton from the direction of the 
emergent L axis,,tho apparent dip of the M axis An the 1N 
plane was measured. For each measurement, the orientation 
of the Brunton was checked by repeated viewing from several 
directions. 
The accuracy of this method, as with all measurements 
of inaccessible structural elements, depended upon 
subjective attributes, such as the ability to visualise the 
shape and orientation of elements with one end of the tecton 
concealed in the outcrop, and upon agility, as the Brunton 
had to be oriented correctly for each measurement, and held 
firmly whilethe orientation was checked by observation 
from several aspects. 'However, in spite of the subjective 
factors involved, it was found that measurements were 
roprodaciDle to within ten degrees, and in most cases to 
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•within fire degree's, bit . measuraments bettor than five 
degrees Were difficult to achieve. As . shown in figure 62, 
great accuracy can be achievedvith 100 measurements,' but 
it'was found that fifty measurements are barely sUffielent. 
In subsequent general mapping of the conglomerate 
the orientation of the modal L.axis and the modal LM plane 
of the teetons wui determined whereVer possible, as in the 
'general map' of Goat Island (figure 80). At each locality 
the modal orientation of the L-axis Wus.determined by' ' 
•inspection of prolate ellipsOids t 'and the orientation of . 
the LM plane' was estimated from inspection of oblate or 
platy ellipsoids. The method was found to be generally 
:satisfactory, yielding reproducible results, but cold' not 
be applied in areas which were poorly exposed or which had 
tectons of irregular shape. The 'Isampling area" for these 
estimates needed to be about twenty feet diameter and 
include several hundred well-exposed tectons in order for 
the estimates to be realistic. This method was therefore 
only applicable tO elucidating large-scale structures. 
For structures of amplitude comparable to the size of the 
"tectons it was necessary to measure large numbers of tectons 
at randoii(as in figure 71) in order to define the structure. 
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The measurements available are: 
Axial lengths 	: 	2,11 1 2,12 inches 
Circumferences : C(LN), C(NN), C(NL) inches 
Weights 	W ounces 
Orientation of L Plunge and azimuth degrees 
Pitch of M in MN : Degrees 
Calculations of two kinds were made,. First, for 
verification of the measured axial lengths, the axial 
lengths were used to calculate the volume and circumference 
of each tecton. Comparison of the measured with computed 
values of these quantities provides a check on the accuracy 
of measurement. The calculations are based on an 
ellipsoidal form, so. there , should be a . systematic lack of 
agreement for certain shape classes. Second, 4 search' was 
made for quantities Which the teetons have in common,. on 
the assumption that quantities common to the tectans 
irrespective of the shape class must be significant. 
Volume: Three tectons were carefully weighed in the 
laboratory, and their volumes measured from a water 
displacement apparatus constructed by N. Ahmad for 
investigations of the size of boulders in glacial deposits. 
It was found that the water displacement method gave 
Variable results, estimates of specific gravity ranging 
from 2.56 to 2.70, averaging near 2.62, which is low for 
quartz and muscovite. A mean figure of 2.655 was finally 
adopted. On this basis, one ounce of teeton occupies 
0,652 cubic inches. 
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The "volume from weight"; V(W)o: was computed as 
y(W)E•0.612 W . cu.ins 
The volume Was calculated $"rom the 'ages on the 
assumption that the tectons are regular ellipsoids. The 
"volume from axes", V(A), was. computed as 
V(A) = 4.7 jal 
• Comparison of V(A) and 'ow) in figures 58a and 58b 
shows that there is good agreement. The histogram of the 
ratio V(W)/V(A) in figure 58c has a mean of 1.0053. 
• This. result shows that V(A) is an accurate measure of 
volume for the mean value, with errors of less than thirty 
pereent in all but a few rare tectons, and less than twenty 
percent in eighty.six percent of the tectons. The product 
ua can therefore be used as a measure of size. 
The. subsidiary modes in figure 58c are probably 
certain shape: classes. The mode at 1,0 is ellipsoids, those 
at 0,825 and 0.935 Are asymmetrical tectons, the former 
probably those with swollen ends (figure. 57h, 57m), the 
latter those with one side flattened (figure 5714 co g). 
The peak at 1445 is probably those of sUbquadrate form 
(figure 57d, n)« 
It is emphasised that this is a statistical result, 
The quantity V(A) is a measure of volume for an individual 
tecton only when it has a very regular form. When a large 
number of varied shapes are considered, the ratio 
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•V(W)/V(A) is unity, that is, the mean shape is ellipsoidal 
•. not for instance, a bicone. 
•Circumfereneeg: To avoid• the possibility of error 'in 
the conclusion that the mean shape is an ellipsoid, the 
circumferences were calculated from formulae of the type 
4 Cam) = 2 n 1 t 	2 " • he sv a5 re6 
as in Caunt (1914, p.306). Higher terms of the power 
series were neglected as insignificant. The quantity IA 
In the equation above is the eccentricity In the LM plane. 
Analogous formulae were used for the other axial planes. 
Comparison of circumferences, as calculated, with 
those as measured, is plotted for fifty tectons in figure 
59. The pattern is similar to that for the volumes and 
confirms that the mean shape is an ellipsoid. 
• AZial Ratios: It has been Shown that the quantity 
V(A) is a suitable measure of volume. The produce ajga 
is therefore a suitable measure of size. Tectons of 
different sizes may be compared, therefore, by comparison 
of the axial ratios 1, at and gl io where r3 Ins. The r 
quantity may be thought of as the radius of the unit 
sphere of volume equal to the tecton. The axial ratios 
are introduced solely as a convenient way of comparing 
the shapes of tectons of different sixes . no genetic 
implications are involved in the use of x. It is not 
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assumed far inStance, that the tectona are defermed 
sphereti.. 
hundred.obServatioMs Of the axial ratios are 
Plotted in figure 6o. In terms of Mean values, • 
1= 1.83; sin 0.98; lilt 0.57. In each case this 
result is plus or minus about 0:0„ the figure 0.03 
being obtained from comParison of the product 1ga for 
various modes. This yields the result.: 
Jahn = 1•87030.582 Mean values) r . r r  
The modal values for ar and Wr are veil defined 
at 0.55 and' 1.02 respectively. However, the correspond-
ing 1/r is difficult to locate. •A mode between 1.9 and 
2.0 can be found in figure 60 uSing larger class intervals 
than -those shown in the figure, but cannot be located with 
precision. •The result, therefore, is that 
• spa = 110.54 	(Modal values) 
pecentricitiea: The shape of the tectons may be 
expressed in terms of the occehtricity in each axial plane. 
The eccentricity, ie.,-  was calculated for each piano using 
formulae of the typo 
seam) ft 1 a2/1.2 	(in the LM plane) 
In figure 61 the results of observations numbers 101-200 
are plotted, excluding No.142 from 61a, Nos.112, 162, and 
134, from 61b. The eccentricities are independent of size. 
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It ulil be noted that the eccentricities aro core 
ollarrly defined than the aAal lengths, and prooma' bly 
mr3 sic/lir/cant. he subsidiar/ nodes due to shape 
classes arc suppressed. be eccentricities are sharply 
defined in the 11L piano loss so in the LEI piano, and 
least in the ni plane. 
r!ean values are for £21 
LI plane: 0.69 EN plane: 0.65 NL plane; O. G) 
from which it may be calculated that 
Ismiz 1 .791 11 	(}en values) 
Vodal 'values are fora 
LP: plane: 0.77 MI plane: 0.14 BL plan 0.94 
fron which it may be calculated that 
ltain = 2.03:11 0.51 (Ftedal values) 
The sJapes of the tectons are classed as follows: 
1) Symmetrical 
2) Asymmetrical • 
a) One end .bulbous 
b) One side flattened 
3) Subquadrate 
4) Complex (nested, tadpoled, boudinaged) 
It may be noted that types 1, 2b,- and. 3 accur*in pebbles . 
.abraded by a fluid (Lenk.Chevitchf 1959) so that the 
occurrence of types 2a and it are probably the criteria of 
tectonic deformation. . 
aro nensurements were rade by a method hXch has the 
affect of treatinc tectons of shapes 2 and 3 as if they 
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uere of shape 1. This causes the skew distribution of 
quantities in the frequency diagrams. Tectons of shape 4 
were not measured. 
There is a deviation of the mean from the mode in 
rieasurertónts of shape quantities. The modal value is 
assumed to represent ellipsoids. That this is not also the 
mean reflects the skew distribution, and the fact that 
shapes on one side of the mode are more likely than shapes 
on the other. 
The frequency histograms of eccentricity and axial 
ratios provide fundamental information about the shape. On 
general grounds, it might be expected that if any quantity 
is genetically important, it should yield a strong maximum 
in a frequency diagram. The maxima are as fellows (class 
interval 0.05), 
Begentricitv: NL plane 	73 percent 114 	35 
35 
Axial Ratipst Wr 
Vir° 	18.5 
The most significant quantity is 2(NL). 
• It is not possible to follow the methods used by 
Oftedahl (108). Deformation of the rook was not homogeneous, 
there is evidence that volume was not preserved in individual 
tectons, and the assumption of an original spherical or 
ellipsoidal shape cannot be made. However, speculations of 
28 5 
another kind are possible. 
For instance, the vc.ry oaeted concentration of 
cczlentrioities in the kiL planc around a value of 0.9+ 
shows there is a strong tendency for the ratio 2,:n to be 
fixed near 4:1. If there was a plane strain in LI! tending 
to fix this ratio, the ratios of g:1 or Et:a could vary at 
will, oven under conditions of constant voluEe. The 
concentration of eccentricities in the LM and MN planes 
indicates that this does not occur, and that in fact the 
value of za relative to the other axes tends to be fixed. 
This implies that strain was threc.dimensional, as indeed 
was the case with the llorwegian tectons emrined by 
Oftedahl. 
Liscus,lon of the significance of the tocton shape is 
given below, in conjunction with other fabric elements. 
Eotrever, it my be noted that the significance of the 
tecton shape rests not with its value as an index of bulk 
strain or with its deformation from some early unknown 
shape, but in the shape as an indicator of equilibrium 
conditions during deforEa.tion. The proxiLity of the axial 
lengths to the ratio 1+:2:1 is highly significant in this 
rcspect, and the original shape largely lamterial. 
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• aructlres of the BR;. ttage 
The orientation of the tectons nay be specified 
in terms of the L-axis and the VI plane. In the 
conglomerate at Goat Island, other mesoscopic fabric 
elements include the foliations Si and 02, the axes of 
B(1, 2) folds, and the axes of quartz rods. 
The fabric of area 2 (see index map, figure 55) is 
considered in detail. The geometry of the structural 
elements is shown in figure 62. The early foliation, 81, 
In rotated into the small folds of plate 23, with the axis 
of the Si-pole girdle oriented 39.183 (figure 62a). Thin 
layers of milky quartz lie subparallel to Si in the quartz 
sebist and are found in the matrix of the conglomerate. 
They are strongly folded into tight "rods ° with a nodal 
axial orientation of 1+2479 (figure 62b). The axial 
surfaces are not regularly oriented but have variable 
attitudes, many being curved (plate 24). The axial 
surfaces probably form a sheaf co-axial with the axes. 
Dods occur within the conglomerate, those observed having 
a mean orientation parallel to the rods in the quartz schist. 
• The L-axes'of tectons yield a strong maximum oriented 
36-176 (figure 62d). Identical results were obtained from 
two subfabrics containing 100 L-axes in each. 
Poles to the LEI planes of tectons yield a girdle with 
the axis of the girdle oriented parallel to nodal L 
100 L M PLANES 
(OBSERVATION Km I-101) 
CONTOURS 0-5-15-20% 
MAXIMUM 247 
100 L AXES 
(OBSERVATIONS NOS -101) 
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GRID N 
	
GRID N 
30T1 SI 
a 
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MAXIMUM 33% 
5B(.51,S2) 
ea auwarz RODS CONTOURS 
WUOMUM 54% 
Structures in area 2, Goat Island 
Figure 62 
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(fir lire 620 	bi 	1a1cr. 
ineopendent17 but i ence or the method of 
ricasurenent of LX. air feature of interest in figttre 620 
it: not the orientation of the girdle but the dittribation 
of LP,..poles within the girdle. The hictestimalue wee 
corresponds to 'a dip of 7604170 iihich is identified tliS 
he subsidiary -mode in ninety degrees removed from this 
orientation 
	
1.'he fo1iattrn 	i3 óniy weakly developed in the 
quartzo-schist of subarea no It cannot be satisfactorily 
determined in the matrix of. the conglomerate. Foilever * the 
modal orientation of 3P in other aX0116 correlponds elosoly 
to the weal orientation of I.M planes of teetons 
The diamdel distribution of IV, planes is of 
probletnatiml signifleance. Measurements veto nade with 
reference only to 'the symmetry at eath iiividual teeton 
nni3 X vas defined as the longest axis in the punt kg* 
iiowever. if 14 had been defined with reference to the teetons 
as a group (perhaps as the tole in the ,flif plane /yips 
nearest to t;P) then a up/nodal distribution could i aVe b0(11 
ObtAingtd Zections eontributing to the subsidiary node have 
a prolate ram 
Loyalness of the significance of the biUn xde, 
thero iv: a sprtlad of asps to form a conaete girdle. 
11C newatonte imposed structures of area 2 have 
2) folds, are 2, Goat Island 
Width of waters, flys not 
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or Iveombi erne ry with axial tendencies. 
13(1,P) fold with wavelengths between six inches and 
to feet have reread, axes (figure 62a). The distribution 
of a-poles in figure 62,a above that the B(1 92) folds are 
symnstrieal with virallel bisecting surfaces. she 11(102) 
axes and bisecting surfaees have, in eombination, 
orthorhombic symmetry ,  
The quartz rods occur in defined layer* within the 
quarts !whist, and in the matrix of the conglomerate. Zhe 
polyelinally.folded quartz rods have parallel axes (figure 
6 b) Allah are parallel to the 0(1.2) axes. Planar rartiOnS 
of the axial surfaces of the polyelinal folds form a sheaf 
which has axis parallel to the axes of rods (plate nte). 
The axes and axial surfaces define an imposed axial sutfnbrie. 
The mica MUM* in the schist forming the matrix of 
the conglomerate is folded (figure 63). The axes of the 
fads are parallel to the 33(1 12) axes, The axial planes 
"wrap around' large quartz grains but tend to be parallel to 
ti2. The axes and axial surfaces together define a probably 
orthorhombic subfabric. ate behaviour of the quartz rods in 
the matrix of the conglomertte is similar. 
Ale movement picture is considered to haw *Al rho le 
symmetry with a tendency towards axial symoetry with the 
infinity—fold axis parallel to the 4(l42) axes. 
43n the scale of the thid* leyerine In the quartz schist, 
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1.1as 'Anematically active, so that the final fabric of 
folded 1 has only those symmetry planes common to the 
layering and the movtvent picture (cf. Patron and Weiss, 
1961). The two "causes° (L1 before folding and the magegaire 
picture) hare axial symmetry with infinity-fold as almost 
perpendicular to oath other so the finra fabric IS 
orthorhombic. The quartz laminae in the "polyclinal laynrs" 
were deformed pasmilsely and have a higher symmetry in 
conscrimnee. 
Within the quarts schist the different layers are thus 
different 'dmaiimeddrditormation" in the sense of Weiss 
(pers. comm., Canbersa Bymposiur, 1962). The dorain 
boundaries are the coarse litholorical layette's parallel 
to 51 which were presumably active during deftematim. 
The L.axes of tootimas are statistically Mello' to the 
13(1,2) ayes. The ii pianos form a sheaf about thin eirvetion 
with a central 1113d11111111111111 a subsidiary maximum being ninety 
degrees apart Mope 620. The subfabric resulting from 
the combination of these elerents has orthorhombic symmetry. 
Although the mesoecopic structures have high syrretry, 
the grain fabrie is triclinic. 
The optic axes of quartz grains were measured in two 
Planes at right angles in a apeciren of -chist from the 
mrtsix of the conglomerate. Botate into pozallelisc the 
partial fabrics have the same pattern so the t lub.fabecs 
‘k,•:= 
-) 3 	ich 
Li 	 M 
4x 4,7.1t=1".. L. 404.4 w 
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Irmo been ad1e,-1 togethci, t, give Mute 63b, Although 
there 13 a temmy for a mortar timtare (figure 63a1 it 
23 not sufficiently welloeefined to justify separating the 
trains into different classes. A partial mall or great.. 
circle distribution of optic as about the direction of 
x :12 0 expected frost the- texture shown in figure 63, is 
not developed* Into there is a tendency for the plane 
normal to both L z ;12 and ;32 to be a mo:loclinie synmetsy 
plan. (figtuvi 63b note that figures 63a and 63b have 
different orientations 'Ath resPact to  the Mel)* 
4 4)77 (2.)$1, perno conm) bar; Oescribed the grain• fabric 
of a mailer of teeteets. ',41'2ere is a mica foliation uaUel 
71:246. Ze quartz bas a male texture with large, =Wow 
qaartz foralne a girdle normal to the le.axis with either 
monoclinic or ay.; roXitately orthortotsbic t symetry• bo 
molls clear grains aro dinensitmally elongated and have 
either ronoeline or triclinic rymetri in different specitums. 
In sows speitimons the partial fabrics of large anti 
stafl grains is orthorhombic and monoclinic* respectivay. 
In other- spectsent, the respective cps:rattles are ronselinic 
an triclinic. rlowevery work ;lilac 1561 has indicated 
(44130 Olarit Pavs• eorm.) that the internal fabric of the 
tectons in complex Ath dwells= of differetrt types of fabric 
occurring in different portions of the, tecton Interion 
In earlier work on concionerates in tectonites 
0-074 
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Texture (a) and quartz grain fabric (b) in schist forming the conglomerate matrix, area 2, Goat Island 
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(Oftedahl, 194a sad Flinn, 1956, in particular) It has been 
assumed that the testsme ars passively deformed iodise of 
originA cloned term (pebbles) amd that the flmal shape is 
a measure of stain* At Goat Istamd the 'modal tectaaw is 
an ellipsoid with Symmetry planes parallel to those at 
other clenants of the fabric. The sstimammslo at Aare in 
the ratio 4:212 latish eould inply ask indisaidan in the L 
direction (parallel to the 1(1.2) axes) of 100 percent. 
it's approach is not MOW here for the following reason. 
It is possible that the Goat Island Conglomerate 
contains tectons of divine, origins. .t%)me may be original 
pebbles, but assy arc only parts of originally larger bodies 
of quartzite. The "nested tectons" of figure 57j appear to 
have been "peeled-off" a single body at coneavo-conves 
tectons "nested" around an ellipsoid core. Mere is every 
transition between the "boudinageds tectome of figure 57q 
and the "tepoled" teetems of figure 57p. War large bodies 
nprvrtr to have been efteciced-down" and pulledmapart to form 
pmallcr bodi.s. In ome area of Goat Island (areal? of 
figure 55) there are boudinaged tecteas ip to fbur feet long 
and only inches wide, as Ahem in figure 514, which appear 
to be boudinaged sheets or eylinders rather than spheres. 
Whether all, the tectons were formed by disruption of 
original pebbles or not, the fact that there has been pudh 
disruption rendeTTI inmnliel any comnuta ,,ions of strain which 
St1 4tb trnoc4 lit 
, , ren, 3 * Coat ialande 
ucr tus4 toot long. 
(A) 
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assume constant "ulnae. 
The teetons may be oonsidered more accurately, not 
as "strain ellipsoids* but as "tectonic ride* with a shape 
gout roiled Iry the flowage of the enclosing matrix. The 
shape yields information on the mossetry of deformation, 
but no information of the amount. 
In preceding dissuasion the movement picture has been 
regarded as orthorhombic with axial tendenetes. 
The teetens mar be thought of as an aster of ortho. 
limbic domains. The dotrains themselves are, however, 
arranged in a girdle about the 3(1,2) axial direction, 
that is, there is a raglial perturbettion of domains. This 
indicates that deformation was heterogeneous, the interior 
of the tectons being deformed differently to the matrix 
between tectons. The *Ixilished *tin* or micaceous coating 
on the teams is consistent with slippage et domain 
hotsadaries. The usplitting.soff" (figure 57j), 
Mart (figures 5710 p, go and "favyings (figure Mt f, 
13) *1' teetons Indicates that the %octane have sx$t been 
+3oherent units during deformation but have been Itrtilledo , 
downs• Possibly the teetens have been deformed towards an 
ultimate shape, but those of certain orientations or 
shapes have also been split up Into pines approximating 
the ultimate form. The lititliatte toilets the flan which 
is stable in the flowing matrix. The deformation of the 
293 
.toetona is thusto .e rezlzthee! as a "sztrcare-liningst to tit 
the conditions 014 rock flov ra.her than a deformation 
reprGoentative of the whol* rock body* 
he shape of the teetena l if a rolponse to rook • 
should :refloat the charqcto.ti,v.ties of the flow. I Las ... 
bu(.41 shown that the one elenent of shape which 14 
exceptionally narrowly defined and is larcels? indepcndent 
of shape class or tecton size * is the eccentricity in the 
141 plane. The LU plane is therefore the 'principal 
Oefortation plane. 
•Iiere the LK planes of groups of tectons ate oriented 
parallel to each other* defoliation V414 OrtatOthOrabie. 
t altfra they az* perturbated * detonation was or axial 
syrilLe, 	rhe conzIonerate vas defonle in the 13(1 ) 
phase by a "three...dimensional* !1oll! iiith the . principal 
component of strain beim an eat ensiQn portalel to the 
hC deduations rode for anbarea 2 * on. Ceoat 
are generally apaicatte to the socks in adjacent arom, 
hi taw treas (subareas 30.5090 1344 * and 35.17 of 
Mute 5.5) the lithologioal leyerine Cl is completely 
transposed * az Illustrated . in .plate 25. in these areas 
the titillation 	is trulaposed into parallelist.; vl.th 
thig ttf: planes of teetons are alielted parallel to 2* 
J.Le overall symetsy of the fabric 14 orthorhombic. 
301  AQ17]:„.„I4 	5A4 
. 	 ' 	
. 
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4alUmt, or sone typical folds arv Ilhoun in figures 
a =a 6$. 	bieLes arc presome but mew 114b re 
out off. 7.11Q. liabr, aro diraupted 4tao the attenuated 
thieknoon ,leercans to a -,alze eor+iparable to that or the 
tcet.)ns, tha IrTAI at Widths between s1:4-and twelve inches, 
Vieeause of this disrupti= 1 not all isolated litholotical 
:tripe arc fold elosures• :here Is unlikely to be any norcl 
major elosures than those Shown, in figure 67b. :he 
deformation of l Vas not a tight toVinn follow4 by 
transposition,$ 
 
but 'ia transpoitin follcming fairly on 
fOlding uith feu tinor folds. 
The three.divensilnal defornatim appers to be tefleet 
od on the small.*scrtlAi naps. In figure 69 there is a 
eonvergeneo and divergenee of nodal 1:-P, (and tY4 In lam 'kith 
1,, not to be explained in terms or supe4oseJ deforrations. • 
Figures 67 and 64 show that the traces of the axial =tame 
or folds are not strietly'parallel to the trace of SP. The 
trams of the ula/ planes are 'isteppW across 	( . 106) 
particularly 'The antiformot figure 640. This nay be 
inierprote a 	riation In the mount or dip at different 
parte of a sinje 	falintion plane (assuminc that continuout 
foliation planes exist), he slip W45 not constant at all 
points In the foliation plane, but varied along the strike. 
2cngth or tho foliation. In the area. of figure 65 therc is 
a t ,Adency for to **merge downwards in nforms and 
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upvards in an iforms44h y be due tO 173 at ono In 
eapth of the amount of amsent on ;12* 
. There are In4ications„ the:afore.,at Avntempor=eaus 
erost-foltline 4th the amount of rovement on varytng 
alone the strika....ae 41p4omtbs atII% Me variations 
reflect varia iona in. the relative magnitudes of the 
principal compontnts or strain* 
The variations In the style of the L(1,2) folds may be 
,cxplained as follows* 4iere the 'rincipal vovement plane 
lz tho horizontal plane, the,principaI defOrmation of ,7A 
is In a plane pavAlal to -1 and la not observed* he large, 
oven To/date a are a consequence of the subsidiary 
monent of strain* 	the nubsidlary eatponent la 
latively 1W 1 Is tightly rade on0 attenuated limbs 
become disrupte4 14ften reduced to thicknesses comparatle to 
tecton diameter* In the first case the ratio of minor 
(vertical) to =jar (horizontal north...south), components of: 
strain Is small, that is4 the ratio of the inor to the 
intertellate component is largo, and the movement picture 
has 4 taneency to aIlal symetry* In the second c,7m the 
rati* of the minor to the major component of strain is large 
and the movement picture is orthorhombic* 
Ath regard to the tectono, their history WA?' only be 
deduced from Cor7orivon with the undefoxlmed rack type or 
from the history of the rain Mlle, he conclor.iernt• 
firapp,„,, 	 
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could have been forted by deformation at an original 
Pebble bed, by boudinage of sollions, by ehoeouto..tabiet 
bowlines* of sheete, or by disruption into slivers of 
massive rock, or kr any of these nechanical processes in 
coelbination* All these processes are known to have 
oceurred in the metanorphosed Precambrian rocks in various 
parts of Tasmania* however, at Goat Island it is possible 
to apply some restrleticure to the weber of possible 
preetS80116 
The teems have a shape ilhicth is for the mode, an 
ellipsoid* The axes of the nodal ellipsoid are in the 
ratio 44211* The signifiesnoe or this ratio is that the 
quantity 	22 1 or At or I Olen 	an. 
The principal deformation plane of each teat= was 
the plane IX as is indicated the low dispersion of 
•eeeentrieities in this plane* The deformation lesy be 
thought of as having shaped the tectone so that the 
eccentricity in lit was of a uniform value* That is the 
ratio 	le a direct consequence or the deformation* 
In order that the observed shape be tornad o it is necessary 
to introduce an extra, independent boundary condition* Yor 
deformed spheres this condition is that valuate be conserved 
and the area of IS invariant, during deformation* 
Or deformed prolate ellipsoids, the additional 
boundary condition is that the volume and the area of LI 
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be comer:O s 	ofteetteil (1)I+8). It is possible 
to rlevise boundary' conditions for producing the tectona 
from artr original shape. If the original shape was 
such as a minors, ( a cylinder of elliptical cross-section), 
the related boundary eondition is an expressi-Al of the 
ratio of intar-/x)dal length of the boudins to the diameter 
or the original ral 
Vron *name-try considerations s the final ortlothoubic 
allape implies an initial opherita.1 or orthorhombic shape or 
the tectanl. 	original shape ootild hove been, if 
ably orionted s trrivres 0111-p5o1335 	Jowl s or tijit1y .  
folded layers. 
oat 	 , 10,..ol7 that :11 was ornally 
awl that the principal oxen of strrtin in t-he 
ntr,, se vere :macraltdeally oriented * tiot,rewrs in the reneral 
carie there will be nonp.cointAdence of "s1 and a ThrinetPol 
le.11ane or IP deformation s with a resultant trftltnie frIbric, 
ins coati occurs for exatples with non.4oinotdenee of the 
-rses 	lqle) folds with the L 0,zet; of tectons s or -es of 
quartz rods * A rsconmassance has been nAe to the east of 
coat Is17:ad s In search of such a rrIcroseopit fabric. A 
litholoicsal rap of one such area s rtbout 1500 feet east of 
t illsne l is shown in figure a s together with geographic. 
oriented di agrarzl of the quartz fabric in the quartzite, 
LOCALITY MAP 
PORTION OF ULVERSTONE FORESHORE 
min QUARTZITE 
SCHIST 
EMI WHAWIRAa WITH 
CONTOURS 0 -1 -3 -4 % 
MAXIMUM 4.5% 
CONTOURS 0 - 2 - 3 -4% 
MAXIMA , A 4.5 Y. 
250 SMALL QUARTZ 250 LARGE QUARTZ 
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5;/1 the thtf,i-banded 	:trul theno(iil L taine 
Llit latter porJrIv ?leaned) elps 861,41026, the zottal L aXiS 
CIASE to tuenty demos north in -5, 	:his 
orientatiun i 	served throughout the co orierate, 
wnglonerate Is overlain by quartzite s the nature of the 
vontaet being uncerta!n, bat pzobably n thrust. The 
presence ot a bane of conglomerate In the quartzite shows 
however, that the two lithologles are closely related 
be vartzite contains tight isoclinal folds Ath axes 
aunang 55.1ar; with an &Ara plktne flollatelm dipping 
35V06, •Alth cogyrtte lineations* The quart -Ito Mr; a 
mortar texture, with triclinic fabrics for each train clacs. 
hc suall, clear r,vaino, presumably younger, have a 
tendency to nosoclinic *yr:retry which is absent in the 
large grains. aetexture is very similar to that described 
:11,17 (19614 for the teetons of Ooat Island. A colour 
banoing IA the zehist matrix of the •conglomerate describes 
folds plunring steeply south, despite the fact that the 
Igq.axes or tho tectons throughout the folds, plunge gentlY 
north. It the Ilyerine in the quartzite s and colour 
bAnzling in the schist, are both as the fabric of thir okit. 
crop is triclinic, end as expected fram, the movement 
Icture obtained at Goat Island* 
The textural sizelarities between thig quartzite, the 
schist from subarea 2, and the tectonv described by apry, 
CON6LOMERATE 
=11 SCHIST. 
b. 
a. PRINCIPAL LITHOLOGIES 
BOUNDARIES Su AND 32. 
b. PRINCIPAL CLOSURES 
INFERRED B (Si ,SF) AXIAL TRACES 
ANTIFORM 	 SYWORM 
0110 	 340 	MOVf. 
Structural-element map, Goat Island Figure 67 
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,tholeatel that the the 311;1:140 -ier. T:robably Irvve a 
hlitory. -,:twre• fun, for ina'',..anee t, nJustificatr' 
r poatuleiti: meonrorMati itip betwcon arty 
the litholorier., 
litriLatadaalli 
Zito i•Iverstane etavorphiee at Cioat 
recoe three periadl: of defamation youni:er than the 
forre,ion of th.e. tectona* 
Alonc the footwull on the no h nide of the fault 
dila_ strikes narth.eant uv binects Goat Island there is 
a narrow ZeitItt Or lide-spamet erertulattin 010.13/ztee• 2he 
•eleavace e.deride to a distance of about thirty feet frau 
the fault* but at thin dintanee in little =rt.: Ulm a 
taoae-Priced lointing 115 in the top left.hana corner of 
Tklate 6,_)3. 	e taetivn,:e Von connir.tent sentle of mvo: ent 
CAini7tril) on both %ides of the large 1(1,2) fold of 
coat inland anti liko the fault to ‘tritich It it* related ix 
Irctintc'er than the T:4 .1,2) roltling. The age and affinit„ies 
of this structure are unlmown but it in possitay 
kreclutrinn ate* 
tw period, or pont.netat 	c refolding 
of thc foliatirxt 112 at 	Island whieh a identified 
arf 'Zattrnattoran reonian). 	fold fbraed in thole 
pextoal ire denoted 33 and A , reveltSvely anet an of 
:lftcrent ariontat 	pratitelai 
_ 
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=he 'shalom* of figure 55, except for number 29, are 
areas in which the foliation 52 is uniformly oriented* 
In figure 68 the nodal values of the prinelpal structural 
elements are plotted, the rashers indleating the subarea* 
h. namber of observations represented by *se node IIMMIS 
between thirty and 100. 
Figure* 67, 68, and 6/ show that there has been only 
gentle large-scale folding of the Precambrian structures 
which is of greatest Intensity in area 19, adjeoent to the 
Aesthank Fault, and in area 4, at the south.east end of 
Cioat Island* Eamon* In theme areas, the post.,Precashrien 
struettures are minor perturbations such as oreirrilation and 
kniek.banding, 
the 113 folds are open, gentle folds* the largest ones 
hay* a vavalangth of about fifty feet and are oonflined to 
area 19, adjacent to the westbank Plat. Data fro. a =all 
portion of area 29 is plotted in figure 7, where $3 is a 
widely ',coed axial strain-slip el.1013100 be projection 
indicates an axis Plunging 16493 in an axial plane 
oriented 78W016* The axial trend is signifiaantly divergent 
frost the strike of the %lethal* ?*It which suggests the 
anticline nearest the fault is of oonleal fine and rests 
disbarmonically on the fault turfaos* 
In other areas at Goat Island the in folds are minor 
emulation* of IV of the sohist* The rode at 20.001 in 
K .L.RURNS 
GEOLOGIST MS 
b LINEAR STRUCTURES 
L AXES AND ROOOING 
a PLANAR ST RUCTURES 
Sir RHO LOA PLANES 
Structural-element maps of Goat Island. Figure 69 
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ad 	a croup or111. axe!:Thlds or 
tbis generation have not been identified in the main body 
o the eenglomerates riper folds in the conglomerate would 
appear as perturbations or the 1.14 Ames, and in vieli of 
the Precambrian distribution of at planes (figure (20) am 
the orientation of 133 use (figure ?Oa) viould be diffleult 
to detects Large.soale folds, such as in area 19 where a 
If Ter of conglomerate is folded in oocrpaw with enclosirc 
sciist, 
 
are recogninable• 
f.itructures of the DI+ pha of folding have a 
styles There tire largeftiseala folds of the fellation, 
Amtick-braids in the oon,glonerate, end minor crenUlations in 
C nehiet 
one assigned t 	a SU 
Ids of area 19, 
tion hasnodes corresponding to the a 	lie 
(2,3) tblding) in the area sena 
de izt 	 asysseetrical vith gently.o.dipping 
we 2,1 limbs rod steeray dipping eastern llekbe• The 
suPerposed St orenulations are well.develepedin genta$ 
dipplac surfaeos, but are either of greatly reduced 
amplitude or abeent in steeply dipping StLeSoem. A single 
crenalation nay be followed up the fiatslying lialb of a 
miror D3 fold to the hinge, but It megr disappear on the 
ttasternmb or be represented by only a very gentle 
FAULT 
....... 0-:4-15-20-24 
Tabberabberan minor folds, area 19 1 Goat Island-. 
Figure 70 
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ul*tton. This *nom= ovicIas evidence of the 
relative ages or the 33 and folds. Yurther *vide** of 
age religtuaut is afforded by the displacement of the aria 
tress or the 1)3 folds on erose.eutting tack bends of the 
rih. phase. 
The large.sosle fold at the south-asst end of Goat 
Island is correlated with the 1 hase. In figure 68 the 
modal lavaames for areas 2, 3, and 13 are ilidoineklitir 
disoriented with respect to modal Dosses for adiskesnt aloes 
to the south. Chat is, the Goat Island window appears to 1* 
rotated with reapset to the 'PAM platform imendiately to 
the south. nte hinge of this rotation is located at the 
south-east and of Goat Island as illustrated by figure 694 
In figure 71 is plotted a maple or upasire Ilion this 
s has been discussed, the 10-axes are view veal 
in Wefts of homogeneous Pfsanahrian structure, es 
be utilised to determine distortions of that 
etzotiuo.. In order to use the LK planes, however 
each sampling site to measure at least fifty 
nude of the distribution. The nodes from a 
mambo 
 
of tee Rey then be used to MUM* the ftelds 
this example the seal. of the late statutes* is to small 
for the 1.1( planes to be &sterilized in that fashion. 
In the plot of looms, the principal mode at 112422 
is the local modal orientation of Li; all subsidiary node 
GRID. 
MAG. 
101 L AXES. 
CONTOURS 0 - 5 -10- 20 -30 7. 
MAXIMUM 31 PERCENT. 
DIAGRAMMATIC 
CLIFF 
PLAN 
(AREA 4) 
ao FT. 
LATE CROSSFOLD GOAT ISLAND 
Figure 71 
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r.15.456 it: The orientution that the )**axes 	to haw 
in the lienictc.blnds c illustrated in figure 7b. ,te 
thxiii tlistribution reflects the abrupt i'lcnickine . that 
occurs in ctructuros or the phase* 
'41113 fold lc eacentional °Am to the coincidence of 
several factors* :he axial plane of the fold L3 virtually 
a Rault and in oriented nOrnta tO both the teen LH Ta=e 
ant the direction of the IA...axes in that plane* As a, :vault" 
the WiS of refolaing of the. LH plane 11 ninety degreeS 
fr207,1 QM =oda rosaxes* The aria rat= or the fold is 
tkuwcoo ix the =is 0-1910 
Moor crenultAtions in the cold of areoz 6 to E.) are 
plotted in figure ra, :he node at 23.001 is identified ao 
733 toltungt the mile at 43430 is correlated with the lit 
*am, :Chore is a yew weak susIe near It?..301 Vlach lc well - 
developed in !Yore srati •cas ani! .tdlict; is correlated 4th 
the It phase* 
au; win body of. conglonerate on the am stal marine 
1tfoz south or Goat sland (areas 10 to 1? at figure 55) 
is crossed by a /umber of !tack bands sirdlar to that one 
shown diagrarnatically in 2igure n• 4 map of One of these 
bands lo shown in figure 640 he Itnick bands an non,* 
penetrative 3tructures 'which run in stratcht lines  across 
the outcrop, like vertical faults* 2bey may be divided 
into tuo classes knick bands with.sinistral displacenent, 
MAG. N. 
103 AXES , AREAS 6-9. 
0 -9 -is -10- 15% 
MAXIMA 162 	' 
GRID N. 
GRID N. 
MAG. N. 
75 STRIKES , AREAS 10-17 
HISTOGRAM WITH FIXED 
CLASS INTERVAL OF IV 
FLEXURAL FOLDS IN SCHIST 
KNICK PLANES IN CONGLOMERATE 
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appear to resat from uprposit1m 0± the 
on the 82 foliation in the stiit.with the ereaulat on* 
being firmed In kinersatleally passive schist at the 
intersestion of the tudelt hoods with 82 
This pattern or folding sootiest* with the examples 
of Jdmst (1936) in led* the foliation is kiesnatically 
setts* and the line of intersection of sets of tidal 
Planeit lies in the foliation end the folds have axes 
parallel to this line. The pattern resesiales that 
described by HOMO (1962) in which the axes or superposed 
IOU* fess a posail %dash has an lugs at an *WO to he 
*illation* sod the tens *joiat•4zsgs 11 oxosnick-drag is 
perhaps more appropriate than 'Wit:agate foldim. 
nziairit 
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CHAPTER 10 
Structures in the Forth fttamorphicq 
Atroduction4 
The rocks of the Forth Vetamorphics are garnet-mica 
schists, quartzites and amphibolites, which have been 
regionally metamorphosed to garnet grade. The 
possibility of higher-grade rocks is suggested by reports 
of Petterd (1893, 1896, 1910) of kyanite collected by 
Gould in 1873 at the Clayton River. However, rocks of 
this grade cannot be found and Petterd's descriptions 
suggest the possibility that Gould acquired the specimens 
of kyanite from the widely-travelled prospector,  
"Philosopher" Smith, who resided at the Clayton River. 
The Forth Netamorphics abuts against the Ulvorstone 
Netamorphics in the vicinity of Abbotsham and Spalford. 
The boundary between the two associations Is defined 
arbitrarily at the contact between garnet-biotite-
muscovite schist and chlorite-muscovite schist. This 
boundary Is a major lithological boundary in that the 
Forth Netamorphics so defined is an assemblage containing 
amphibolites but no conglomerates and the Ulverstane 
Estamorphics contains conglomerates but no amphibolites. 
The boundary is parallel to the foliation 62 which is the 
dominant 6-surface in the two associations. 
Pocks of the Forth NetamorPhics contain a number of 
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foliations; defined by compositional layering, 
dimensional 'orientation of mica or elongated quarti or 
amphibole, and , by'optical orientation of quartz. The 
dominant S-surface is the sehibtosity and transposition 
foliation 82: Earlier S.surfaces are preserved as relicts 
in detached fold cores; later S.surfaces are minor 
perturbations of 52. 
The deformative and metamorphic episode in which 82 
was formed is Precambrian in age as is shown by the 
structural and metamorphic hiatus at the contact between 
Forth Yetamorphics and Palaeozoic rocks on Porcupine Hill. 
82 describes sweeping curves in plan which outline major 
antiforms at Spalford and near Forthside Hill. The 
Plarthside Antiform continues upwards into Ordovician 
rocks and is therefore a Palaeozoic structure. There has 
been two identifiable periods of post-metamorphic folding 
in the Forth Yetamorphics Which are probably both 
Tabberabberan. 
tructures in Schist  
At the western margin of the Forth Hetamorphics, 
near Abbotsham, the schist has a compositional quartz. 
muscovite layering Which is denoted 81. In the field a 
dark banding is visible which describes isoclinal folds 
about Si. In thin section the dark layering is due to 
layers rich in iron ore, Which may represent primary 
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compositional layers, and 81 is a penetrative 
schistosity which is near-horizontal. The regionally-
extensive,foliation, 82 9 is an axial structure to open, 
upright, symmetrical folds in 81 of six inches wave. 
length, and is a wide-spaced crenulation cleavage with 
foliae marked by orientated grains of syntectonic 
biotite, The coppound fold form is of the type II on Z 
of Ramsay (1962, figure 13). 
One mile east of Abbotsham, in the Clayton River, 
82 is closely spaced and 81 may only be identified in 
thin section. Some outcrops are strongly "pencilled" 
with the lineation 81 = 82 the only macroscopic 
structure. The pencils are due to rolled.up cylinders 
of the mica foliation M. 
On the Forth River Si is completely obliterated 
mesoscopically. Recrystallisation of coarse muscovite 
and biotite parallel to 82 has developed a coarse, 
foliated schist. 81 is visible in thin section as 
occasional detached cores of isoclinal folds, and is 
usually a mica foliation but is sometimes a quartz.mica 
compositional layering. 
There are hazards in identifying the latest, 
macroscopically-dominant, foliation as 82 everywhere. 
However,. the assumption is justified by the resultant 
continuity of 82 so derived, as in figures 73A and 76. 
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In the present work, all the planar structures 
earlier than 32 are grouped together and collectively 
denoted Si. In areas whore sub-classes of 31 may be 
identified, as in the quartzites of figure V4, the 
nomenclature 0a, a, Sc, is used. In the schist belts, 
foliations of these subclasses occur but only their 
interactions with 32 have been observed, not their 
interactions with each other. 
raker° foliations of the 01 group are preserved as 
continuous layers, 13(1, 2) folds are formed. At the 
mouth of Goldie Creek there is a compositional foliation 
consisting of interlayored quartzite and schist. The 
compositional fellation is folded into long-limbed 
isoclinal folds with axial planes parallel to 82 9 and 
fold axes which have a steep pitch . near ninety degrees 
. in 32. The limbs are attenuated to half their crestal 
thickness and In some cases the quartzite layers break up 
into bands of quartz augens in the schist. 
In an adjacent outcrop about 200 yards south of the 
mouth of (oldie Creek, there is a belt of greenschist 
interlayered with the schist. The greenschist has a 
chlorite-actinolite compositional layering Which is folded 
ulth the ammo style and orientation as the folds in the 
schist. This fold style and orientation is distinctive, 
and is termed '(oldie Creek Style". At (}oldie Creek, the 
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(oldie Creek style is represented by isoclinal E(l, 2) 
folds of steep axial plunge, uhere 51 is a compositional 
layering, possibly bedding, in schist and is a metamorphic 
banding in amphibolite. 
North-west of Goldie Creek, the belt of granoblastic 
amphibolite on the western side of the Forth River has a 
garnet-hornblende compositional layering, and contains 
layers of 'secretion quartz. Secretion quartz veins are 
also common in the schists on the eastern side of the 
Forthside Antiform. The veins are folded into disjunctive 
folds'- lonipaimbed isoclinal folds with 52 as axial 
surface, rith the veins pulled-apart and disrupted into 
strings of parallelopipeds. In every observed example, 
the axes of these folds plunges within twenty degrees of 
the down-dip direction of 82. These folds are therefore 
grouped with the ()oldie Creek Style. 
Folds of the %oldie Creek Style" are abundant in 
certain outcrops, and their median orientation in each 
outcrop is shown in figure 73c. They are confined to 
bolts of schist and amphibolite and the manner of their 
interaction with folds of the. "Porcupine 11111 Style", 
uhich Characterise the quartzites, is unknown. 
PLAN AR STRUCTURES 
PRECAMBFlIAN MINOR FOLDS 
FLEXURAL FO LDS 
STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS — FORTH MET AMORPHICS 
Figure 73 
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Structures in auartzite  
The quartzites contain several foliations. There is 
a compositional quartz-muscovite foliatimn(Sa of figure 
044in some outcrops which consists of alternating layers 
from one-quarter to one inch thick. 
There is a follation(Sc of figure VI)due to dimensional 
elongation of quartz, the quartz grains being flattened 
lenses or augens. This foliation gives a "fibrous" 
appearance to otherwise massive quartzites and is very 
prominent on weathered surfaces of "quartz-schist" 
(micaceous quartzite). In vitreous (mica-free) quartzites 
the foliation is sometimes visible as a "grain" or linear 
fracture pattern on freshly broken surfaces. 
Some quartzites contain a second mica follation(5b of 
figure 74)which is marked by alignment of muscovite grains. 
This foliation outcrops on compositional surfaces (Sa) as 
mica "trails", or glossy lines on the surfaces due to 
concentration of muscovite at the foliation trace. 
The compositional foliation, Sa is found folded in 
places with the mica foliation Sb parallel to the axial 
planes of the folds, so that Sb is younger than 5a. 
However, in most outcrops the three foliations are sub-
parallel to each other and to 52 of the adjacent schists. 
Linear structures in the quartzite =mist of minor 
folds of the type B(Sa l Sb), and lineations format by the 
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intersection of foliations. There is no srall.scalc 
puckering or crenulation of any foliation.. 
Ho outcrops occur in which the lineations are of 
variable plunge: and each body of quartzite is superficially 
honogeneous in this respect. For example, at Sayers Hill 
the quartzite fish nearest the Forth River has a strong 
mullion structure which pitches between 75 and 65 degrees 
north in 82 and has no other macroscopic lineations. In 
comparison, the adjacent quartzite on the eastern. side 
(probably a rooted mass) has a number of minor folds which 
plunge close to thirty degrees north in the foliation .but 
has no refolded or superposed minor lineations.. 	outcrop 
with nesoscopic triclinic fabric could be located. 
The predominant minor linear structure in the 
quartzites is dominion structure which includes both fold 
Mullions and irregular mullions. At all observed 
localities, except two, the mullion structure pitches 
within twenty degrees of horizontal. The exception is the 
inferred tectonic fish at Sayers Hill and another small 
body of quartzite half a mile southeast of it. The 
orientation and style of this mullion structure contrasts 
markedly with that of the "Ooldie Creek Style" lineations, 
and is termed "Porcupine Hill Style" to facilitate 
disCussion and to emphasise the style contrast. 
The grain fabric of a fold mullion from Porcupine 
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Uill is summarised in figure 74• There is a quartz-mica 
compositional layering Sa l which is folded. A second 
mica foliation, Sb, and quartz-elongation foliation, Sc 
(defined in the histogram) have lines of intersection 
• with Sa which are parallel to each other 'and to the axis 
of the mullion at 25-275. The foliation Sc is parallel 
to 52 in adjacent schists and to the axial surface of 
(ls, Sc) folds. 
Quartz grains or all optical orientations are 
undulose, but those with optic axes lying in Sc are 
dimensionally elongated parallel to Sc and are strongly 
undulose. The grains are split up into fragments along 
gently curving fractures sub-parallel to the optie axes. 
Fairbairn (1949, Pp.117-120) suggests that this pattern 
arises 'from crystallographic control of orientation. The 
quartz is split into fracture needles bounded by the 
rhombohedra r(1011) and z(0111) which lie in the ak plane 
of the fabric with needle-axes (lila parallel to A. The 
girdle requires rotation about the fabric axis k, here 
the mullion axis. Hietanen (1938) suggests thy 
orientating mechanism is a late stage prism gliding in 
grains constrained against external rotation. This 
ruptural deforEation would be responsible for the 
bifurcated girdle which on this view would be a late 
feature postsidating the primary orientation. The split 
/ 'Aux.:rare 
PLUNGE OF MODAL 
OPTIC AXIS. 
KEY TO DIAGRAM 
480 QUARTZ 
	
421 MUSCOVITE 
CONTOURS 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -8 % MAXIMA 7% 
	
CONTOURS I - 2.5 - 5 - 85 -10 %MAXIMUM 105% 
HI STOGRAM 
	
GEOGRAPHICALLY ORIENTED 
ELONGATION OF 120 QUARTZ GRAINS 
CONTINUOUS PLOT WITH 8 CLASS INTERVAL. 
Grain fabric of a mullion from Porcupine Hill 
Figure 74 
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girdle may also be interpreted as due to passive refolding 
of graihs'withOptic'axes having an inherited orientation 
ate large angle (Mar eighty degrees) to the mullion 
axis as in Weiss 0.955). 
The' split girdle is real, as the quarts diagram is 
the sum of two partial diagrams at right angles which have 
similar patterns. It is a common feature of metamorOhic 
quartzites'inthe Tasmanian Precambrian (Spry, pars: corm.). 
Observations in 'the field indicate that the foliation Sa 
is folded and the foliation Sc is superposed so the 
eVolution of the fabric is probably complex and controlled 
by the probably well-oriented, inherited fabric. 
The quartz fabric is triclinic but if the bifurcated 
girdle 'is neglected, is•monoclinic, as in similar rocks 
described by -GillulY (1934). As well as having a mode with 
optic sites lying 'in Sc, there are quartz maxima In the 
subsidiary foliations Sa and . Sb., It is suggested that the 
maximum in Sa is mimetic after the inherited foliation Sa 
which is probably bedding. The Maximum in Sb could be 
mimetic after an inherited foliation such as cross-bedding, 
or:else the follations . Sb and Sc could have been 
superposed simultaneously. 
The quartzite mullion from Sayers Hill (figure 75) 
is a sample from one of the two places where the "Porcupine 
Hill Style" lineation has a steep pitch in $2. The outcrop 
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Tho pattern of the nonsundulose grains may be due 
to partial recrystallisation, relieving the strain in 
selected crystals, in which ease the fabric reflects the 
superposed deformation. The pattern may be due, 
alternatively, to disorientation due to annealing 
recrystallisation. But however the fabric developed, the 
Sayers TIM mullion has a sub-fabric similar to the fabric 
of the Porcupine Hill mullion and supports the inference 
that mullions of the Porcupine Hill Style are a single 
class of structures. 
gangliashagagadansalairstUn 
The most striking feature of the Forth Vetamorphics 
Is the parallelism of Sssurfaces of inferred different 
origins, and the consequence of this, which is the 
concordance of lithological layering with the young, 
dominant foliation, 62. 
Lithological alternations on a scale between one and 
twelve inches thick, forms a layering in schists and 
quartzites. Thicker alternations in the quartzites 
resemble flaggy bedding, This foliation is probably 
bedding. In many bodies of quartzite the bedding is 
parallel to the boundaries of the bodies and is parallel 
to the 62 foliation in adjacent schists. In schists, 
bedding is preserved only In fold hinges and is 
obliterated in intervening areas. 
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Lithological alternation on a scale between one 
quarter and three inches thick in amphibolites is due to 
layers rich in garnet, chlorite, actinolite, or sometimes 
albite, and results from syntectonic metamorphism. This 
layering is generally parallel to 22, but at Goldie Creek 
is folded about $2 as axial plane. 
The belts of schist and amphibolite are about half-a-
mile vide and are separated by belts of quartzite. Within 
the schist belts there is an alternation of lithologies 
from muscovite.ialbite schist to garnet-biotite schist to 
layered quartzite and schist to banded amphibolite. The 
succession across the belt near the mouth of Goldie Creek 
has a repetition of lithologies which Is not systematic, 
and is not due, for example, to isoclinal folding of 
wavelength equal to the width of the belt. If a cross-
section of a limb of the Forthside Antiform is drawn, 
there is no systematic repetition of lithologies Which 
night be explained as due to isoclinal folding. If 
isoclinal folding is present there should be occasional 
major lithological closures or regions in which $2 is at 
a high angle to earlier foliations. These do not occur. 
If a single quartzite band is followed it terminates, not 
as a plunging fold nose, but as a pointed wedge. This 
suggests that each lithological unit is to be regarded as 
a tectonically emplaced, possibly rootless body. There 
1  
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has been rotation of early planar structures into 
Parallelism with S2. In figure' 76 the map trace of 82 
has boon reconstructed as objectively as possible and' 
comparison with the lithological map dhows that there is 
a close correspondence between lithological boundaries 
and S2., 
Deems() of the extensive and'almoSt complete 
transposition of earlier planar structures into parallelism 
with S2, there is an Overall "pseudo-monoclinic" symetry 
of fabric. Yesoscopic triclinic fabrics in which 
structural elements of several phases interact at high 
angles are observed in only restricted areas such as at 
Picnic Point in the Ulverstone Vetamorphics. This 
• structural pattern is similar to that found in other areas 
of the Precambrian of Tasmnnta. At Cradle rountain recent 
work by the Geological Survey shows that there are two 
periods (at least) of folding with the axial planes in 
each period being parallel over wide areas. The axes of 
each phase are nearly parallel and the resultant patterns 
of refolded early axes and superimposed late axes are 
indistinguishable. Struatures'of the two phases interact 
at a high angle only in narrow zones about 300 feet wide 
and several ales apart. R.p. Gee (1963: pore. .co.) has 
described an area in the South.Ubst Ilighlands of Tasmania 
in which two periods of ,deformation are inferred from 
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textural studies but axes and axial planes of each phase 
are parallel over a wide area - in only one outcrop do 
refolded folds occur. 
29.st•—adallStalitg-11 1Z-Mtarkia 
The post-metamorphic structures are outlined by 82 
and lineations of the Porcupine Hill type (figure 77). 
The deformation consists of flexural refolding of 82 on a 
scale rarely exceeding twelve inches amplitude, with 
associated cleavages and joints only weakly developed. 
The modal 82 for a number of subareas has inter-
sections in a girdle dipping west, so that refolding was 
not confined to a single episode as it is, for instance, 
at Frendhman's Gap, where R.D. Gee (pers. comm.) has found 
a significant concentration of such intersections. 
However, two large folds of 82 are considered 
definitive of the superposed deformation. A large open 
fold at Spalford, near the western margin of the 
Ebtamorphics, plunges southeast on an upright axial 
surface, corresponding in style with Tabberabberan folds 
of the younger rocks. 
North of Porcupine Hill, near the eastern margin of 
the Hetamorphics, a large open fold refolds 82, and 
corresponds in direction and plunge with an associated 
fold in the overlying Ordovician rocks, The crestal 
trace is sharply deflected at the unconformity, reflecting 
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differences in initial orientation of S2 in the baseEent 
end bedding in the conglomerate, as in a hypothetical 
example cited by 	s (1962), and discussed by OtDriscoll 
(1962 1 p6165)4 . 
The post,motamorphic folds are of mall Wavelength, 
and appear as minor crenulations Of pencils, rods, and 
foliation in the schist. In the quartzite, minor folds 
ate infrequent, known only in thinly lam6+ated'rocks, nyo  
well developed only on Porcupine 11111 within a . few hundred 
feet of the base of the Ordovician. 
'Folds it sehist and aMphibolite at the mouth of 
Odldie Creek are confined to a zone about 200 feet thick 
on the south'side of a reef . of quartzite, The'style is 
tarinate to zig,zag, with a wide-spaced axial strain-slip 
cleavage,. Ito fold b root on the quartzite, the schist, 
quartzite boundary being a smooth wall without any evidence 
of folding of this type or orientation. Deformation in 
this area, and probably generally, was therefore of a 
competent•incompetent flexural typo, with smallo.scale 
crumpling confined to the incompetent schist. 
The Precambrian..Ordovician relationships at Porcupine 
Eill show the folds of northerly trend are post-Ordovician, 
and these, together with the folds trending southeast, are 
assigned to the Tabberabberan. 
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inimeductkm 
The tern Frenchnan Vetanorphic Period was introduced 
by spry (1957b, p.106) for an inferred deformation reriod 
between the "older" and "younger" divisions of the 
Precambrian. be term retanorphic Period was used "as it 
is mostly the results of regional metanorphism Whieb 
distinguish these rocks" (pers. corn.). In 1962, spry 
(p.124) introduced the teru "Frenchman Orogeny" for the . 
series of metamorphic and tectonic events which produced 
the metamorphisn and characteristic tectonic style of the 
Franklin Group of Central Tasmania (which resembles in 	• 
these characters the Forth Letamorphics of the Lial Lange 
area). Spry felt that the Frenel. 	Orogeny preceded the 
deposition of the slightly metamorphosed *younger" division 
of the Precambrian but recognised that the evidence (1962, 
pp.1P1-122) is not conclusive. 
In the Lin' Vance area the Precambrian may be divided 
into tuo divisions, a lower•and an upper division. 2ho5e 
tens are used in preference to spry's 'older" nnd "younger" 
as they carry no implications of relative aue and are 
Ooccrirtively accurate in that the uiper'division every-
vhere overlies the lower. The Upper Division is represent-
ed by the Flocrly Cape Group. 	The Lower Lkvision 
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consists of the Forth and UlVerstone Metamorphies._The 
boundary- between- the .two diviiiOns in the Dial_Range area 
is a—thrustf -the Singleton Thrust.- 
The Singleton Thrust-is'the major. structure in the
Precambrian of the Dial ,Range area r :andApriOri . .cauld 
be a thrUst',- .thrusted UnconfOrmitYl'oran unconfOrmitk., 
The nature of the structure is examined by comparlSon 
between the tWo'diViaiens of litholOgy, , metamorphie . grede .t . 
fold stkIes ., , and tectonie - successions. , Further evidence 
is provided by the'general relationships of the diVibiOns 
at :their boundary and bY the nature of the boundary itself. 
It is concluded that the boundary between the Upper. 
and LowerDiiiiiions of the Precambrian is a large thrust . . 
While recent' work in the Central Highlands of Tasmania 
suggests the boundary: IS a thrusted unconfOrmity there are 
no indiaatiOns of this in the Dial Range area,. 
Eaddig=121D.a....tilfLEMB.O.LiAbi,DINWPits  
Xitributton of.Conelomerateat Within the Reeky Cape 
Group immediately west of Goat Island are several layers 
of conglomerate at the bottoms of thick sandstone beds. 
They are probably the one layer repeated by strike faulting. 
The pebbles are quartzite, ellipsoidal in shape, with some 
of the ellipsoids fractured and broken. The matrix is 
coarse sandstone with a elastic texture, 
Similar conglomerates are known from the Rocky Cape 
Jc..) 
Group in other parts of Tasmania, such as at Dlack'River 
on the western 'North Coast and Pieman Heads on the northern 
liest Coast. . In the late Precambrian Jane Dolomite of the 
South-West Highlands, Spry 11962, p.126) records pebbles 
of lithology similar to underlying metamorphic rocks. At 
Mt Remus the writer has found that correlates of the Rocky 
Cape GroUp contain beds of breccia consisting' of fragments 
Of foliated quartzite 'apparently derived from the under-
lying, NetamorPhics. 
The pebbles in all these conglomerates are metambrphosed 
foliated rocks. They indicate a period of cub-aerial 
erosion of a metamorphosed terrain occurred prior to 
deposition of the Rocky Cape Group. However, similar 
pebbles occur in the Spalford Conglomerate in the Ulverstane 
Hetamorphics. The hypothesis that identifies this erosion 
period with the base of the Rocky Cape Group is therefore 
no longer tenable. 
Genera; Litholotl itev There is a great contrast in the 
arrangement and nature of lithological units between the 
Lower and Upper DiViSiOnt3. In the Lower Division 
lithological boundaries are almost invariably parallel to 
the tectonic surface $2. Vidor 8-surfaces are preserved 
mesoscopically only as relicts in "sheltered" areas of 
pontos at Goat Island, as tight isoclinal folds at Picnic 
Point and Gawler, or as detached fold cores at Forth. 
je+ 
62 is a transposition foliation controlling lithological 
layering. In politic rocks it is a schistesity formed by 
alignment of coarse mUscovite and biotite. Foliae are 
mecoscopically distinct at Abbotsham but interfolial 
spacing decreases toward the centre of the garnet zone 
and at Forth is only visible microscopically.. In the 
chlorite-grade rocks $2 is a penetrative layering of 
quartz and chlorite. In quartzites the foliation parallel 
to 32 is formed by the dimensional orientation of 
muscovite and by the optical and dimensional orientation 
of cataclastically•formed grains of quartz. 
In the Rocky Cape Group laminations in nudstones are 
usually preserved although In some zones they are 
obliterated by one of a group of axial-surface structures 
denoted collectively Sl. 81 is a crenulation Cleavage in 
many places with recrystallised sericite and chlorite 
arranged along cleavage planes. The quartzites retain 
elastic textures with negligible alteration except in 
zones which contain mesoscopic boudinage. 
Although in general the Metamorphics range from low 
to medium grade and the Rocky Cape Group is almost 
completely lin-metamorphosed, or else "'comparatively 
unmetamorphosedn, there are some low grade rocks within 
the Vetamorphics and some higher-grade rocks within the 
Rocky Cape Group which appear to be "midway between the 
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oolder, Rrel oyounger, (divisions) in their degree of 
deforLation, and the contacts between. sem 'older* and 
lyoungerq types.......pre not Sharp" (8p27, l962 t p.12.3). 
The .differences in metamorphic grade : tnd:In texture 
are well.marked in the Ulverstene, area and at,rit . Remus in 
the Central ighlands i two plaCes . where,the.tu0 divisions 
are found in contact. Spry (l962),assa result of Taamania-
wide investigations considered that the lighological, 
differences between divisions are mifTiciently well-marked 
to justify subdividing the Prot:marl= on thi 
throughout Tp 	.a. 	considers that much a largo- 
scale, State7vide lithological contrast is beat explained 
in ,terms or an unconformity representing a regionally.. 
=temple ported of tectoniaml it can also be explained in 
terns of p large»scale . thrust which has juxtaposed rocks 
deformed in different tectonic environments, : While the 
lithological contrast indicates different &grecs of' 
deformation in the two divisions it does not establish 
different. Ow of deformations 
Xpclonic Stviles: The Lower Division of the Precambrian 
contains.the . Forth and Dlverstone NetaMorphica. These two 
asaemblagos Are dipilar in, tectonic style and inferred 
tectonic history, there being only minor differences. 
betWeen them of the nature of metamorphic grado and primary 
lithologY. There Is. a great contrast in tectonic style. 
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between the Metamorphics and the Upper Division of the 
Precambrian, the Rocky Cape Group. 
As• discussed—Previously, the Lower Division has 
lithological boundaries controlled by the tectonic 
S.surface 92. In the greater part of the area of outcrop, 
earlier foliations and lineations are rotated towards 
parallelism with 92 and the structure is dominated by 92 
and (011 $2) linear structures and has a "pseudo-
monoclinic" symmetry due to transposition of inherited 
elements. There is one small area, termed a "triclinic 
zone", at Picnic Point Where structures of several phases 
interact at high angles. The grain fabric is everywhere 
triclinic and cleft girdles are a common occurrence. The 
semi.angle of the cones is presumably the angle between 
the inherited orientation of optic axes and the axis of 
superposed rotation. 
In a preliminary study of the "triclinic zone" at 
Picnic Point, A.H. Spry (pers. comm.) has found an early 
lineation with associated girdle of optic axes of quartz 
has been refolded about vertical axes, suggesting two 
generations of novement with the kinmekinematic A axis in 
the second phase being near horizontal. At Goat Island 
the latest phase of penetrative deformation is deduced to 
be biaxial with the principal component of strain near 
horizontal. 
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The 82 foliation and associated structures swing in 
a broad arc convex south, the arcuation being due to post -
metamorphic folding, probably Tabberabbe ran. 
The Upper Division of the Precambrian consists of the 
Rocky Cape Group and has suffered two periods of 
deformation. Folds of the first period arc disharmonic, 
near.isoclinal ("interfolial folds") with a number of 
different axial surface structures. These include fracture 
cleavage and slaty cleavage In mudstono end crenulation 
cleavage in phyllite and are grouped together as Si, The 
folds are of between ten and twenty feet in wavelength 
4th axial surface foliations on the limbs being sub.. 
parallel to bedding. In quartzites the most commonly 
occurring minor structure is a planar "concentric jointing" 
which is almost parallel to bedding. From the asymmetry 
of the minor folds It is probable that the region examined, 
between Goat Island and Myth() Heads, lies entirely within 
one limb of a major reclined fold with antiformal closure 
to the west. This fold limb has, however, been broken up 
nnd by imbricate faulting in the second phase of deformation. 
Second phase deformation resulted in an imbricate or 
schuppen structure. Folds are disharmonic, asymmetrical, 
and east-facing. The majority of closures observed are 
antiforms with abbreviated eastern limbs terminated on 
strike faults. At Goat Island a distinctive lithology is 
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repeated three times by strike faults in as maw hundred 
yards. At Sulphur Creek three such faults are known, and 
two inferred, spaced at intervals averaging 200 feet. In 
some regions rounded folds are absent with the bedding 
forming zig-zags in plan. On maps or air photographs the 
zig-zags resemble zig-zag folds with,faulted axial planes. 
However, there is no reversal of sedimentary facing across 
the fault W3 the zig-zags are not folds but juxtaposed 	, 
fault blocks between which , bedding has been rotated SA jags. 
Bedding in each faulted-bounded block is rotated with 
respect to bedding in neighbouring blocks. 
It Is inferred that the strike faults are splays 
arising from a large thrust fault at depth. The strips 
between splay faults are sometimes rotated and as a unit 
and sometimes disharmonically folded. 
Folds of the first generation at Sulphur Creek pitch 
south at fifty degrees in a mean axial plane near 66NW016 
(plunge is 44-222). Axial planes of second generation folds 
are oriented near V4N141035 with the fold axes pitching fifty. 
two degrees south, yielding,a modal plunge of 49-236. 
(This Is for (SO, 82) folds, not (81, 82) folds). The 
orientations of folds of the two phases are close together 
at Sulphur Creek and the two phases are distinguished on 
style and on the rotation of early planar elements in second 
generation folds. At Blythe Heads the interaction of the 
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two phases may be demonstrated in terms of the rotation 
of early linear elements. These lineations may be 
unrolled' by unwinding the second-generation fold about 
beta (0, 2) not beta (1, 2) indicating that the fold formed 
by flexural-slip along bedding, 
• At Sulphur Creek the axes of the two generations of 
folds are near-parallel, pitching about fifty degrees south 
in the bedding. 
Current work by R.D. Gee shows that at Blythe Heads 
the distributions of axes are skew and overlapping with 
pitches of early folds ranging from forty to beyond ninety 
degrees south, and pitches of late folds ranging from tea 
to sixty degrees south. 
• Unwinding the second generation structures is a 
conjectural procedure as the amount of rotation that 
occurred in this period of deformation is unknown. However, 
unwinding by the stall amount of forty degrees (by a clock-
wise rotationlooking down the (0, 2) axis) the regional 
dip beComes 81S8248 uith bedding facing right way up and 
the axial planes of first generation folds return to 
903E228 and modal B (0, 1) becomes 406.229. This is a 
reasonable picture of the situation before formation of the 
imbricate schuppen structure. 
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zgiatiumajajaamium.aulawistax: In the ()alder 
River west of the township of Gawler the base of the RockV 
Cape Group Is a. sandstone at least twenty feet thick which 
is overlain by mudstone. The sandstone dips south-west. 
In the underlying Ulverstone rotamorphics there is a belt 
of quartzite flanked on either side by schist, the 
litbological boundary being parallel to the transposition 
foliation $2 which is near-vertical and strikes soUth...west. 
Vali= structures in the quartzite plunge near-horizontal 
(less than fifteen degrees) in 52. This structure in the 
Iletamorphics continues to within 400 yards of the base of 
the Rocky Capp Group but is then sharply deflected in plan, 
both. the foliation, and lineation trends swinging in an arc 
of small: radius. The foliation and lineation trends in 
the Lower Division arc truncated at the base of the Upper 
Division, the angle of =conformity being about fifteen 
. degrees. 
This truncation implies either a fault or an 
unconformity. The deflection of structures in the Lower 
Division suggests movement along the boundary in the sense 
of upper plate moving south. 
On the South Road from Penguin to Ulveratono, a few 
hundred yards north of Singleton's Point (a point in the 
Leven River two miles west of Ulverstone) the boundary 
between the two divisions of the Precambrian is exposed in 
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a road cutting. The schistosity in the Metamorphics dips 
steeply west and is truncated sharply upwards against 
sandstones of the Rocky Cape Group which here dip gently 
east. The boundary is ,a structural and metamorphic hiatus. 
At Goat Island the boundary between the two divisions 
outcrops on the shore platform. It is repeated by 
Devonian strike faulting in another basement wedge to the 
east. 
The dominant foliation, 82, of the Metamorphics is 
near vertical and striking north-west while the boundary 
is gently dipping at between fifteen and forty degrees and 
has variable strike. The foliation in the metamorphics 
together with a lithological layering transposed into 
parallelism with the foliation is truncated upwards at the 
boundary. 
The overlying Rocky Cape Group has a homoclinal 
structure with beds dipping west and overturned. This 
general structure continues into areas where the exposed 
outcrops must be almost directly underlain by the boundary. 
The homoclinal structure in the Rocky Cape Group is 
therefore truncated downward by the boundary. The boundary 
between the two divisions of the Precambrian is therefore 
a thrust. 
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The boundary 
between the Upper and Lower Divisions of the Precambrian 
is exposed at several places at Goat Island where it is a 
1:leathere6 gouge only a few inches thick. 
The gravel-covered neck Joining Goat Island to the 
mainland is underlain by a chaotic breccia containing 
blocks of both Netamorphics and Rocky Cape Group. The 
blocks range from three to twenty feet in length and are 
tabular in shape. The boundary of each block against its 
neighbours is a clear-cut fault with negligible matrix 
between blocks. There is no elastic matrix. In detail 
the blocks form a patdh.work quilt arrangement in Which the 
22 fellation of the Metamorphics is differently oriented 
in different blocks and 52 in any block is truncated at the 
edge of the block. East of Goat Island the chaotic breccia 
consists principally of slabs of the Metamorphics but vest 
of Goat Island the slabs are mainly Rocky Cape Group. 
However, boulders of each type are intermingled in each 
area. This chaotic breccia has similarities with the Chaos 
structures (particularly the Riggs Chaos) described OF 
Khpfer (1960) which overlie thrust faults in California. 
The thrust between the Upper and Lower Divisions of 
the Precambrian truncates structures of the youngest period 
of metamorphism in the Lower Division and truncates 
structures of the youngest period of folding in the Upper 
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Division. The thrust was probably active at the time of 
second generation folding in the Rocky Cape Group., that 
is, pre-700 million years D.P. 
At It Remus the writer has described a fault wedge 
of Rocky Cape Group which occurs as a thrust slice with 
Eetamorphics above and below. This imbricate arrangement 
is truncated stratigraPhically at the base of the Cambrian 
Dundas Group so that the Rocky Cape Group and the 
Metamorphics were faulted together in Precambrian time. 
Xectonic Succession 
The two divisions of the Precambrian have been folded 
together In the Tabborabbcran Orogeny. They are in faulted 
relation to each other, the faulting accompanying the second 
phase deformation of the Rocky Cape Group. There is, 
however, no evidence of a widespread Precambrian period of 
folding common to the two divisions. 
At Goat Island there is a fault zone crosses the 
island which post-dates the 82 foliation in the Metamorphics. 
Along the footwall of this fault is a narrow zone of coarse. 
spaced crenulation cleavage which post-dates 82 and is 
probably not Tabberabberan. This cleavage may have been 
formed during one of the periods of folding in the Rocky 
Cape Group. The restricted, minor deformation of the 
Metamorphics is consistent with extensive folding in the 
Crenulation cleavage of restricted distribution 
Second phase of deformation and metamorphism. Formation of transposition foliation $2 
First phase deformation and metamorphism 
Penguin Orogeny 
Frenchman Orogeny 
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Rocky Cape Group only if there is an active decollement 
separating the divisions. The crenulation cleavage in 
the Metamorphics Is therefore correlated with the second 
these of deformation in the Rocky Cape Group. With this 
correlation the Precambrian structural history is as 
listed below. 
121111dian, 	Untie : Division 
Thrust 	Second generation folding and formation of a schuppen structure 
Transition? First generation • folding. Metamorphism of low • grade in some areas 
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The Tyeimati Orogeny was defined by BTOWIle (1949) as 
that tectonic movement represented by the unconformity 
between Ordovician rocks above, zind sup?eselly Cambrian 
rooks below* in the Tyanna Valley, Of south-western Tasmania. 
Carey and limaks (1951.) identified IA* rocks below this 
'inconformity as pre-Cambrian and re-defined the Tyennan 
Orogenr to mean the lmovements Immeedately preceding, 
accompanying and immediately following deposition of the 
Dundes Group. 
In that tdiich follows, the name Tyennan Orogeny will 
be used in a sense close to that of Carey and lianks t to mean 
those movements which accompanied deposition of the Dundas 
Group and which had terminated by the time of inception of 
Ordovician (June. Group) sedimentatica. The interval of 
erosion between the top of the Dimities Group Etri base of the 
Junee Group will be termed the Vukesiano interval and 
regarded as falling within the time span of the Tyennan 
Orogeny. 
The type and extent of ems/sent synchronms with Nudes 
Group depositiont and the question of whether the Jukesian 
Interval represents a period of tectonic movement (the 
Vukesian Novenento of Carey and batiks) is considered here. 
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it is ooncluded that tectonic movements of considerable 
magnitude acataPamied deposition of the Dundas Group and 
that deposition was concluded by folding and erosion during 
a Jukesian Movement. Toro periods of deformation and 
erosion are recognised -the Bardstaff Movement of Middle 
Middle Cambrian time and the iukesian Movement ranging in 
time from timer Upper to Middle Upper Cambrian, 
iobgter 	Volcanism 
The Lobster Creek Volcanic* form an axial bolt of 
massive rooks of igneous derivation. Belts of similar rocks 
occur in the Dundas•Trough in other parts of Tasmania. 
Burns (196]s) considered one thick belt to be an accumulation 
of vater-laid pyroclastics. However, a related belt has the 
fora of a large mill intrusive at the base or the Dundas 
Group (burns, 19644, Another belt of volcanics has been 
considered by Campana et al (1958) to be effusive 
fragmentals underlying higher formations of the Dundas Group. 
Solomon (1960) suggests the volcanics in one area are 
remnants of submarine volcanoes* 
One or several of these hypotheses say be applicable 
to the Lobster Creek Volcanies. They are similar to 
volcanics in other thick belts in that the rocks are coarse-
grained, acidic in composition, massive and largely 
structurelese. The voleaacs either underlie the Cateena 
Subgroup disconformuibly or are an intrusion through them 
of laccolithic form. The time of emplacement on either 
view was prei.Middle Cambrian as the volcanics are overlain 
unoonformably by the Barrington Chart. 
South-east of the Dial Range area Burns (1957a) found 
a belt of voleanios of similar petrological type  and 
similar stratigraphio position to the Lobster Creek 
•Volcamies. As this belt contains lapilli tufts and 
agglomerates it is probable that the Lobster Creek 
Volcanics are also "effusive fragmentals" in the 
terminology of Campana. They have, however, a ridge-like 
form, which suggests that they are a buried volcanic 
ridge. The metamorphism of undstones adjacent to the 
volcanies in one area, cited by Hughes (1953) as evidence 
of their magmatic emplacement, is a hydrothermal effect 
and postdates a Devonian slaty cleavage. 
Cateena Point Subgroup 
The Cateena Point Subgroup contains two area127 
segregated Lithologioal assemblages of the same age. At 
the southern end of the Dial Range Trough* in the 
vicinity of Sprent, the subgroup is represented by thick-
bedded claystones with minor Charts and limestones. The 
•elaystones are thick-bedded, massive and structureless. 
At the northern end of the Trough, vest of Ulverstone, 
the Subgroup is represented by a sandstone-mudstone 
assemblage. This consists of inter-laminated and inter- 
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banded mudstone and siltstone or fine saOstone. The 
sandstone-mudstone and claystone assemblages interfinger 
over a zone about two miles wide. 
Claystoncs or the typo occurring at prent are not 
comaon in the Dundas Group. Taylor (1954, see Banks 1956, 
pp.179-180) considered a similar assemblage to be a group 
apart from the Dundas Group. The transition from one 
assemblage to the other could reflect distance from a comaon 
source, as described by Hsu (1960).. Alternatively the 
sandstone and mudstone could have been deposited along the 
track of currents travelling down the axis of the trough, 
and claystones could have been deposited on the flanks of 
the trough from the same or a different source. 
Coarse sandstones and mudstones are of restricted 
occurrence. Rocks of this grain size occur at two places 
within the sandstone-mudstone assemblage near Cateena Point 
and two horizons, probably the same ones, occur in the Gawler 
River about three miles to the south. The rocks form macro-
graded units which are groups of twenty to thirty beds 
totalling about 100 feet in thickness. In each group of beds 
the grain size and thickness of individual beds decreases 
upwards. The macro -graded units are succeeded, upwards by 
"normal" sandstone and mudstone and recur at intervals of 
1500 feet in the stratigraphic column,. An analogous cyclic 
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accelerated rate of deposition represented by these 
horizons. The rate of deposition exceeded rate of 
consolidation and sliding was an inevitable result. The 
beds slid, down the depositional slope on a clay substratum 
to fora an imbricate structure.. The aodal orientation of 
the folds does not correspond with that of tectonic 
(Devonian) folds in the vicinity. The axes are oriented 
normal to the inferred depositional slope with axial planes 
dipping downslope. 
Currents depositing the Cateena Subgroup were directed 
from the northern quadrant implying a general depositional 
slops to the south. The distribution of the two litho-
logical assemblages, sandstones-mudstone and claystone, is 
consistent with a trough oriented with long axis runaing 
north-south or north-east to south-west. The Wilsonia 
Velcanics thicken southward at a rate near 175 feet per 
mile implying a slope of this order of magnitude. The 
orientation of the sedimentary folds at Cateena Point 
implies that in the basin of deposition the southwards 
'slope was approximately equal to the westward slope, that 
is, the slope across the trough was approximately equal to 
the slope down the trough in this vicinity. It is concluded 
that the Cateena Subgroup was deposited in a shallow but 
defined trough which had an axial slope to the south. 
Sediments ware derived from the head of the trough, from 
31+1 
somewhere to the north of the present coast-line. Itere 
is no evidence of contennormeous tectonic movement. 
kikEligart-P-M=ar. 
The base of the Barrington Chert has been identified 
as an unconformity, the Lardstaff Unconformity. It' 
represents erosion of at least 1500 feet of Cateena Oub-
group in an area at Hardstaff Creek and at least 500 feet 
at Lobster Creek, liowever, in the type area of the 
Barrington Chert, some ten miles south-east of the LIU 
Lange, it is probable that the amount of erosion at the 
base of the Chert was negligible. 
A palaeogeologic map of the base of the chert (figure 
78) indicates that the erosional period represented by the 
unconfOrmity followed gentle folding of the Cateena 
Subgroup and localised faulting. These movements are 
termed the Uardstaff retirement and are regarded as a phase 
of the TyennanOrogenlr e 
The palaeogeo/ogic (or "sub-crop") map of figure 73, 
at the base of the Barrington Chert, has Tabberabberan 
deformation only partly unwound, The Lial Range Trough is 
• divided into two basins, by a central "arch" of Lobster 
Creek Volcanics. The available data show no sedimentary 
features, such as variations in thickness of the Kerrison 
Creek Volcanics, which reflect this basin arrangement. 
Ale form is therefore due to deformation and was probably 
produced in a short period of tine. 2ho formations of the 
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from sandstones and mudstones to alert, implying major 
regional changes in the environments of source and 
deposition. This conclusion is in general agreement with 
Campana et al (1958) who considered differential subsidence 
of basement blocks to have accompanied and controlled 
Cambrian deposition on the West Coast of Tasmania. 
Oarringcon Chert and Nott2,1 Balite 
The Barrington Chert and Motton GpiIite together form 
a distinctly* lithological intercalation within the Dundas 
Group. The Landes Group throughout Tasmania consists 
dominantly of mudstones and sandstones, acidic to 
intermediate volcanies, and subordinate conglomerates. 
The type section at Dundas contains these lithologies only. 
In this context, the Barrington Chert and Fotton Spilite 
appear as interruptions to normal sedimentation. They are 
of restricted extent and are probably confined to the tial 
Eange and a region lying to the south-east. 
Following the Hardstaff Movement the nom' elastics 
were swamped by siliceous material. The mad.carrying 
currents were not completely cat off as the Barrington 
Chert contains beds of madstones and conglomerates and much 
of the chert is impure or even a siliceous mudstone due to 
dilution with clay. 
The chert is a thick tongue lying along the axis of 
the Dial Hang* Trough (figure 5). The maximum thickness 
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shown in figure 5 is a conservative estivate and allows 
for the posslbility that the succession on Ft Loorer, 
where the dhert is 4,800 feet thick, is repeated by 
thrus inc. Frorz the aminl tongue the thickness of the 
chart drops away rapidly to an average of 250 feet on the 
flanks. 
Only rcvnants of the Votton ,J,pilite are preserved 
so the original Zorn of this formation cannot be 
reconstructed. There is an abrupt cut-off on the western . 
side that suggests that this formation may have been a 
thick, narrow tongue, with the region of mamimum thickness 
adjacent to that oT the Barrington Chert. 
On the mesoscopic scale the dhert is name-like with 
numerous inter- and intra-stratal folds, including anong 
the forEer some recumbent folds with amplitudes up to 
three feet. An unconformity has been noted in one place. 
ihe base of the chert is the transgressive Vardstaff 
Unconforvity so that the trough which acconvodated the 
chart was largely erosional in origin. Mere is an 
indication of progressive overlap of the chert against a 
rising sea floor (figure 47)• The very great thickness 
nay be due in part to the piling-up of contemporaneous 
slides moving semi-consolidate0 chert from the flanks to 
the amial region of the trough. 
34- 5 
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At the southern end of the Pial Eange the Eadfords 
Creek l'Albgroup is a fairly monotonous mudstone.sandstone 
repetitive succession. These rocks abut against the 
Eaton Spilite with a fairly sharply defined boundary. 
At the boundary the Eadfords Creek Subgroup contains 
boulders and lithic fragments derived from the •otton 
Opilite. 
In the Sugarloaf Gorge near Gunns Plains and in the 
Loyotea region some ten miles to the south-west the 
Eadfords Creek Subgroup contains a lens or lenses of 
quartzite conglomerate. This is a continuous framework 
conglomerate with well-rounded pebbles in a matrix of 
quartz sand and contains mainly Precambrian pebbles 
derived from the west. The conglomerate in the Leven 
Gorge occurs near the Leionvz• zone of the Lower Upper 
Cambrian and dates the first emergence of the Rocky Cape 
tleanticline on the western side of the Dial Lange Trough. 
At the northern end of the trough the Eadfords Creek 
Subgroup is represented by its highest formation, the 
Beecraft Vegabreccia. The megabreccia abuts against 
Precambrian basement on the west side of the trough, and 
from there eastwards overlies, successively, mudstones 
and conglomerates of the Eadfords Creek subgroup, Motton 
t;pilite, and (at 7::estbank) Precambrian basement of the 
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eastern flank of the trough. This transgression indicates 
considerable erosion had occurred before deposition of the 
megabreccia and had exposed the basement on the flanks of 
the trough. A palaeogeologic map, if drawn at the base 
of the megabreccia, would show the older formations of the 
Radfords Creek Subgroup confined to a narrow zone along 
the western edge of the trough. The trough had a pronounced 
east-facing asymmetry at this time. 
During deposition of the Badfords Creek Subgroup the 
flanks of the trough were uplifted and the cover was 
removed - in part by gravitational sliding of marginal 
deposits towards the axis of the trough. The basin became 
asymmetrical in cross-section with a narrow down-warp 
adjacent to the western margin. There was considerable 
erosion of topographic highs. As well as narrowing, the 
trough probably tilted southwards. These Lower Upper 
Cambrian movements which are reflected in the sedimentation 
are considered to constitute the first phase of the 
Jukesian Movement. 
Juice sin )bvç. 
An apparent unconformity on Mt Jukes, on the West 
• Coast of Tasmania, was described by Hills (1914) but was 
discounted by Bradley (1954) as evidence of a tectonic 
movement. The term Jukesian Movement was re-defined by 
Carey and Banks (1954) to mean those movements represented 
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by tIle unconformity between the Lundas and Junee OraUDS. 
An unconfornity in this stratigraphic position has been 
reported from several Tasmanian localities (olomon, 
1962, p.321) although in some areas there is apparent 
conformity. 
In the Dial Eange the (Ordovician) Lial flange 
Conglomera , e unconformably overlies the Lunda roup. he 
base of the co 	 erate transgresses all formations from 
the base of the Fundas Group to the top. Boulders of 
keratophyre reseLbling that intruding the beecraft 
egabreccia are fund in the conglomerate in one locality 
(1yrtle Creek, south-east of Penguin) and the bulk of the 
conglomerate is re-cycled Barrington Chert. Boulders of 
limonite from an orebody which replaces Carbrlan 
conglocerates (Burns, 1961b) are a prozinent constituent 
of the conglomerate. 
A palaeogeologic map of the base of the Junco Group 
is shown in figure 79. Lundas Group sedirents are lacking 
rom the flanks of the Dial Eange Trouch. There is a 
central uplift composed of Barrington Ghert which despite 
low limb-dips of about fifteen degrees had a structural 
relief approaching 1,000 feet. The fairly tight syncline 
at the western margin was at least partly formed during 
depositim of the Eadfords Creek Gubgryur. be palaeo-
geology of the eastcrn flank of the Lial Lange 2rough is 
MLS. 
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conjectural but there is a possibility of low-angle 
thrusts at the edge of the thick Iledge of Darrington 
abort. 
At the time of deposition of the Deecraft regabreccia, 
which contains two suites of albahthonous lithologies 
apparently derived from opposite sides of the trough, the 
trough vas topographically negative with currents 
travelling from the north. liowever, in Lower Ordovician 
time the region was mainly topographically positive with 
respect to the flanks. It is therefore concluded that 
sedimentation in the Lial Range Trough was halted by growth 
of the central anticline. The chert-granule conglomerates 
in the Teatree Point •egabreccia may bear witness to 
erosion of chert in early stages of this uplift. 
The period of folding, the Zukesian Movement, began 
during Lower Upper Cambrian time during sedimentation of 
the Hadfords Creek Subgroup and was concluded by early in 
the Ordovician. 
The movements preceding the deposition of the Lundas 
Group include the Penguin Orogeny which was pre.700 
million years B.?. The Tyennan Orogeny of Carey and Banks 
(1954) is re-defined to exclude !covenants preceding and to 
include movements during and imediately after, deposition 
of the Lundas Group. 
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Two phases of the Tyennan Orogeny are recognised 
in the Dial Range, the Hardstaff Movement and the Zukesian 
Uovement. 
The Rardstalf Movement occurred in Middle Middle 
Cambrian time with differential subsidence and minor 
normal faulting. Movements were followed by erosion which 
stripped hundreds of feet of Cateena Point Subgroup from 
highs before deposition of the Barrington Chart. 
The Zukesian Movement commenced in the Lower 'Upper 
Cambrian during deposition of the Radfords Creek Subgroup. 
Immediately before, or during deposition of the Radfords 
Creek Subgroup the as of the trough was tilted south-
wards so that the Subgroup is strongly transgressive over 
older formations. The cover on the flanks of the trough 
was stripped from the basement and transported into the 
trough, in ,part by mass movement. Sedimentation was halted 
by the growth of a broad anticline in the axial portion of 
the trough which was flanked by synclines. The western 
syncline commenced development during sedimentation and its 
final form was asymmetrical facing east reflecting the 
overall shape of the trough. Intrusion, of •dykes and stocks 
of keratopbyre and formation of a limonite orebody at the 
Iran Cliffs by alteration of Precambrian haematite ore 
accompanied the Jukesian Movement uhich bad terminated by 
Lower Ordovician time. 
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CHAPTER 13  
Tabberabberan Orogen7 
Xntroduction 
The Tabberabberan Orogeny was first recognised in the 
Tabberabbera district of Victoria where rooks of inferred 
Upper Devonian age overlie Silurian rooks unconformably 
(Swaminath, 1958). A stratigraphic break correlated with 
this orogeny extends into southern New South Wales where 
Upper Devonian rocks unconformably overlie Middle Devonian. 
In Tasmania the Tabberabberan Orogeny has been identified 
as that movement period following the deposition of the 
Lower Devonian Spero Bay Group (Banks, 1962, p.184) and 
preceding the deposition of the Upper Devonian Bugenana 
Beds (Banks and Burns, 1962, p.185). 
The °ropily was a widespread event in Australia causing 
folding and terminating geosynclinal deposition in Tasmania, 
Victoria, and southern New South Vales. In New South Wales 
it is followed by deposition of shallow marine or lacustrine 
deposits, in Victoria by lacustrine deposits and in 
Tasmania, except for the accidentally-preserved cave 
• deposits at Eugenana, it was followed by a long period of 
erosion. 
The Tabberabberan Orogeny is the principal Palaeozoic 
movement episode in Tasmania with granite intrusions 
occurring during this episode. In the Dial Range Area 
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two distinct movement periods are recognised and termed 
the Eugenanan and Loonganan Movements respectively. The 
Orogeny is dated as Middle Devonian.. 
Strattgruhio Dating  
In the Dial Range it has been possible to date the 
Tabberabberan Orogeny as Middle Devonian.. 
Depositian of the Junes and Eldon Groups and correlates 
extended from the Ordovician to Lower Devonian.. Throughout 
Tasmania these rook6 are strongly folded and faulted in 
contrast with rooks of the Permian System which record 
tilting and faulting only. The hiatus between the Siluro-
Devonian Eldon Group and the Permian System was equated by 
Carey and Banks (1954) with the Tabberabberan Orogeny but 
there was some uncertainty in that the stratigraphic break ', 
extending from Lower Devonian to Lower Permian ', spans the 
time range of• both the Tabberabberan and the Eanimblen 
Orogenies.. 
At Point Hibbs Hanks (1962 ' pp.164.185) found the Spero 
Bay Group unconformably overlying Cambrian rocks. and 
suggests that the absence of the Eldon Group is to be 
explained as uplift and erosion before deposition of the 
Spero Bay Group (Solomon ', 1962". p.323).. This dates one 
movement period as between the Eldon Group (Lower Devonian) 
and Spero pay Group (Upper Lower Devonian or Lower Middle 
Devonian). The Spero Bay Group is tilted at high angles 
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, in contrast to hOrizental Permian rocks in the vicinity, 
suggesting a second movement period between Lower Middle 
Devonian and Permian. .• 	• At Sugenana the Upper Devonian Euganana Beds overlies, 
unconformably, the Gordon Limestone. The disoriented slabs 
of foliated limestone in the boulder beds show that the 
first Phase of Tabberibbeian deformation preceded the 
Upper Devonian. 
• Tectonic structures are absent from the Busman& Bede, 
excepting minor joints which are probably of Tertiaky age. 
There is no occurrence of types or styles of astoimation 
corresponding to the Tabberabberan Orogeny. The Bugenana 
Beds therefore poet-date the second 'and third 'Phases of 
Tabberabberan Movement. 
The Tabberabberan Orogeny occurred in the interval 
between the deposition of the Eldon drOup and the EUgenana 
Beds, that is, in 'the Middle Devonian. 'This date agrees 
with geophysical dates of 'granites eiplaced during the 
PalaeOsoici orogenesis. In 'particular,' the EMaisblan 
Orogeny (late dekboniferous) of New South Wiles has had no 
'detectable effect in Tasmania. 
Tabberabberan Structures. 
Introduction: In earlier chapters struitures identified 
as Tabberabberan have been described from Precambrian, 
Cambrian and Ordovician rocks. The identifications have 
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been based upon order of development in multiply folded 
terrains, on profile and orientation (tectonic style), or 
on coincidence of basement structures with structures in 
younger rocks. The Tabberabberan structures so identified 
have a regularity which confirms their identification. 
It will be concluded that two distinct phases of 
movement occurred. The first, ox' Sugenana phase, produced 
fairly regular folds with northerly trend. The second, or 
Loonganan phase, superposed oblique crossfolds which have 
north-east trends. The two phases are closely related in, 
a time but there is no direct evidence of contemporaneity. 
The two phases appear to have been distinct and separate 
events. The Eugenanan stress-field had axial or orthorhombic 
symmetry, the Loonganan stress...field was probably of axial 
symmetry. 
Buicenana: At Eugenana the large open folds of the 
Melrose Basin and neighbouring anticlines pass downwards 
Into the contiguous Forthside Antiform in such a way as 
to indicate that the Ordovician and Precambrian rocks were 
folded together. The Ordovician mantle in this area is a 
thin layer effectively "fused" to the PrecaMbrian basement. 
In the Ordovician Gordon Limestone, three movement 
periods are recognised. 
The first movement resulted in similar folding with an 
axial surface foliation oriented (at the present time) 
3 5Lf 
60E357. Folded .chert lenses, dolomite and calcite bouilin.s, 
and deformed fossils Yield fold axes parallel to kinematic 
b and oriented 23.462. 
The second 'phase was a conjugate•style refolding' of the 
foliatiOit about paired axial "knick" Surfaces which curve 
• -cylindrical* about the .fold axis and 'Which intersect in a 
iihe lying Lathe foliation and parallel to the fold axes 
Which are modally 10480. One grim* of 'folds is 
asymmetrical (only one set out of the conaugate pair of 
'knick planes is developed) With a modal axial plane 3561/172. 
However this is a poorly defined maximum and; in fact, 
• axial surfaces are shears of several kinds. The orientation 
• of the principal structural elements 10 as tabled below. 
• Vertical -shears 	Horizontal shears Oblique shears 
• Median 	• 60E357 15W357 	60W354 
• Mode 65E360 	22004 • 70W354 
• 
 
in view of the quantity and type of data available, the 
•median is probably better measure of central tendency than 
the itiodes 
The. third phase of 'movement resulted in minor folding 
of the foliation with steep axial plunge, The median axis 
is 50-065 which corresponds to an axial 'plane of 76N083. 
The second generation structures are of a distinctive 
'style. Oblique shears and accompanying obliquee.sheer folds 
are the dominant type. These shears curve cylindrically 
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• about the fad axes .and in higher parts ..of the. folds become, 
asymptotic to the 'foliation.. Tathesé  :higher parts •the • • 
•folds have :near.Vertidal axial surfaces. There are a few 
horizontal shears. 	intersect the.• oblique shears to form 
conjugate foldS at :their •Mutual 'intersection. • The.:orienta- 
' tion of !tb.e.'aonjugate'folda indicates shortening 	, a .•.•, 
Vertidai direction tat the higher parts 'of the Oblique.shear 
folde do not "match *this "System as reproduced experimentally 
by Paterson 'arid . 17eiels.: (1962). It' is 'probable 'that the folds 
were not all formed at the one•:time aa is indicated by the'. 
complex Eideceasion .of•linestiona WI the shear planes. The 
anomalies in the fold :style have . possibly .reaulted from 
folding occurring at several times :daring . rotation of ,the 
stress field..-. 
•It is inferred that the first-phase' folds were forced 
with kinematic a 'near 90E001 and•kinematic b near 30.172. 
In the second phase 'tif.movement o the foltaticin was,poilsibly 
rotated • about . the • second-generation 'alms .10.180• to • the . • 
present :Orientation 602357 at the same time •that the 
regional 'folding occurred that formed 'the :golly's° Syncline. 
Second phase folda:devoloped with kinematic a beirig. • 
80N270' and p ..ais 104480. The third' phase Vas -tuperpoSed at 
an inferred later limo with itinematic•b as 50-.065 and 
oriented 408W335 
• The Movement episode corresponding to the first 
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generation folds at Bagenana is terted the Bagman= 
Movement.'. In the terrain east of the Dial range folds of 
thiti phaEte 'have an Eticial slaty cleavage in mudatones and a 
fraoture Cleavage ill' eandatones of the' d'unest Group, a slaty 
cleavage in iudstonea , tif the Dundee Group, tand a late Strain- 
•slip oleavage (fraoture OleaVage of pry, 	fig. 5b)' in 
Precambrian sohists. 
'.The second Oaee'folde at 2ugenena are ceeigned to the 
Etzgentinan Movement 'on orientation alone. The flexural style 
suggeete a faster rate of deformation or lower Confining 
presoureo than in the first phcee. VOldo of the third 
phase are `6otioitttted with the Loonganan Movement. 
Sulphur Creeks At Sulphur Creek tile Ordovieian Dial 
Range Conglomerate forraa a thin blanket over the Preoambrian 
basement on the western flank of the Dial Range Trough. The 
base ot the Oonglomerate is an irregular inconformity along 
which there has probably been very little Slippage, that is, 
the conglomerate 10 "fused" to basement. 
The Dial Range Conglomerate is folded into gentle domes 
and basins. One fold has a regular cylindrical form with 
•beta 'oriented 15-257 'and Et ftelli•;irertioal axial' plane. The 
"middle" and "beat" basins are notoylindrioal folds. Data 
diagrams for these basins yiel& maxima, some of high order, 
oriented a000rding to 'the position of the sampling area. 
An attempt to detect oylindrical tendencies, as departures 
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from ephericity, by evaluating modes (plotting intersections 
per mode against orientation of the mode) suggested a 
crossing trend near 158. 
The folding is accompanied by email breakthruete which 
intersect near 25-249 (axis of folding of the thrusts?). 
The normal to in the fault planes to the direction of slip 
ie 5-170 which is the kinematic b of faulting and which is 
correlated with the Rugenanan fold trend. 
Joints in the "east" basin have their principal axes of 
strain oriented uniformly in all subareas of the fold, 
irrespective of the attitude of bedding. The joints are 
therefore post-folding and of no value In determining fold 
kinematics. 
From the Sulphur Creek data two generations of folding 
are inferred. The first is identified as Eugenanan, and to 
indicated by thrust faulte and by cylindrical tendencies 
in the "east" basin and has a near-vertical axial plane 
trending 170. A period of minor folding in the underlying 
Rocky Cape Group, with axes near 74-001 and axial planes 
87NE171 is correlated with this phase. 
The second phase of folding Is named the Ioonganan 
Movement, from the Loonganan Syncline, a regional structure 
of the hinterland. In the "west" basin this is represented 
by a cylindrical fold with vertical axial plane and an axis 
trending 257 (plunge 15-257). A group of minor folds in the 
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baseEcnt with alms 59.265 and axial planes t40275 is 
correlated with this phase. 
The folds of each phase have axial planes of sindiar 
orientation, in basement (Precantrian) and mantle 
(Ordovician). The axial plunges vary widely depending 
upon initial orientation of the folded 6.surfaees. This 
.uniformity of axial planes is a characteristic of the 
region and in this feature the Zulphur Creek area is 
. typical. 
plak,1a4s9: In the vicinity of Penguin and in the 
northern part of the Lial Lange the principal crestal 
trend is close to 360. A crestal trace trending 020 on 
Rt. Dial reported by Hugems (1953) is a product compounded 
by superpositian of tectonic folds on high initial dips. 
The syncline of .V1 Dial is crossed near Penguin by a 
gentle oblique crossfold t the position of the cross-fold 
being dictated by the position of rapid stratigraphic 
thinning In the . Buncan Conglomerate. One of the fold 
trends is near 360, thecrossing trend is oblique. Folds 
assigned to the crossing trend wore found by Burns (1960) 
in the platy limonite ore at the Iron Cliffs to have. axcs 
70.112 with axial planes 9011267. The 360 trend is 
identified as EuE,,enanant the crossing trend as Loonganan. 
The OnormFault, an east-west tear fault systeri 
crossing the Dial Range, Is a complex structure showing 
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evidence of uultiple movent. The mjor fault is 
vertical with dextral transcurrent movement, but the rivlor 
faults have variable orientations of their fault planes 
and directions of slip. The strikes swing through an 
azimuth of ninety degrees from the main fault and the 
faults range in type from vertical wrenches to low-angle 
thrusts. 2he variation cannot be explained as a system 
of splays related to a single episode of faulting but is 
compatible with multiple movement or with continuing 
movement in a rotating stress field. 
In discussion of faulting it is convenient to adopt 
the concept of "stress regimes" of Harland and Bayly 
(1958). For this purpose the trend of Eugene= folds 
(north-north-west in most areas) Is designated as the 
regional /a axis, the vertical direction is designated g, 
and the direction at right angles to the other two is 
designated A, 
The earliest movement on the Gnomon Fault system was 
probably dextral transcurrent faulting on a vertical 
surface striking north-west. Fault brecciss of this phase 
are intosected by oblique-slip faults with a dextral 
component of strike-slip and a thrust component of dip-
slip. After Bott (1959) and Harland and Bayly (1958) the 
succession of regimes is dextral wrench followed by dextral 
thrust. 
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AG fault network occurs in the stratigraphically 
highest part of the area. The dextral wrench movements 
are correlated with localised strike la) extension in:the 
Eugenanan rovement, that is, they are regarded as 
localised primary* wench movements in a gencral prinary 
thrust regime. The succeeding dextral thrust moveEent is 
assigned to the Loonganan Fovement, 
njammicz A network of faults exists between Et 
Luncan and Gunns Plains at the south.western end of Et 
Lorymer. 
Folds in Cambrian mudotones (of the Eadferds Creek 
)ubgroup in the Sugarloaf Gorge), Ordovician limestone 
(at the. north end of Guruxs llama), and Ordovician 
sandstone (of the Sugarloaf Gorge) /rye a comron axial 
trend of 163. The folds in the Cambrian mudstone have a 
modal plunge of 14.163 while in the limestone on the 
opposite side of the Walloa Creek Fault the folds plunge 
40-163. 
Folds in the mudstone are associated with vertical 
faults, related to the Luncan Fault in type and 
orientation, which have a modal orientation 45479. They 
are intersected by later, low.angle thrusts of mean 
orientntion 240W113. 
The sir:gest solution to the fault network is that 
the area has boon first folded on north-south axes, then 
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"differentially refolded on a south-west trend. In the 
refolding, the minor folds in the limestone were rotated 
to their present plunge of iO degrees south by 'wholesale 
rotation of the north limb of the GUnns Plains . basin. 
Folds on the eastern side of the Walloa Creek Fault were 
not rotated an equivalent amount. The fault thus behaved 
as a strong inhemogeneity controlling. deferuntion. 
Oonsurrent with the refolding were a number of 
strike-slip faults striking north-west. 
Adopting this, the simplest, solution of the networtt, 
the phases of movement become as follows. The first phase 
was folding and faulting equated with the Eugenanan 
Lovement. Fold axes trended 163, Axial planes were near 
vertical s and associated faults dip 4%4179. The second 
phase was differential folding uhieh formed the Gun= 
plains Basin. There was major thrusting at the northern 
boundary of the basin and minor thrusts elsewhere; fold 
axes plunge south-west in vertical axial planes; thrusts 
are oriented 24SW118. This Phase is correlated with the 
Loongananrovement. 
A third phase, possibly contemporaneous with the 
. second, resulted in formation of north-vest striking 
faults with horizontal slip. 
pial paneTroug: At Isandula, near the southern 
end of the Dial Bang° Trough, similar-style folds are 
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developed in Cambrian mudstones with an axial-plane 
slaty cleavage. Data from the Isandula Boad yields a 
beta maximum oriented '18-357 correspon4irg to a pitch or 
nineteen degrees north in a modal cleavage plane oriented 
80NE354. These folds are correlated with the Bugenanan 
Movement. 
West of Cottons Point the Conbriansudstaaes are 
folded into asymmetrical folds with axes 38-240. Axial 
surfaces are knick planes which trend to 240 but which 
dip both south-West and north-east at steep angles. Folds 
similar to these in profile and orientation have been 
fouod at the western side of the Beeeraft Megabreccia at 
Penguin and at Myrtle Creek analogous folds refold *BC" 
jointing relnted to north-trending folds. This group of 
cross-folds with axes trending south-west is identified 
as Loonganan. 
In the Westbank Chaos two periods of folding are' 
inferred. Eugenanan folds have an axial surface 
transposition foliation oriented 80'1E356 with axes pitching 
twenty-three degrees to the north - a plunge of 22-360. 
The foliation ix superimposed on a mmgabreccia; across a 
rock in which each boulder contains a srall segment of 
bedding oriented at random. The deformation resulted in 
formation of folds with axes at the intersection of 
foliation with the bedding segments so that the fold axes 
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form n gir61e in the foliation. ale:2e Is a x . A of 
"Ouctilo-rhear n faults vlth modal orientation 04L194 
probzbly formed contemporaneously with the Eugenanan folds. 
group of folds pith axes nodally 20.211 and near. 
vert cal axial surfaces is interproted as a second phase 
of folding whith is correlated with the Loonganan Illverxmt. 
The v,::estbank Chaos Is on the footvnll of the Qcstbank 
rault in faulted relationship to the PrecaLbrian of the 
Coat Island basement wedze. Folds Identified as 
Tabberabberan In this basement wedge are post.notamorphic 
structures refoldinc the Precambrian foliation. 
Fads of the VAlgerianan phase consist generally of 
minor cremtlations of the foliation. Eacroscopie folds . 
on the upper plate of the 7::estbank Fault are upright open 
folds with axes 16.193 and tn axial stmin-slip cleavage 
oriented 78U016. These folds are crossed by superposed 
Loonganan minor . folds with axial planes striking 251 and 
near vortical ' which bare axes of variatae plunge. The 
Loonganan minor folds arc upright, rounded and symmetrical 
in areas of Mt-.ling foliation (the enveloping surfaces 
aro flat-lyino) but arc steep axial-plunge, asyracatrical 
folds in steeply-dipping foliation. On the western side 
of Goat Island, in parts of the Motamorphics and in parts 
of the lioew Cape GrIu”, the axial pianos arc close-spaced 
penetrative structurcs. 
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Tn the Goat Illant! Con471oner?,te the Loonmnan 
folelmg hns the style of %nick plarms trending (dextral) 
297 and (sinistral) 227. A layer of phyllite within the 
cong/enernte has crenulations of this phase 71un:ing 
1:.3.210 and 47.301. From thosn neasnrements of strikcs 
of lalic% planes nnd rdnor fold axes the orientntion of 
the %nick planen in inferred to be A=297 and (3612274, 
The intersection of the ftnie% planen is within four degrocs 
of vertical. The %tic% planes arc protably superposed on 
a ftinenaticelly passive conglomerate, uith principal axes 
of stn vertical; 0.262 1 and 0.352. The horizontal 
plane in the Ilinar.tic 444 plane and %ineratic h in vertical. 
Indivtlual knic% :Ames ale virtually wrench faults. 
Onel forutn3 the "late cross-fold" on the east side of 
Cot Inland, has vcvi 	syrmetry. The nean foliation 
In the canglomernte is inter sccted and folded about a 
lade% plane nearly nornal to S2 and the lineation lying in 
02. This results in the lineation being refolded in a 
cirele norral to the intersection of the kale% plane with 
::',..aLtaat&mrdna: rinor folds of conju3ate profile 
occur throughout the earitern baseLent and are similar in 
style and orienti, tion to Loioncanan folds at Coat Island. 
The Fern and rivers-tone retamorr,hics are re:lane:ay 
refol6ed on axes trendirr; south,east at Spalford which is 
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probably a Tabberabberan fed. 
The FOrthside Antiform is a Tabberabberan structure 
Is it also folds overlying Ordovician rocks. There is a 
discordance in dip of the foliation of the basement, and 
bedding of Ordovician rooks, at snmconformity, which 
gives the antitoxins' axial trace a marked swing in strike 
at the base of the Ordovician. rhe antiform is non. 
cylindrical and in general the Forth Hetamorphics Ahoy the 
affect of two phases of post.metamorphic refolding. 
L1chistosity poles tend to form a girdle about the Loonganan 
axis with Lugo:1*mm axes pottage* only in areas near the 
hinge. The Forthaide Antiform Is a Cumenalumfold but with 
the south.west limb refolded in the Loonganan Movement. 
The deduced axial directions are 12.176 (Bugenanan) and 
45.229 (Loonganan) with axial planes near vertical. 
The folds formed during the Sugenanan Hovenent have 
axle azimuths of 160 to 180 throughout the Dial Bangs 
area. The plunges are low and rarely exceed twenty degrees. 
The large, openywight folds in competent strata are 
symmetrieali Small folds in steeply dipping foliations in 
the basement are disharmonie and ssimmotricia* 
If regional axes A, j6 gaze erected 90 that A is near 
0.360, and is vertical, that throughout the region the 
kinematic 12 Plane Is approximately parallel UM, and in 
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many areas lthe kinematic la ;lane is pallallol to , so 
tha-4 a'ktrarland and Layly (l95() 	stress regime is 
primary thrust. Lxceptions arc the canjugate-style foles 
formed durinj the second generation folding at Lugenana. 
For these, kinematic a is parallel to ;51 denoting a primary 
gravity awine, The tear faults on the Gnoana have 
itinematic 1 parallel to implying a I)rimary wrench regime. 
TAO priLaky wrench and primary gravity structures are 
loaalised anomalies. 
Agds formed during the Loonganan Ebvement have axial 
azimuths between 240 to 260. Zaare is usually a sini;le 
set of azial planes wiliah is vertical and stries 250 nnd 
fold axes lie somewhere in this plane at the intersection 
of the plane wfLth beddivg or foliation. Differenoes in 
axial plunge of folds in basement and mantle result from 
differaaces in primary orientation of foliation. In sore 
areas there are two sets of axial planes and the folds are 
con:ugate. Ia these axes of the folds are usually parallel 
and are parallel to the line of intersection of axial 
planes but there are areas in which the axes fall into two ., 
non-parallel classes. Voids or this type may to teed 
"kaiak-drags" and are duo to passive refolding of the 
fellation aLout the fault-like kaiak planes. 
If he regional axes .A2 -j, ,Q aro uacd in tho sane sense 
as fox, the LAzienanan kovement, that is, with 0.350, 
2uTzoa3a34uT vouuta tuTzu gun orfjoad cyl,vOnguoo so oav trona 
64-Ens:-Nt snos 3Tquoz.-iactE4ao U31oir.Tu AnrcowcaouTzi VT 
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in a line parallel to foliation. If the foliation does 
not include the in.finity-fold axis of stress then the 
only symmetry plane corEon, to the inherited fnbric and 
the stress field is the plane containing the no 	to 
the foliation and the infirdty-fold axis of stress. This 
plane is the single symmetry plane of the monoclini 
•asymmetrical. folds. 
In a simple area, such as at Sulphur Creek, the 
kinematic jig plane for the rocks of the mantle was vertical, 
whereas in the immediately-underlying basement Ast was near 
horizontal. In terms of bulk deformation there must be 
additional deforEations that were not observed involving 
distortions in the plane of the foliation in either 
basement or mantle, such as t for ezample t an 42 jointing 
in the basement folds. 'Lithe decollements that occur in 
• part of the vial -Range area may be consequences of 
accormodation difficulties of this type. 
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oapiU3IONS,  
The major tectonic units in the Dial Vange Area 
include the Lower rivision of the Precanbrian (Forth cnd 
Ulverstone retaorphics) and the Upper Division of the 
Precanbrian (Rocky Cane Group) which together form the 
Precantrian baserent. The Palaeozoic Dundas Group end 
June° fdrauD form the nantle. Eocks younger than addle 
revonian are post-tectonic and include the Eugenanan Beds 
and the Permian System. 
The Lower Division of the Precambrian is characterised 
lithologicarty by mediun graft retamerphism and 
structural/7 by transposition of early U-surfaces into 
parallelisu with the youngest, dominant schistosity 82. 
There is probably at least one phase of moverent with 
accompAnying metamorphism preceding the fornation of 32. 
Tuo periods of folding are recognised in tho Upper 
Division of the Prece=brian. The first was isoclinal 
folding with motaporphIsm of low grade or absent. The 
second resulted in forration of a schuven structure in 
which the beds dip steeply west and aro generally over-
turned. Folds are dicharmonic and rest on strike faults 
which are probably a series of splays from a basal thrust 
surface. The thrust outcrops at coat Island ana in the 
country south...west of jlverstone awl is marked i places 
by a thin layer of chaotic breccia. The thrust in an 
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extremely large structure and probably underlies the Rocky 
Cape Group throughout Northern Tasrania. 
There is no direct correlation that can be made 
between fold phases in the Hetavorphics and phases in the 
Rocky Cape Group. The second phase of deformation in the 
Rocky Cape Group has no counterpart of equal intensity in 
the Vetamorphics although a minor crenulat ion cleavage 
along a fault zone on Goat Island may belong to this phase. 
The thrust between the two Precambrian Divisions was a very 
effective surface of decollement. The youngest phase of 
deformation in the retamorphics may correlate with the 
oldest phase in the Rocky Cape Group in which case there 
has been *telescoping" of metarorphic facies along the 
thrust surface. 
Precarbrian tectonic Movements were concluded before 
the intrusion of the Cooee Volerites at 700 million years 
D.P. 
The Dundas Group was deposited in a linear trough 
with long axis directed north from north to south. The 
base of the Dundas Group rests upon an erosional surface 
but the trough has probably originated by subsidence of 
basement blocks. There was considerable erosion within 
the trough during deposition. In Middle I1ddle CaEbrian 
tine up to 1500 feet of Cateena Oubgroup was stripped from 
certain areas and in Louer Upper Canbrian time at least 
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5C0 feet of the La(Words Cree% Oubgrou,p together uith at 
least 1000 feet of tinOorlying units wan rer:Dved at the 
northern end of the.trough. The dist'-‘irbance in the LiCalo 
Cx._ibrian in terried the rardntaff row:melt anti the 
disturbance co -encing in the Lauer tipper Canbrian in 
terma the TalzesLan Llovocent, Loth being "pulses" of the 
`Zyenzian Orogeny. The julconian ibvecent hat teal rcogiicd 
at Dam' localities in Tannanial ma an =conformity 
corresponding to the Elnrdstaff E'overent has becn deduced 
on the Went Coast by Cat:Tana (Ranks, 1%2, p.130). The 
Jrattesian VOvecent zanecacrianied by intrusion of gabbro 
at the Kelm Diver on the West Cot of Taraania l by 
intrusion of keratophyres in the Dial range area, and by 
1-yerotkiorma1 activity in the Dinl Lange area md at Zeehan. 
Tito total of the rgvd.ratu t4le!rnonscs of forrationri 
in the Ltun.das Croup is close to 10,000 feet but the regions 
riaati.tiun thic!oless for the covoral forcationo are not 
coincident and the total thicItness of Cambrian sed.irmut 
my one place did not ezceed 5000 feet. The ria vane° 
52rouch uas nownetrical vith a steep tientem uall against 
thlich ablated aboitt POO feet of sediment and had a eloping 
floor on the caftern side. Tile trough tras less 	five 
piles wide. ettzpana et al (1955) have inferred that thole 
-sae a rift vsicAley of Ions duratioi in the Ein.I rongo alTa. 
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Although this "rift valley" wns not present in Ordovician 
time the concert of a graben is applieablo to the Cambrian 
basin. 
Campana et al (1958) considered the thick Ordovician 
conglomerate on the Dial Lange to have been deposited in a 
graben. The conglomerate is not structurally controlled 
in this fashion. 
The runcaa Conglomerate forms a thick, asynmetrical 
wedge in which bedding has a steeply inclined original dip. 
the bulk of the rock was derived from Cambrian highlands 
to the east. The conglomerate has the lithology and form 
of a terrestrial fanglomerate and forms a talus wedge on 
the western aide of Cambrian mountains. The wedge is ui 
to 1800 feet thick and spreads out on a piedmont to a 
blanket averaging 650 feet thick. The piedmont cover 
interfingers down-current with transgressive marine 
deposits. The Ordovician conglomerates are "post-
geosynclinal" and were formed in a subaerial environment. 
The succeeding marine transgression was widespread and 
affected the whole of Tasmania. 
ae Tabberabberan Orogeny occurred in the Riddle 
Levonlan. The Precambrian and Palaeozoic rocks were a 
stratiforn pile which deformed hetexogeneously. Two 
principal moveLent phases are recognised, the Eugenanan 
and the Loonganan. 
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The Lucenauan Povement resulted in broad, open, 
near.cylindrical folds in the competent rocks of the 
vantle. Interstratified incompetent rocks formed fracture 
and slaty cleavage and closed, small folds. Leforration 
of the mantle was thus of the style termed "competent-
incompetent". The folds trend nortb.north-west. In the 
basement, flat-lying foliations were folded like the beds 
of the mantle. In steeply-dipping foliations asymmetrical 
disharmonic folds were formed of small scale . often no 
larger than crenulations. 
In general the Eugenanan stress field was of ortho. 
rhombic symmetry and corresponded to the "primary thrust" 
regime of LarIcnd and Bayly. There are two wall areas 
where exceptions occur but in one case it can be demonstrated 
thnt the folds post-date the principal deforuntion. The 
exceptions probably result from changes in the relative 
maPnitude of the principal stresses and do not result from 
changes in the orientation of these stresses. 
The Loonganan !iovement formed superposed crossfolds 
in the mantle with sub.horizontal axes which interfere with 
Lugenaman folds to give large, open, upright, near. 
cylindrical domes and basins. Folds of analogous style 
were formed in the basement in areas of flat-lying foliation. 
In areas of steep dip in the mantle ani steep foliation in 
the basement, asymetrical minor folds were formed at the 
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intersection of their constantly-oriented axial planes 
and foliation. For the region as a whole it is found 
that kinematic uplanes intersect in a Airection ten 
degrees west of north which is interpreted as the infinity. 
fold axis of a radial stress system. Minor folds of 
conjugate profile occur where the inherited foliation 
plane included this infinity-fold axis. 
The Tabberabberan Orogeny resulted in an orthorhombic 
Bugenanan stress field succeeded by an axial Loonganan 
stress field. In terms of stress regimes, a primary 
thrust regime was followed by a soloondary axial regime, 
both of long duration. There is evidence of short-lived 
primary gravity and primary wrench regimes between the two 
long-lived phases and of a succeeding secondary wrench 
regime. The variations between these stress fields are 
variations in the relative magnitude of the principal 
tresses and not variations in orientation. This supports 
stratigraphic evidence which Shows that post.Ordivician 
defbruation occurred in a single orogeny during the Middle 
Devonian. 
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Vron the data at the Illamatha 	the stress 
field at the time of the normal, or graben.formin 
faulting, may be determined after the methods of Anderson 
(1951, ppall 155). 
Using Anderson's terninalogy, the measurements of the 
fault surfaces yield: 
0 is near 20 degrees 
ja is 1.191 
111. is 7.514. 
The mean density of overburden is assumed to be 165 
its wt per cubic foot, whence 2 is 1.1Z lbs wt per square 
Inch (a in feet). 
Lo is assumed to be 740 !diagrams per square 
centimetre, or 10,520 lbs per sqi inch. 
After Anderson, the condition for normal faulting is 
Zit 	- 
whence z 0.1458 4 - .1395 
This yields a depth of zero tension of 9565 feet. 
It has teen shown that the maximum cover at the Illamatha 
was 2000 feet at the time of faulting, which implies the 
region was in tension at this time. This is expected, 
from the occurrence of the ductile shear folds. 
Yore thnn this, however, the existence of the folds 
is due to separation of the walls of the faults - i.e. 
there was a corponent of tension normal to the fault 
planes. The conditions on the fault plane may therefore 
be calculated using the relation established above. 
If •a is the pressure normal to the fault plane, then 
for a fault hading 70 degrees, 
= k cos 70 •.11, cos 20 
whence 2 = 0.5133 Z. • 1311 
This relation yields zero at a depth of 2,554 feet, 
Luctile shear folds would not be expected to form at a 
greater (tenth than this, as at greater deDths, there is 
no stress component tending to open the faults. 
The depth of 2,554 feet agrees well with the geo/ogy 
of the region, uhich inacates that at the time of faulting 
the depth of burial was less than 2,000 feet, 
fralessara 
Anderson, EX. (1951) "ihe Dynamics of Faulting" 2nd ed., Oliver and Boyd, London, 206pp. 
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Convergence of flow lines, or tpql surfaces, nay 
he duo to thermal changes in the rock (Carey, 1954) or to 
inhoEogeneity of the flowing body. The second case is 
considered here, in its two.diLensional aspects. 
now linos mny be defined as lines Iftaich are evory-
where tangential to the displacement of particles. Ecnce 
there is no component of displacement transverse to flow 
lines. 
. Consider a pair of flow lines crossing an interface. 
between regions of differing Uewtonian viscosity. The 
direction of flow is up the page in the figure. 
If E. is the width of the flow layer in the lower 
nediur, anti le the width in the higher; and if a and 
.ao arc the displaocEents alonr, the flow linos in each 
nediuu,, then if ok is the angle of shear, 
s' =Vttancg' s =• w tano( 
In the horizontal direction, the rate of change of 
-as 	4 -as' displacecent is 	c"N 
whore 	-.51 	-65 
)( 1  
vo'buq 	vs/ ta-t oz 	 0 ) / w 
-too,10( 
If the CisPlacerent occurred in the same stress field, 
with shear stress Y and a velocity of motian 0 = 	) 
w 1  1 .n 0( i) ' (\iv 
(w,i) 1 • 
Hence ' SI = 	w 
than 
and provided that 
then 
-11 ' 	 5 
?)( at- 
)•j(De- 	DE- 	ax. 
a
• 
 
(li 	
a$_ 
( 3s1 	= 	atiax) Dt 
Since the deformation of each region occurred in the 
same time, integrating with respect to this time, 
	
S 	ryi Ds 
DX. 	( 
/ps 
zr-k. 
) 
Comparing (1) and (2), 
— 
Ili 	 04. '11 
t_ 
That is, the tan of the angle of shear is inversely 
proportional to the viscosityni 
Since volume is conserved (there being no transport 
across flow lines), the area Ak13BIA 1 is equal to the area 
of ACC'At. That is, the material emerging at the top 
(area A 0 DIC , ) is equal to the material entering at the 
bottom (area ABC). 
  
viscostoj 
 
  
  
0 
A 
It my be noted that this conservation principle 
imnlies that the flow lines can be lines of equal 
Oisplacement only if there Is no convergence. 
Fron (3) and 00, 
that is, the width of the flow lines is proportional to 
the square root of the viscosity. 
In the example quoted in Chapter Ofor chert/ 
limestone, 
	
wi/,„ 	1240 
(L) ) 	114/3.00 
• 	/ = 144/100, that is, the chart is about 
half as viscous again as the limestone. 
This treatment is a static one, in the sense that the 
width of the flow lines remains constant. However, the 
uldth Should change estrerely slowly in comparison 8th 
the other quantities (mainly the vortical extension) so 
this is not an important source of error. 
According to Jaeger (1962, p.32), the effective shear 
strain, tin e< is, in pure shear, given by 
tan 0( = (k2 - 1)/k. 
In the example, the elongation of the chert was 
estimated, from the curvature of the generating surface, 
to be 110 percent, and for the limestone, from the deformed 
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rountain fold of Laryland,.deforrntion of this !dna is 
very uniform over quite large areas, and this is 
presunably the case at Eugenana, tihere all the observations 
were rade in a single quarry* 
Bcfprences 
Carey, S.W. (1954) "Yhe Riad Concept in Tectonics" 
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Jaeger, J.C. (1963) "'Elasticity, Fracture, and Floum 
Eethuen, London, 208pp. 
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terrain, arbitrary subareas II, X, Y, and are inftented. 
Beta. diagrams for these subareas are shown in figure 3. 
Subarea 11 yields two significant, and one spuri us, 
maxinum. In subarea X, corresponding to a traverse around 
the rim of the basin, only a spurious maximum is obtained. 
The spurious mnxtna can be vary high, as shown by subareas 
Y and Z. 
The orientation of the spurious maxima is governed 
by the basin shape. The seventy-three percent maximum of 
subarea Y, for instance, defines the direction of the 
longer axis of synnetry of the basin. The symmtry axes 
bisect the fold trends. 
The reap of figure 2 is constructed with a limited 
number of dips. If a complete cap were available, a 
:traverse through the centre of the basin, along OW of the 
axes of symmetry, should yield a 100 percent beta-mosira 
riented parallel to the other axis of symzetry. At 
traverse through the centre of the basin, along the lines 
11.43.n or N-D-U, should yield a 100 percent maxinun 
oriented parallel to the fold trends. 
In folding in which the axes of basin and dome 
symnetry are not parallel to the constituent trends, beta 
unxima trill be obtained which reflect not only the fold 
trends, but fold syrnetry, as well. 
This problem arises in superposed shear folding. 
.. 
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Figure 2 
0 , Driscoll (1962, figure 2) and 	ay (1962, figure 3) 
show that superposed similar folds have axes of s mic4try 
oblique to the constituent trends. In this case, the 
folds will be elongated in a direction nearest to the 
trend with greatest vertical movement. 
The,size of beta maxima in non-cylindrical folds 
indicates, then, the symmetry of the fold as well as the 
position of the constituent fold trends. A sufficient 
number of random traverses of a flexurally formed, 
non-cylindrical fold, should yield four directions with 
high maxima. With a certain amount of random scatter, 
beta diagrams could soon be useless, requiring the 
application of other methods of analysis. 
References 
0 1 Driscoll, n.s. (1962) "Experimental Patterns in Superposed Similar Folding* Journ. Alberta Soc. Pet. Geol. Vb1.10 No.3 pp.145-167. 
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Lover Palaeozoic Rocks of the ,ial Llnce: Stratigraphie Terminology, 
K. L. Burns. 
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1. IVTBDIUCTI4 
The stratigraphic terminologies of Burns (1963a, 
1963b) do not compiy with all the conditi -ms laid dawn by the Australian Code of Stratigraphie Nomenclature. However, it was considered that his work was not proceed-alb 	bat against a backgroMmd of nomenclature in aed general use. The failure to comply with the Code vas set a emsequence of failure to understand the Code, but was a dosision made after careful 
eeliberation and in what wes believed at the time to be in 
the best interests of galliagy md of follow-workers, and 
was made in view of the Ointment of the Australian 
Committee on stratigrashie Mimsnolature (19531 14.125): 
'The Cocrittee 	does not wish to be considered 
as a body charged with the responsibility of 
drafting and onforcieg a algid set of rules." 
However, objection has USK taken to the procedures 
that were follovod, and won mamiammideration of the matter 
it is conceded that in the present lam-tame, there are 
advantages to be gained film adheres" to the Code. 
- ccordingly, a revised terminology Is presented which 
eonforns to the letter of the Australian Code. 
A formal terminology and definitions for the strati. 
craphic sulmosssion in the Dial Range has not yet been 
pablished, NOMA (1962) being a provisional column, and 
DUZM9 (1963a) Wag a diagrammatic presentation only. 
However, in the enclosed Stratigraphic columns, the are 
treated as flail lists and in the discussion thet follous, 
are compared with each other and with the revised 
terminolog, of columns 4 and 6. The greatest variations 
in terminology occur in the Cambria* 3ystan and these are 
diqcussed first. ;he variations in tembology a 	to 
the Oreevician ; system are not essentially diffe 
character. 
Consideration has bean given to the manner of erection 
of Sub.Groups and Super-Groups, and to the application of 
the term Group. As these considerations do not fit directly 
into the principal discussion, the results are stated in 
separate concluding sections. 
in 
2 
2, CAVEMAN 3YS4Via 
Four stratigraphic columns are shown 
o 4) which dhow the nocenclature of Banks weilms Awns, 1962), ,,urns (1963a),. Bursa (1963b), and 
the seetmed terminology of burns (1964). 
Differences between these columns may be classified 
as differences in nomenclAure, differ 	in 
interpretation, and differences in teredecgogy. 
he name Mateenas vas 
Aibmittedtothe Tasmanian Nomenclature Coamittee a 
statutory body with powers of regulation under Act of the Tasmanian Parliamemi, as a new name for a point of land in the Leven Rivereate:g. This We, along with other 
nemes submitted but 	then ratified, was utilised for 
the version shown in colas 1. Neuemea, after a delay of 
nearly two years, the limemelatusliChemdttee adopted the 
name "Cateena" in place of eNemeta. 
The neme "Kateena" in column 1 is therefore invalid 
as it applies to no topograPhic feature and it was 
replaced by the name nateenan in subsequent stratigraphic 
columns. 
LiffAtepees laiakrutotationa The Westbank Lads in 
column I are indicated as younger than the Tea Tree Point 
Megabreccia. This is probably tree, but eaMMot be proven 
1 :lit at this stage, so in 	versions It we felt Letter to list only the heec reads (which is the best 
development of this litholo 	and to indicate the dentbank 
Beds and the Tfloa Tree Point gabreecia as correlatives. 
banks (1962, figure 11, p,139) considered that the 
"eecraft Yegabreccia and its oorrelatives unconfoamably 
Jverlics the hadfords Creek unit. Durns, in eelomme 1, 2, 
and 3, considered the heecsaft hegabreccia to be a faces 
variant within the Ladfords Creek unit. The question of 
an unionfornity cannot be decided without additional 
infoseation, but ceemideration of the auditor during 
engillation of oilman 4 led to the conikesion that the ledibt of evi 	is in favour of Books , interpretition. Onesequent umem 	change of opinion, the terminology was adopted as 111400111M 4. This alteration is felt to 
20,MOISMO • 441144Menble improvement in ajectivity and elaritirs 
3 
Terminological differeeese 
wean 	 canoes numbered 1 to 4 ane 
of four kinds. Flietl_speo Pegnations of calm age 
upgraded to units of higher reit in subsequent eels. 
Secone, the Oub-Gremes of callus 2 wise given litho-
logical characterization which was *DeMdened in later 
columns. Third, the term Cub-Group was used in column 
3 and was replaced by Group in later solumns. Fourth, 
the term Iundas Group was used in millen 2 but was 
replaced by the term Canbrian aysten in later columns. 
(I) In 'olden 1 the Sedfords Creek and Cateena units 
are designsted as Foceetiani6 ihi tr, s, however, only a 
provision's' column aed in subsequent columns these 
roreatlees were unguided to units of higher rank (Group 
in elthan 10, This ullgrading une a result of the discovery 
that the units are substantial units which can be traced 
for nor tulles - mere than twenty mnes for the Cateena mit to slid by the realisation th4lt the units were being 
idelltified as combinations of units of lower Raft so that 
the term Group in more appropriate than Formation, as is 
diagnosed in section 4. 
This chow is designation of the units vas made in 
accordance with the amend edition of the Australian Code of Stratigraphic Hosuenaiature (1956a, article 25, p.120). 
(2)The Hadfords Creek and Cateena Sub-uroups of 
column 2 were given lithological chaiacterization in 
accord 	with the International Code of 'tratigraphic le 	vide?' states (Hedberg, 1961, article 116, p,22 
enerally it is not possible to characti,rize the 
lithelogy of a group in its name althosigh, where 
reaerly feasible, it in desir , ble to do OD." 
However, the International Code (1961, P.11) aid the 
Australian Code (1956a article 20 7 p.119) renelre that, 
in addition to the lidological term, the rank of the term 
should be designated in the ease of units ether than a 
Formation. Thus oblumn 2 Should have read 	dfords 
Creek Muestone :=ub-Groups and sCateena Mhestone L1ub-Group" 
in order to convey the sense intended. This source of 
confusion was eliminated in columns 3 and 4, 
(3) be tern sub-Group was used in col ,amn 3 in places 
where the term Group was used in column 4. Column 3 was 
in error, and this was corrected in column 4. There is 
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Article 15 of the third edition of the Australian 004s (Raggatt, 1950) states... n he term '-ub-C,roup' ry is Wed In the sons sense as 'Group' 	This does not Ilenn that'll* term Sub-Group is to b; establisibed by the IMO WOOSSMPOS as in the establisbnomt of theta= Group. 
ro= er the appropriate procedure is give& in the of 1953 (p.123) Where, in the intorests of neammelatural stability (in accordalle• with article 14b of the first edition of the Australian Onds (1950)), the introdnetion of oub-Groups permits the early nem Narraftma (Group) to be retained. This procednne in atrial.' in articles 15 of the second and third editions of the Australian Code (1956a, 19,0). 
If thc tern linalytical" is used with the mmentng 'Termed by sub-division of* and the term asynehitic with the meaning "formed by grouping together* as In Raggatt (1956a, article 14), then Formation in an analytical term, Group in a synthetic term, and Sub-Group in a an analytical term. 
In particular, Group is a synthetic term, and a Group is constructed by the grouping together of ftlinations. In this context it is oonsidered that the oommentaX7 to article 16 of the first edition of the Australian code (1950, p.173) in in error where it permits Groups to be 
erected in expectation of subsequemt stb-division. 
A jub-Group is an analytical to and a ub-Group 
is established by sub-dividing g_WMOMPar-ostaLlished 
Group. A sub-Group ir not estill.tiftl INF VW grouping 
together of FOrnations even theingli a ellibsdamap will con-
sist of a number of Formations. 
Superw,Group is a synthetic term, not sesognized in 
the Nustrnlian Code, formed by the assembling together of 
previously-established Groove. 
5. ApPYJCATTOF OF THE TUN GROUP 
The InternsAonal Gode of Stratigraphic Terninology (1961, pal) arid the third edition of the Australian Oode of tratigraphic Nomenclature (1959, P.65) define a Group as an assembly of Formntions. This is, of course, not an indiscriminate assembly, but the Formations so as!7amb1ed nust be juAaposed and have some lithogenetic features in 
- n. The Lundas Group is, therefore, the collection 
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of Formations which /alludes the Judith -late sad Tuff 
below and the Misery CenglaMmrate above, with the mutual 
relationships and lithagematic characters such as are found in the Lumdes aloe. Appling a rigid interpretation 
of the Codes, the Duadas Group my only be recognized in 
areas in which these delimiting Formntions arc recognized. 
rhis interpretation is in agreemeht uith the 
International Code of (Aratigraphic l'erminology, utich 
states (1961, 141 1 ): 
nib° extent of a lithostratigraphic unit should be 
controlled by the extent of the distinctive 
lithologic features on which the unit was based 
in its standard reference sections...." 
A Potion say be distinguidhed by a number of characters, 
sulk as a preponderance of certain petrological types, 
but sloth characters are i 	to to distinguish Groups 
as Groups are defined in a d 	rent manner to Formations. 
Ale distinctive features that characterise a Group are 
the occurrence of designated Formations in specific mutual 
relationship. As soon as these Formations are no longer 
recognizable, or their mutual relationships have 
significantly changed, the Group is no longer identifiable and, the Group name is no longer validly applied. 
his strict interpretation of the Code has not been 
generally applied in Tasmania. For example, although Blissett and Gullies (1962) show "Unassigned Dumdas Group" 
north of the Piens River, the Dundas Group doss net extend 
any further north than its northernmost Formation (the 
Lazorback Conglomerate, at latitude 41049 10. From a 
strict viewpeint, the term "Unassigned Dundas Group" is, 
In fact, nossease. 'however, the term has always been well. 
understood In practise. Another example is contained in 
the "Geolocr of Tasmania* J. geol. soc. Aust. Vol.9 
(1962) p.194. In ono Salo the term 4uamby Group is 
applied to a single Possmtion, the quamby Mu stone. In 
another place the term emby Group is applied to a 
collection of Formations with names Woody Island, bunset Liay, aatellite, I *ratreeasteaux, Lewis ;Dint, Alonnah, 
and Lreamy Bay. This usage does not conform strictly with 
the Codes, but has been accepted practice and is widely 1 , -sd and is well understood. 
The possibility of walking the outcrop between 
different areas in of no direct significance in the 
e- tension of the terra Group from one area to another. It 
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is possi.21e, for example, excepting minor interruptions 
of Cainozoic rocks, to walk on Cases Ian rooks now 
Pandas to the Dial Range, as is Annan by loping of 
ticitenna, bickinson, and others. ISSorsorc the tem 
Marks Group is not validly edelded to Ms Dial hinge 
unless the Formations that ebereetorise the Group can 
be shova to Grimed that far, *Wag the ettterop is a 
lathed. of ideattitring libirnatiscree bet bee ao direct 
amadbeg in oesseetion with Groupe. 
In the ceatost of a Geologisal sunny, owes though 
there wow be eontinuity of Fosentions tram one one to 
Insdiber it way require the pukhliestion of FessaUon 
nape of the intervening areas to pxovide valid 
diSeeandation of continuity. 
6. ,gRATIGLAPHIC CMUMIS  
Col  
tub:Udisd la beaks (1962, p. 
blestbank Beds 
Tea 'five Point Megabreccia 
ladfords Creek Formation 
Rotten SO-lite 
Barrington Chart 
Hardstaff ;Inconfoznity 
''',ateena Formation 
Lobster Creek Volc ,lnics. 
Plished in diagrammatic or,111H ub 	 Bur no (1963a). 
MIDAS 4310UP 
RAriORDB Mix Merest 
Beeendt aetbreccia 
Meditese taminly) 
Applebee Iblsanics 
Nudstone (mainly) 
baton E;pilito 
Barrington Choi* 
Unconfosi4t7 
CAXCIAL AUDENOMM 
(malay) 
1ia Ititsaalos 
iledetone (mainly) 
Unison Volcanics 
Nalletese (mainly) 
reaseela Mlle Conglomerate 
Lobster Omsk 	nic 
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A1144411-3  Unpublished sauna i=urns (1963b, N78), 
DUMAS OBOUP WW LO; CREEK SUBOBOUP 
Beecraft MOBIaMeoin avA no/relatives Whdstone, sandstone and oonglomerate Applebee CVO* Volcanics Mud stone, sandstone and conglomerate DisconfoMmIt7 Mutton Sydlite Barrington Chart Hardstaff Unconformity CAT L NA POIIIT SUBGROUP nudstone, sandstone and c:mglomerate Wilssnia Crook Volcanics Modstone and sandstone Kerrigan Crook Volcanics neatens, sandstone, clavstone and conglomerate Isamdula Conglenezate 1)1sconform1V Lobster Creek Volcaniess 
teal (Revised col 	u umn pbl d in Buena (i164 2 in press) 
CAMBRIA}, arSTLM Iseeeraft Ingabreeola (and correlatives: iea iree 
Ibint Nognbamooda Weetbank Beds) equivalent to, or 
unconforaide7 411.11 ing the Badfords Creek Group. ik,&FOLle, CM= 0a Mudstono t sandstone and nanglemerate Apylobee Valium:Les indOinse, sandstone amid nosglomerate LisconformityS 'tton 5pilite -arrington Chert Ihrdstaff Unconformity ONISMOROUP *atone, sandstone and conglomerate Volcanies 1:111::: and sandstone Volcanies Nifibils, sandstone, elaystone and eongionerate ummegia Read Congloncrate 1)iaconfesmity9 Lobster Creek Vo/canics. 
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"npublished colunn in Burns (1963b: P• 
SUNIZ; GROUP 
Gordon Limestone 
DIAL ITIA110111? 
Moino Seemistone 
Duman fistagionerate 
Gnomon ilialstone, 
Durno (1964 1 in pres*"1 1 
GilD011aAli :;y1_11f 
Gordon 'Unstop° 
DIAL GIOUP 
Moina Sandstone 
Duncan Conglamerat• 
Gnomon Mbdstone. 
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